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erhaps it's the air in San Francisco,
or more likely the fact that exhibitors and attendees were equally
upbeat, but I came back from Home
Entertainment 2003, held at the grand old
Westin-St. Francis Hotel days before I
write this month's column, jazzed. Iwas
one of 15,123 consumer, international
press, and trade attendees, according to the
official stats, and we were treated to more
than 100 exhibit rooms showing and
demonstrating 225 brands of audio and
home-theater gear. Stereophi/e's full report
will appear in our September issue.
As well as the gear, Showgoers enjoyed
great live music from pianist Robert
Silverman, violinist Arturo Delmoni — the
two joined forces for an impromptu but
thrilling performance of Beethoven's
"Kreutzer" sonata on Sunday morning—
the Kevin Joncs Band, Billy Bacon & the
Forbidden Pigs, Ecstasy in Numbers,
Dressed for Radio, the Hacienda Boys,
Noah Wotherspoon and Wild Child Butler, the Carl Saunders Sextet, Josh Jones,
Free Peoples, Melora Hardin, and the
Daniel Glass Trio, culminating in agreat set
from guitarist-songwriter Richard Thompson. My thanks to music editor Robert
Baird for helping put the concert program
together, and our thanks to all the companies who sponsored the music: Acoustic
Sounds, Delphi, Diversity Records,
Inunedia, John Marks Records, Mountain
View Stereo, Very Tall Records, XM Radio,
and especially Dolby Labs, who picked up
the tab for the Thompson concert.
Dolby is amajor proponent of DVDAudio, and Richard Thompson's classic
1991 Capitol album, Rumor and Sigh, is now
available on DVD-A. Of the two hi-rez
media, it was SACD that Iheard most often in HE2003 demo rooms, but my personal best sound at the Show was provided
by two-channel DSD recordings played
back on aTascam DS-D98 HR tape deck.
Using widely spaced omni mikes with a
carefully shaped vertical baffle between
them —a technique he calls Iso-Mike —
Ray ICimber, of Kimber 'Cable, had captured student ensembles with astonishing
clarity, excellent imaging, superbly natural
dynamics, and simply breathtaking fidelity.'
Of course, Ray had used small-capsule
°Innis like the Earthworks and DPA models, which inherently have wide bandwidth, low coloration, and excellent
linearity. He also used minimal signal paths
and zero signal processing, both of which
undoubtedly contributed to the excellence
Stereophile, August 2003

of what Iheard in San Francisco. But I
have listened to alot of digital of all flavors
over the years, and there was arightness to
the sound of Ray's DSD recordings that is
universally absent from CD sound.
Imight be wrong, but Idon't think it
was the DSD encoding itself, I've heard
the same quality from high-sample-rate,
wide-bit-depth LPCM as used on DVI)A. This improvement over CD seems unmistakable. Ifail to understand, therefore,
why the "know-everythings" who seem to
dominate the Internet newsgroups continue to insist that even 16-bit/44.1kHz PCM
encoding is better than is required, and that
the reasons for the introductions of SACD
and DVD-A have everything to do with
the desire of record companies to sell their
customers the saine back catalog at ahigher price and nothing to do with enhanced
sound quality.
Yet every time Ihave done comparisons
using my own recordings, the result is always
in favor of the hi-rez media, even when I
don't know which version is playing. For example, Imention in my review of the
Monitor Audio Silver S2 speaker in this issue
(p.79) some mixes Ihad prepared following
atrip to South Dakota the week before the
Show, during which Ihad recorded malevoice choir Cantus. Because my Brooklyn
neighbor Wes Phillips had been at the sessions, Iasked him to come over and take a
listen. Iplayed him first sonie "Red Book"
versions of two Cantus songs on CD-R:
low-pass-filtered, decimated, dithered, and
downsampled to 16/44.1 from the 24/882
masters on my PC's hard drive. "Pretty
good," he felt. (He subsequently used one of
the songs as test material at HE2003.)
But then Iplayed him the original hi-rez
WAV file from the PC, using the same
DAC at the same playback volume (the
two versions of the data had identical peak
and mean levels): "Ah, yes. That's the sound
Iremember from the Washington Pavilion." Ialso had no problem identifying the
two versions by ear, even though my HF
hearing cuts off sharply above 16kHz these
days. In particular, we independently felt
there was amore solid quality to the stereo
1The Iso-Mike recordings arc naked rather dun nude,
to use the metaphor Ideveloped in last month's "As We
See It." Two-disc Cl) transcriptions, mainly "bleeding
chunks" but including Morten Lauridsen's delightful
"Dirait on" for choir and piano, are available. Send a
check made out to Weber State University for any
amount — the money goes to the college's music program —to !Umber Kahle, 2752 South 1900 West,
Ogden, UT 84401. Tel: (801) 621-5530. Fax: (801) 6276980. Web: www.kimber.com/isomike.hon.
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Atkinson

imaging on the hi-rez version, a more
focused sense of the hall acoustic.
This seems auniversal reaction to the
quality offered by hi-rez digital. In the
May 2003 issue of the UK's Hi-Fi News,
John Crabbe, discussed aletter from an
Alan Mosley suggesting that while Mosley
could not associate a cleaner, more
extended HF with the higher sampling
rate, he did detect a"dramatic improvement" in stereo imaging. John wondered
if this was connected with better wavefront reproduction. Ithink it stems from
the higher sample rate, which allows the
brain to better localize the phantom images resulting from the information reaching the cars. (Psychoacoustic research
indicates that the brain can detect differences in the arrival times of asound at the
two ears smaller than the ear's steady-state
bandwidth would suggest is possible.)
There is an alternate explanation for the
Cantus comparisons: that the mathematical
reduction from 24/882 to 16/44.1 had
itself degraded the signal's imaging potential. Because Ihad only acouple of days
between my return from South Dakota and
my departure for HE2003, Icouldn't prepare the "Red Book" version in real time,
using the dCS 972 Iuse for my mastering.
Instead, Iused Cool Edit Pro's sample-type
change algorithm (set to its highest quality).
But Ihad done such comparisons when I
prepared the CD masters for Robert
Silverman's complete set of Beethoven
piano sonatas three years ago with the dCS
972, and the difference was the same: the
higher sample rate gave more solid, more
tangible imaging.
As far as Iam concerned, the case is
proven in favor of the new media. When
Ican put out some of my hi-rez recordings on DVD-Audio or SACD, you'll be
able to hear those differences for yourself
Jackie Augustine
This issue of Stereophile was the last to be
published under the aegis of Jackie Augustine, the magazine's Group Publisher
since its acquisition by Petersen Publishing
in June 1998. Jackie left the company following Home Entertainment 2003, so this
seemed an ideal opportunity for me to say
Thank You to her, both for reestablishing
our Show since she became its administrator in 2000, and for helping me keep
Stereophile's editorial ethos intact duough
the past five years and three corporate
acquisitions. Iwish her well in her future
endeavors.
5
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Letters
Enlightened
Editor:
David Hafler's demise is deeply felt
around the audiophile community. He
probably motivated enthusiasts to join
this hobby more than any other manufacturer. Ienthusiastically use some of his
kits, built by me around 1966.. and still
working perfectly!
The man was surely enlightened.
Carlos E. Bauzá
bauzace.50@yahoo.com
Informative
Editor:
John Atkinson's June "As We See It,"
about compression and peak limiting,
could not have been any more informative or to the point. If the CD layer of
hybrid discs is going to be "****ed up"
in order to make the SACD layer sound
superior, then the value of SACD itself is
called into question, along with the
integrity of the manufacturer.
The real benefit of our new digital
technologies is that CDs could sound
quite wonderful if done right. The difference in how well the entire process is
executed is afar greater difference than
the difference in playback format. It
would therefore be a great service to
humanity if you could regularly include
RMS power measurements and clippedsample counts in your magazine's CD
reviews.
Dick Moulding
Northampton, MA
Satisfying
Editor:
It was great to read ICal Rubinson's new
multichannel column ["Music in the
Round"] in the June issue. I'm pleased
Stereophile is taking astep in the direction of
surround sound, and Iagree wholeheartedly that, properly done, surround is abetter,
more satisfying, and more natural listening
experience than old-fashioned two-channel
stereo. And of course Iwas pleased to read
his enthusiastic comments about our "fantastic" Immersion, the first commissioned
DVD-Audio release.
7iini Swallow,
unvurstarkland.com
Informed
Editor:
At last, Sterrophile publishes an informed column about multichannel sound! (Kalman
Rubinson's "Music in the Round," June
2003). Ihave felt that Stereophile has been
hoping that the whole idea of multichannel
Stereophile, August 2003

sound would just go away —"the magazine
is called Stenvphile, for crying out loud—if
two speakers were good enough for all
these years, then they're good enough for
the future (not to mention the investment
required for some of those Class Aspeakers,
difficulty with WAF, etc.)."
Okay, this is tongue-in-cheek (sort of).
But it is truc that The Absohite Sound while
not as good amagazine, has been doing a
much better job of covering multichannel
and high-resolution digital than Stereophile. I
even subscribed, just to keep up. (I have
been asubscriber to Stereophile since the early
1980s, so my loyalty is not in question.)
I, like many of you out there, have
been hoping for something better than
CD for along time. It is true that the best
LPs are better than just about any CD,
but LP is afragile medium with short
playing time, and lacks portability. Ialso
have some pretty horrendous-sounding
LPs in my collection.
Ihave been following the SACD vs
DVD-Audio debate keenly and was hoping for high-quality universal players to
eliminate the format anxiety. However, I
had yet to even hear an SACD or DVDAudio disc until just over ayear ago, when
Ivisited one of my local audio shops (SF
Stereo, in Mountain View). They had only
afew SACD discs on hand, none multichannel. What Iheard was [Miles Davis']
Kind of Blue in both SACD and CD format. While the SACD was marginally
superior, Ifelt there was more difference
in the CD version from what Iheard at
home over the same speakers (B&W
804s), due to the amplification (Musical
Letters to the Editor should be sent
as faxes or e-mails only (until further
notice). Fax: (212) 886-2809. E-mail:
STIetters@Primediamags.com.
Unless marked otherwise, all letters
are assumed to be for possible publication. In the spirit of vigorous
debate implied by the First
Amendment, and unless we are
requested not to, we publish correspondents' e-mail addresses. Please
note: We are unable to answer
requests for information on specific
products or systems. If you have
problems with your subscription, call
toll-free (800) 666-3746, or write to
Stereophile, P.O. Box 53117, Boulder,
CO 80322-3117.

Fidelity vs my own good, but not as good,
Bryston), than there was going from twochannel CD to two-channel SACD.
Then Imoved to anew house, where I
had ahome-theater system installed. Just
for the heck of it, Iadded a$200 Sony
SACD player (favorably reviewed in TAS)
to the system and acquired afew SACDs.
The result was amazement at the difference multichannel reproduction makes to
the sense of space and of being there. As
an example, the SFS Media recording of
Mahler's First Symphony was simply the
best, most realistic recording of an orchestra that I've ever heard. Iknow the orchestra, the hall, and the music well, and
this recording put me right there in
Davies Hall, about halfway up in the
orchestra section.
My home-theater system is goodsounding but not perfect (nor is the room
or the speaker placement). Ihave become
atrue believer in multichannel sound, and
Iam focusing most of my new purchases
of recordings on multichannel releases. I
am also upgrading my audio reference system to multichannel. This is an interesting
process, and one full of mystery. Most
manufacturers optimize their gear and
their marketing for home theater —not a
bad choice, but one that leaves doubt for a
multichannel audiophile. Also, Icannot
understand why manufacturers like dCS
and Musical Fidelity are still supporting
two-channel SACD. It broke my heart to
see that MF's Tri-Vista SACD player is
two-channel.
A colleague of mine who shares similar
musical tastes (and owns the dCS gear) has
Wilson speakers and loves them. For the
heck of it, Iwent to the Wilson website
and was surprised to find awide range of
speakers for both audio and home theater.
Isent them an e-mail about optimization
of multichannel for audio, and they replied
with an offer to set me up with atelephone call with Peter McGrath, who is
now director of sales for Wilson and, as far
as I'm concerned, an audio legend.
Peter and Itraded e-mails to schedule a
time, and then he spent over an hour with
me talking music, multichannel sound, recommendations for gear, etc. He and I
both expressed sentiments of amazement
and dismay that the broad audiophile
community just isn't getting it yet with respect to multichannel. Iam grateful to
Wilson for setting this up, and to Peter for
spending the time. It was amost interesting conversation.
9
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Letters
My advice to all: If you love music and
wish to hear it reproduced in away that
makes you feel like you're there, you have
to hear multichannel sound. At this stage,
Ibelieve that SACD has won the format
war, so go for SACD over DVD-Audio
(unless the new universal technology from
Linn knocks our socks off).
Last, Iwholeheartedly agree with Mr.
Rubinson's desire for anew multichannel recording of Berlioz's Requiem. How
about Colin Davis on the LSO Live
label (which Ihear is going to release
SACDs)?
Tom Ream
tomream@pacbeltnet
Saddened
Editor:
Upon receiving the June Stereophile, Iwas
deeply saddened to see that your magazine
has succumbed to the "dark side," otherwise known as "multichannel sound."
The last bastion of two-channel selling
out! Don't you guys get it?! We don't want that
bastardized music format! Leave surround
sound to the video geeks! Death to surround sound! Long live two-channel!
Ken gter
ronin524@voyagernet
Getting it right?
Editor:
At last, somebody wrote it: "To me, it's
more important to get what's in front
of me right than worrying about what's
to the sides and behind" (Michael
Fremer, in his review of Musical
Fidelity's Tri-Vista SACD player,
Stereophile, May 2003). It is apleasure
to hear Michael support my belief that
atwo-channel stereo system is the best
audio playback system.
Though Ihave been enjoying music on
my two-channel stereo system for 27 years,
Idid set up amultichannel surround-sound
system based on a933MHz Pentium III
PC, aCreative Audigy Platinum EX 24bit/96kHz soundcard, an Inspire 5.1
Digital 5700 amplifier, and a5.1 speaker
system. My family uses this system for listening to the multichannel music recordings, watching VCD and DVD movies, and
playing computer games. As Barry Willis
wrote in his May 2003 "As We See It," that
is what multichannel audio systems are
intended for.
Eyoy Santoso
Jakarta, Indonesia
DjoyS@capcx.com
The last refuge?
Editor:
Mr. M. Dekort's political diatribe in the
June issue of Stereophile ("Letters," p.9)
has no place in aforum dedicated to
the audio arts. And may Isuggest that
if Mr. Dekort wishes to protest against
avoting decision made by acountry's
leadership, he leave us audiophiles
alone and begin a crusade for the
removal of the Statue of Liberty, which
Stereophile, August 2003

was, after all, agift from the French.
Robert Schryer
Montreal, canada
rschryer@newlinepub.com
The editorial depths
Congratulations, John Atkinson, for your
editorial response to Mr. Dekort's letter in
June (p.9). With this response, Stereophile
has reached the editorial depths found in
the New York Times, or being displayed in
our once-great allies such as France,
Germany, and Russia.
It's one thing to have an honest disagreement with someone or even an ally, but it
is another thing to be openly hostile to our
nation and to our nation's interest, as
France has been recently. Let me remind
you, Mr. Atkinson, that even prior to 9/11,
our nation had been at war with global terrorists, including those who financially
and/or materially aid these terrorists.
France, Germany, and Russia have actively
supported regimes that assist terrorists. [It is
fair to point out that the Taliban wasfinanced and
provided with arms by the US. —Ed]
It's no secret how much of the population in these countries feel about America,
which may even include manufacturers of
stereo equipment, and Ifor one haven't forgotten this "minor" fact. Yes, Stereophilds
editorial decisions may choose to ignore
these truths for whatever orientations you
may consider as appropriate. As for me, I
didn't appreciate the tone of Mr. Adcinson's
response to the above letter, and when subscription-renewal time comes around, I
will also make my appropriate response.
Ron Swatek
ronswa@earthlinkmet
For the benefit of those who missed the text that
so upset Mr. Swatek, it was my response to M.
Dekort's demand that this magazine stop reviewing French components. Iwill repeat it: "I strongly feel that amagazine's editorial decisions and
review conclusions should not be affected by the
nationality of the products' manufacturers, any
more than they are by their manufacturen' and
designen' races, religions, politics, genders, and
sexual orientations."
Those who, like Mr. Sivatek and Mr. Dekort,
feel that such tolerance on my part is out ofplace
in today's political climate, are welcome to read
magazines other than Stereophile. If they still
harbor a
faint desire to subscribe to this magazine,
they should note that, as Iam of French extraction through my maternal grandmother, my
views on audio are undoubtedly suspect. But as
for Brian Miller's echoing of Rick Santomm's
recent pronouncements on the role ofgovernment
in America in the next letter, words finally fail
me!
—John Atkinson
Two legs good, four legs bad!
Editor:
In his response to M. Dekort's June letter, labeled, strangely, "Animal Farm,"
John Atkinson stated, "...any more than

they are by their manufacturers' and
designers' races, religions, politics, genders, and sexual orientations." How does
"sexual orientation" fit with the others
listed? So if amanufacturer or designer is
aknown pedophile or, as he labeled it,
they like the "animal farm," this doesn't
affect Stereophilds decisions?
Sorry, sexual orientation does not belong
in the list you compiled.
Brian Miller
Michigan
brianm@grarcom
nose little silver bastards
Editor:
Regarding Art Dudley's review of the
Linn !Climax preamp and power amp in
June, let me get this straight: the need to
push Play twice "for the first [CD] you
play in any given listening session" is "one
more reason to hate the little silver bastards." Is that correct, Art? It's not the
fault of the Linn engineers and how they
designed the amplifier's sleep mode? It's
the fault of those damned CDs? Got it.
Oh, look! There goes logic, sailing out
the window once more, flapping its
merry, distorted way to mono tube land,
where "digital" is just another dirty word
that is never mentioned in polite company, and God smiles down on all that
groovy vinyl. I suppose Dudley still
watches movies at home on VHS tape,
too, rather than use those dastardly
DVDs. Oh, wait—maybe he doesn't
even own a TV, he just basks in the
warmth of the glowing tubes of his AM
radio. Love that "residual hiss of some
tube phono preamps," too. Ha ha ha ha
ha.,
Terry Hertzler
tenyh@cts.cont
According to the A.C. Neilson Company, in a
report made public in 1991, the average contemporary television viewer will watch 8000
murders and 100,000 acts of violence before
completing elementary school (assuming they're
capable of completing it at all). It isn't much 91 astretch to assume that most of these people will
grow up to be prickly, touchy, humorless adults
with an exaggerated sense of the importance of
their own (typically intolerant) points of view.
By contrast, some educators estimate that the
average book reader will experience at least
5000 examples of the ironic use of overstatement or exaggeration in literature, and at least
2000 examples of self-deprecation, by the time
they graduate from high school, and thus will
tend to recognize humor when they see ir.
—Art Dudley

The writer we need
Editor:
Congrats on your addition of Art Dudley
to Stereophilds writing staff. He is exactly
the type of writer that the twisted world
of high-end audio journalism needs.
Thad Aerts
Lincoln, NE
thad6000@hottnaitcom
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US: PHILADELPHIA
Barry Willis
All of us at Stereophile were saddened to
learn of the death of audio pioneer
David Hafler on Sunday, May 25, from
complications of Parkinson's disease, at
St. Agnes Hospice in Philadelphia.
Hafler was 84.
Hafler had an enormous influence on
several generations of audiophiles and
music-lovers. A graduate in mathematics
from the University of Pennsylvania, he
served as acommunications specialist in
the Coast Guard during World War II.
In 1950 he founded Acrosound, atransformer manufacturer, and in 1954 he
founded Dynaco, aname that became
synonymous with good sound and good
value. Hailer's entire career was built on
the concept of providing great performance at an affordable price.
His second company's "Dynakits" —
preamps and power amplifiers in kit
form — were assembled by hundreds of
thousands of enthusiasts in the 1950s
and '60s, when audio was primarily an
engineering hobby and most goodsounding gear was built by its owners.
Several Dynaco products from the period are still regarded as among the best
ever made, including the ST-70, a
35Wpc stereo tube amplifier with a
highly efficient push-pull output circuit.
The ST-70 was the prototype for most
similar designs that followed from other
companies. The Dynaco Mk.II, a50W
amplifier, was featured in amedia dis-

play in the Smithsonian's Museum of
American History in Washington in the
1990s. (A detailed history of Dynaco
can be seen there.) Hafler sold Dynaco
to Tyco in 1968, but stayed on in an
advisory capacity until 1971.
In 1972, Hafler founded the David
Hafler Co., continuing the tradition of
inexpensive kits, but also offering preassembled products. The company produced many near-legendary preamps,
among them the DH-101 and DH-110,
and aline of MOSFET power amps,
including the DH-200, DH-220, DH500, and XL-280. These were among
the earliest high-power amps available
at accessible prices.
Relatively easy to assemble and elegantly designed, Hafler products
spawned asecondary industry in audiophile modifications, including the wellregarded work by Musical Concepts.
Always pushing the boundaries of audio
reproduction, Hafler did some of the
earliest experiments in surround sound
and ambience retrieval, including popularizing an ingenious method that
extracts the difference signal from a
stereo pair by wiring a third speaker
across the hot leads.
Hafler sold his namesake company in
1987 to the Rockford Corporation of
Tempe, Arizona, where it is still based.
The Haller Company makes audio products primarily for the professional market, where the brand is valued for its
excellent sound and reliability.

Update
Hafler's name is permanently etched
into the history of audio —along with
those of Saul Marantz, Avery Fisher,
and ahandful of other pioneers who
built the industry in the mid-20th century. David Hafler was inducted into the
Audio Hall of Fame in 1984.
Hafler was buried Tuesday, May 27, at
Mount Sharon Cemetery in Springfield,
Delaware County, Pennsylvania. His
wife, Gertrude Schwinger, to whom he
was married for more than 60 years,
died in 2001. Hailer is survived by
daughters Joan Cole and Diane
Marinoff, his son, Eric, and by five
grandchildren and two great-grandsons.
UNITED KINGDOM
Barry Willis
Retail sales of recorded music in the
United Kingdom sagged by an unprecedented 13% in the first three months of
2003, according to figures released May
14 by the British Phonographic Institute
(BPI). British music fans spent £216
million ($351 million) in the first quarter of this year, compared to £49 million ($404.6 million) in the same period
ayear ago. In unit sales, albums in the
UK declined only 4.8%, to 44 million,
but prices dropped 9.4%. UK album
sales totaled £00 million ($324.9 million); singles were off 42%, accounting
for only £162 million ($26.3 million).
BPI executive chairman Peter Jamieson blamed the drop on file-sharing,
CD-burning, commercial piracy, and

Calendar
Those promoting audio-related seminars,
shows, and meetings shouldfax (do not call)
the when, where, and who to (212) 8862809 at least eight weeks before the month of
the event. The deadlinefor the October 2003
issue is August 1. Mark the fax 'ttention
Stephen Mias, Dealer Bulletin Board." We
will fax back aconfirmation. If you do not
receive confirmation within 24 hours, please
fax us again.
Attention All Audio Societies: We
don't have room every month to list
societies. If you'd like to have your
Stereophile, August 2003

audio society information posted on the
Stereophile web site, e-mail Chris Vogel
at Listantiphon.hypermart.net and request an info-pack.
Please note that it is inappropriate for a
retailer to promote anew product line in "Calendar" unless this is associated with aseminar
or similar event.

O'Brien and Nick Fitzsimmons of
Rogue Audio. The open house will
feature Rogue Audio's mighty new
Zeus amplifier, as well as other Rogue
Audio products. For more information,
please contact Jose at (787) 765-5010.

PUERTO RICO

• Friday, August 1, 6-9pm, and
Saturday, August 2, 4-6pm: Digital
Paradise (San Juan) will host Mark
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Industry
declining prices. Commercial piracy has
reached epidemic proportions in Britain,
as it has in the rest of Europe. BPI officials
believe that the availability of pirated
music has doubled in the past two years.
US: TERRE HAUTE
Michael Fremer
Digital Audio Disc Corporation
(DADC)/Sony Disc Manufacturing
(SL)M) celebrated 20 years of optical
disc production with a May 2 gettogether attended by top state and local
politicians, Sony executives from around
the world (including Sony America chief
Andrew Lack), and members of the
press. The occasion also marked the
introduction of the factory's first hybrid
SACD production facility.
Established in 1983 by CBS/Sony in
an abandoned, leaky vinyl pressing
plant, the refurbished factory began CD
production in 1985 with amanufacturing capacity of 300,000 discs amonth.
Appropriately, the first CD plant in
America commenced production with
Bruce Springsteen's Born in the USA.
Today, in addition to CDs, the expanded plant — the world's largest producer
of pre-recorded optical media — manufactures CD-ROMs, DVDs, SACDs,
and PlayStation discs. On a24/7 schedule, the factory now produces 850,000
CDs and 1.1 million DVDs each day
(Spider Man was pressed here); the 2.3
billionth CD was scheduled to have
rolled off the lines by the time you read
this. Single-layer SACD production
commenced in 1999.
On awell-supervised tour of the fullservice factory, journalists were shown
the pre-mastering room, where operators
prepare audio, video, and other forms of
digitized information for glass mastering,
plating, and pressing — a process very
similar to LP production. We weren't
allowed into the clean-room facilities
where that key element in the production
chain takes place, but they did let us onto
the enormous main floor. There, clattering automated replication machines (proprietary to the plant) stamp pits into
polycarbonatc, sputter reflective materials
onto discs, sandwich the various layers,
and silk-screen the colorful label sides of
CDs, DV1)s, and, now, hybrid SACDs.
Except for the bonding of the dual layers,
the production of hybrid SACDs looked
indistinguishable from how the other
discs arc made. The difference between
this plant and even the most modern LP
pressing facility is like the difference
between aJapanese bullet train and a
steam locomotive.
We got to see the offset facility where
Stereophile, August 2003

the CD booklets and liner notes are
printed, and aDVI) packaging line: discs
are inserted automatically into trays, and
all of the other familiar elements in a
DVI )package are added in fractions of a
second. We even saw the machine that
slaps that almost-impossible-to-remove
white seal on the edge of the package.
More than one of us was tempted to
take revenge on that punishing robot,
though of course it wouldn't be necessary if so many people weren't thieves.

The first discs to roll off
the new hybrid SACD
assembly line will be
Bob Dylan's Planet Waves
and Blonde on Blonde.
After the tour, journalists and others
were taken to atent in front of one of
the buildings and treated to lunch and
speeches from politicians, including
Indiana Governor Frank O'Bannon,
Terre Haute Mayor Judy Anderson, and
DADCISDM's chairman and CEO,
James M. Frische, who has guided the
company's phenomenal success from
day one. The highlight of the presentation for me was asuccinct, impressively
informed speech by Michael Mitchell,
VP and general manager of the facility,
who is responsible for all plant operations related to optical disc production.
Mitchell touched on all aspects of the
business in his speech, giving some of
the less technically and financially informed in the audience aprimer that
was as entertaining as it was informative. 1was told afterwards that Mitchell
wrote the speech himself.
Mitchell, who joined Sony in 1984 as
part of the plant's startup engineering
team, holds eight patents relating to
electronic optical disc and production
technologies. When, afterward, Icongratulated him on his speech, he told me
that he was areader of Stereophile and
SGHT, and that in his spare time he
played with tube amplifiers. Before
joining Sony, Mitchell worked for
Martin Marietta Aerospace (now
Lockheed Martin), producing flight
hardware for the Space Shuttle program.
The first discs to roll off the new
hybrid SACD assembly line will be Bob
Dylan's Planet Waves and anew edition
of his Blonde on Blonde, with both 2- and
5.1-channel mixes replacing the original
single-layer stereo SACD.

Update

US: YOUR LOCAL MEDIA STORE
Barry Willis
Rock still rules: The Recording Industry
Association of America's (RIAA) 2002
consumer profile shows that rock is still
the most popular genre, with 24.7% of
consumers claiming it as their favorite.
Rock has been No.1 every year since the
RIAA began surveying consumers in
1989. The rap/hip-hop genre is astrong
second, having been voted most popular
by 13.5% of US music fans. R&B/urban
music and country music were tied for
third place, each with 112% of the market. Pop is now the favorite of only 9%
of music lovers; religious music ranks
sixth, with 6.7% of the market. The US
music business took in $12.6 billion in
retail sales in 2002, a drop from the
$13.7 billion reported in 2001.
The RUA survey supports other such
studies in finding that women buy
slightly more recorded music than do
men: 50.5% to 49.5%, respectively. In
opposition to the music industry's received wisdom that young people arc
the most ardent buyers of music, the survey found that music fans over the age of
45 were the biggest segment of the market: 25.5% of the total. The 15-19 age
bracket was the second-highest musicbuying group, at 13.3% of the total.
Traditional music stores continued to
give ground to big-box retailers and discount outlets; 50.7% of the survey's
respondents said they do the bulk of
their buying at such places, with only
36.8% buying from record stores. Online sales accounted for 3.4% of all purchases last year, an increase of 0.5% over
the previous year.
The vast majority (90.5%) of all
recorded music sold was in CD format,
although DVD-Audio releases were said
to account for asurprisingly high 1.3%.
Over 500 DVD-Audio titles are currently available, compared to 400 at the end
of 2002, while 800 SACDs have been
released. It was rumored strongly at the
time this issue went to press that at least
one record company, most probably
Warner, would be following the marketing lead represented by SACD's hybrid,
dual-layer discs by releasing dual-sided
DVD-As this month, with Red Book
CD data on one side.
US: CALIFORNIA
Jon Iverson
At one time, the music industry was
considered acultural force. It could excite the public and change the course of
history, even prodding some governments to attempt censorship. These
days, the record labels themselves are
15
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acting more and inure as apolice force,
looking for ways to restrict and control
how music consumers behave.
The new SACD and DV1)-Audio
formats, with built-in watermarking
and other copying and use impediments, were supposed to do the trick.
But with sluggish consumer acceptance
of the new formats, labels are hedging
their bets and looking for more ways to
restrict how CDs arc used.
The latest CD-restriction contender
to step into the ring is Macrovision,
which announced in April that it has
entered a licensing agreement with
Microsoft. Under the ternis of the new
deal, Macrovision says it will provide
record labels worldwide with the capability to design and produce "dual session" music CDs containing both "Red
Book" audio files, which play on traditional home and car stereos, and what it
terms "second session" files, which can
be played and stored on some consumers' PCs and portable devices.
According to Macrovision, the advantage of the agreement is that it provides
record labels access to comprehensive
copy restriction, authentication, and
rights management (D1tM) technologies for their music CDs from one source
for worldwide deployment. Macrovision
says it already has agreements with replicators in North and South America,
Europe, Asia, and Australia.
Macrovision says its approach still
allows consumers to make personal
copies of music CDs while restricting
content with "multi-level security features" to address file-sharing. Similar to
an approach used by competitor
SunnC,ornm, playback of Macrovision
CDs on PCs and transfer to various
portable devices are said to be enabled
using the Microsoft Windows Media
Data Session Toolkit Macrovision's technology, called CDS, is claimed to secure
the "first session" data and authenticate
that the CD is in fact an "original copy."
Once the disc has been authenticated,
the company says that second-session
files can be played, stored, or exported to
approved portable devices.
Macrovision's copy-restriction and
rights-management technologies are
well known to video enthusiasts. The
company claims that, to date, its technologies have been used on roughly 5
billion DVDs and VHS cassettes, and
that CDS has been used to restrict more
than 100 million music albums.
THE INTERNET
Barry Willis
The proportion of music sold online is
16

apt to increase substantially in the next
few years, if the initial success of Apple's
iTunes music service is any indicator.
The computer pioneer's online music
store sold 2million songs in its first 16
days of operation, with more than half
sold as full albums at $10 each, the remainder as individual songs at 990 each.
The service has 200,000 tracks available
from all the major labels, at present only
for Mac users; aWindows version is to
be launched later this year.
Meanwhile, on May 28, exactly 26
days after the launch of Apple's downloadable music service, Seattle-based
RealNetworks, Inc., announced its own
new music service —one that undercuts
Apple's 990/track price by 20% as well
as opening up the concept to PC owners.
RealOne Rhapsody, an outgrowth of
RealNetwork's recent acquisition of San
Francisco's Listen.com, offers a huge
library of more than 330,000 tracks available for on-demand listening, and more
than 200,000 available for permanent
download and "burning" onto CD.
The fee? Only 790 per track, "the
lowest per-burn price available to US
consumers through any of the new generation of digital music services," according to an official announcement
from RealOne. With pricing substantially better than Apple's, Rhapsody is
available to the 97% of the online market who have Windows PCs. "We want
to draft off the attention [Apple's iTunes
have] gotten before they come out with
a Windows service," RealNetworks
marketing vice president Dan Sheeran
told David Bank of the Wall Streetiountal.
"We are especially excited about the
availability of burns to CD for amere
790," said RealOne senior vice president Merrill Brown. "We believe this is
agreat offer to consumers who are now
realizing the power of online music services." The launch (or, more properly,
re-launch) of the Rhapsody download
service means that RealNetworks will
no longer promote MusicNet, ajoint
venture of AOL Time Warner Inc.,
Bertelsmann AG, and EMI Group PLC,
the Journal reported.
The Rhapsody subscription service
costs $9.95/month, with a14-day free
trial. The service enables subscribers to
"burn full albums or custom mix CDs,
build their own custom Internet radio
stations, listen to professionally programtned stations, and browse extensive
music information and editorial recommendations," the announcement stated.
Prior to its acquisition of Listen.com,
RealNetworks already had more than a
million subscribers to its other services.

With iTunes Music Store and Rhapsody, the race for online music fans has
just begun. As reported May 26, Santa
Clara, California-based Roxio, Inc.
agreed to acquire pressplay, the other
music-industry-backed online music
service, from backers Sony Music Entertainment and Universal Music Group
(UMG) for approximately $12.5 million
in cash and 3.9 million shares of Roxio
stock. Best known for its Easy CD
Creator CD-burning software, Roxio
has an installed base of about 100 million consumers who use its products.
The deal will boost revenues this year
at Sony Music and UMG. Investors also
liked it, pushing Roxio's stock up from
$6.90 to $8.09/share in the first day after
the news broke — a 17% jump. Roxio
acquired the Napster name and assets at
abankruptcy sale in November for areported $5 million, and plans to pump an
additional $20 million into relaunching
the brand as alegitimate music service
by March 2004.
Pressplay will continue to operate on
a$10/month subscription basis until the
Napster relaunch, and will then be
phased out. Most of pressplay's approximately 80 employees will work for the
new Napster. Pressplay president and
CEO Mike Bebel has assumed the same
roles with Napster.
Roxio executives explained the Napster acquisition as simply leveraging a
well-known brand name. Studies the
company conducted showed that 97% of
music fans recognized Napster, but only
12% knew of pressplay. "The Napster
brand name emerged; it became aphenomenon," said Roxio CEO Chris
Gorog. "Napster has incredibly high
name recognition.... Napster means online music," agreed Larry Kenswil, president of UMG's ELabs online division.
At its peak in 2000-2001, Napster had
between 60 and 70 million users worldwide. The pressplay purchase gives
Roxio access to the Sony and UMG catalogs, which between them account for
as much as 40% of available recordings.
The irony is that Napster was forced
into bankruptcy by unrelenting legal
pressure from the music industry. Terms
of the Roxio deal will make Sony and
UMG minority shareholders in the new
venture, with rights to derive as much as
$625 million in revenue from the new
Napster service. The exact business
model is still in the planning stage, but
will likely mirror that of iTunes. The
biggest obstacle facing the venture will
be convincing consumers that Napster
no longer means "free."
The Roxio-Napster deal surfaced alStereophile, August 2003

"Halcro's dm58: The Best Amplifier Ever!"
Stereophile Magazine, October 2002

An offer that is
music to your ears.
$1000 of
free SACDs.

To celebrate the rlease
of the dm38 stereo: power
amplifier, Halcro hàs this
special offer for fthe
months of July, A4igust
and SeptembOr.
Now you can get all the best feâtures of our monoblocks in a single stereo unit. No other
amplifiers on the market deliver Such low levels of distortion, with clarity throughout even the
most harmonically complex pieces. Signal interference is virtually eliminated, unearthing ambient
inner de ail on your favourite recordings. A lower noise floor brings you more dynamic range and
improvet soundstaging. Top-end, mid-range and bass are life-like and uncolored. The result is
pure mu c, completely natural and non-fatiguing. The dm38 stereo power amplifier brings you
closer t pure stereo than ever before.
And if yciu order any dm38, 58 or 68 power amplifier between July and September, you will
receive â voucher for $1000 of SACDs of your choice redeemable at www.acousticsounds.com.
This offer is for USA and Canada retail customers only and is limited to one voucher per customer.

USA: +1 (949) 488 3004
International: +61 8 8238 0807

Email: admin@halcro.com
VVebsite: www.halcro.com
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"If either of these amplifiers is RI Gill ...A he
other must be WRONG."
Stereophile, January 1994

One of the 'most important' ntulio
products since 1.926:7
Stereophi le, Novcinhcv 2()t

When Dennis Had introduced the Cary Audio CAD-805 in 1993, some hi-fi writers puzzled...scoffed...measured...and laughed. But
those who listened, loved it—like Sam Tellig in his March 1998 Stereophile column:
"The palpable presence of the musicians. The exquisite low-level detail. The perfect timing of the attack and decay of each note.
The truth of timbre and sheer beauty of the music."
In a1994 cover story, Stereophile put the CAD-805 up against ahighly regarded, solid-state amplifier. "These are very fine test-bench
results," wrote Thomas J. Norton—not about us, but the other amp.
Fast-forward to November 2002, John Atkinson chose the CAD-805 (now the Cary CAD-805C Anniversary Edition) as one of the 100
products he feels to have been "the most important since 1962." He called the amplifier "gorgeous-looking and sounding."
Who has the last laugh? Maybe you! Audition the Cary Audio CAD-805C Anniversary Edition at your Cary dealer now. Bring your
favorite recordings and your own ears.
By the way, how many amplifier models are still in production after ten years? How many may still be in production ten years from
now? Count on aCary Audio Design!

1020 Goodworth Drive •Apex, NC 27539 •Phone: 919-355-0010 •Fax: 919-355-0013 •www.caryaudio.com
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cassette recorder into the consumer
market in the late 1970s.
Wilson cited a1984 Supreme Court
ruling that absolved Sony of copyrightinfringement charges brought against it
by Walt Disney Company. Just as Sony
had no control over the ultimate use of
its machines, neither do Grokster or
StreamCast have control or responsibility for the use of their systems. Providing the means to perform acrime is
not in itself acrime, Wilson ruled. Legal
scholars might like to compare this reasoning with that used to levy punishment on the tobacco and gun industries,
both of which have been found responsible for the uses to which their products are put.
3.5% of all adults
Parting shot: Venture capitalists who
backed Napster, the startup blamed for
in the UK are using
launching the music industry on its threeyear downward spiral, are now themInternet radio.
selves the targets of copyright-violation
lawsuits brought by the same companies
that crushed Napster in an overwhelming
onslaught of litigation.
US: FEDERAL COURT
On Monday, April 21, Universal
Barry Willis
Music and EMI filed a lawsuit in a
Federal judges have issued somewhat
Northern California federal court against
conflicting rulings in the ongoing legal
Hummer Wmblad Venture Partners and
battle over illegitimate file sharing. As
the situation stood at the end of April,
two of the San Francisco firm's general
individuals may be held responsible for partners, Hank Barry and John
Hummer. The suit against the venture
copyright violation, but the services
capitalists seeks $150,000 per copyright
they use in the process may not.
In an ongoing case in Washington, violation, as well as unpublished punitive
DC, afederal judge has rejected aconstidamages. Plaintiffs charge that through a
tutional challenge brought by Verizon
$13 million investment in Napster in
UNITED KINGDOM
May 2000, the firm sought to profit from
Communications, Inc., to avoid revealing
Paul Messenger
Napster's "massive" infringement of
My attention was recently grabbed by a the identity of a broadband customer
accused by the music industry of being a copyrighted works.
headline in the British trade magazine
Bertelsmann Music Group was also a
ERT— that nearly amillion listeners a "node" for massive file-sharing. On April
plaintiff against Napster, but settled early
week now tune into the digital trans- 24, US District Judge John D. Bates ruled
and made its own investment in the venthat First Amendment protections conmissions of one of the UK's leading
cerning anonymous expression don't ture, hoping to leverage Napste?s techcommercial radio stations, KISS FM.
nology for its own online music service.
conflict with the 1998 Digital MilThis statistic might seem of little releNapster was bankrupted by the cost of
lennium Copyright Act. The DMCA
vance to readers outside Great Britain,
its legal defense, and Bertelsmann was
allows the music industry to subpoena
but what struck me was what it had to
subsequently sued by its music-industry
Internet service providers to reveal the
say about our changing use and percepcolleagues, presaging an executive turnnames of suspected music pirates withtion of radio.
over at the German media conglomerout requiring ajudge's signature.
The crucial point is that most of those
A day after the Washington ruling, a ate. At its peak, Napster had more than
million digital radio listeners don't yet
federal judge in Los Angeles ruled that 60 million users.
possess digital radio sets —only afraction
the companies backing file-sharing serof that number have so far been sold.
US: YOUR LOCAL HIGH-END
Prices came down toward mass-market vices Grokster and Morpheus aren't
STORE
liable for the illegal copying of music
levels only at the end of 2002, and the
and movies done by users of their ser- Jon Iverson
trade doesn't expect the total population
April brought several important execuvice. The entertainment industry was
of digital radio receivers to reach even
tive changes to the audio industry.
stunned by a34-page ruling issued by
half amillion before the end of 2003.
On the 15th, PSB Speakers anThe reason for the discrepancy is that US District Court Judge Stephen
nounced David L Smith's appointment
digital radio now arrives by anumber of Wilson, who determined that Grokster
as director of product development.
Ltd. and StreamCast Networks, Inc.
different routes. The formal DAB radio
Formerly president and chief engineer
transmission system now covers most of (distributor of Morpheus peer-to-peer
software) were no more responsible for of Snell Acoustics, Smith will be responthe UK population, but digital radio is
sible for guiding product development
copyright violation than Sony Corporalso available alongside direct-to-home
on all PSB loudspeakers, including
ation was by introducing the videosatellite TV (Sky), terrestrial digital TV

most simultaneously with the release of
aMicrosoft-funded study reporting that
the computer is increasingly the heart of
most consumers' home entertainment
systems. Two days after the Roxio news
broke, Seattle-based online music and
video provider Loudeye Corporation
announced that it had signed adigital
distribution agreement with British
record company EMI Group. The deal
will eventually give Loudeye access to
more than 140,000 recordings from
3000 artists on the Blue Note, Capitol,
Virgin, and EMI labels. Wall StreetJournal
commentator Mathew Curtain characterized the Loudeye/EMI deal as clear
evidence of the music industry's sudden
recognition of "digital reality."
It is often said that downloading music
from the Internet is the 21st-century
equivalent of FM radio broadcasts, from
which people could sample tracks before
buying an album. It comes as no surprise,
therefore, to learn that commercial radio
is feeling the pinch. Reuters reports that
US radio advertising revenues were off
2% in March, an effect of the war in Iraq.
The Radio Advertising Bureau, atrade
group of more than 5000 US radio stations, stated that local advertising revenues declined 3% while national
revenues rose 4%. March was ablip in an
otherwise bright picture —for the quarter, local ad sales were up 2%, while
national ad revenues rose 8%.
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(Freeview), and via the Internet. According to the respected RAJAR figures,
50% more people —some 1943/o of the
UK population—now listen to radio
via the TV than did 18 months ago,
while afurther 3.5% of all adults are
using Internet radio.
Happily,
thanks
to
Magnum
Dynalab, anachrophiles like yours truly
can still tune in to our favorite network
BBC stations in glorious analog FM
stereo. Somehow, digital radio hasn't
managed to capture the same magic and
romance as those big, illuminated,
swinging needles.
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in your audio/video system?
If you want to realize the full potential of your AV system, Nordost cable is the
only choice. Derived from technology developed for the aerospace industry.
Nordost's unique designs and proprietary Teflon extrusion process produces a
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level of performance our competitors can only dream of. Nordost's cables are
superior in all aspects of measurable performance, such as capacitance,
inductance, signal speed and durability.The result is an audible improvement in
sound quality and stunning picture quality.

owe rteaven interconnect

Don't compromise the performance of your system with
inferior cables. Make your weakest link your strongest link
with Nordost cables.

GWinner of The Absolute Sound Golden
Nordost Valhalla Cables
Ear Awards 2000
"Let me put this aplainly as possible.The
Valhalla system from Nordost is the least
colored and most neutral cabling ever to
hit the marketplace."This stuff costs the
proverbial Midas ton, but it's probably
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going to rank up there in the
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stratosphere after all of today's competing
models have been replaced several times
with newer and "improved versions." "A
triumph pure and simple."
Harry Pearson The Absolute Sound Issue
127 used with permission.
Editors Choice and product of the Year

Award
winning
Nordost
Valhalla
Cables
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Editors Choice and Award Winner Hi Fi
News 2002
"These are sensational cables, and you'll
love what they'll do for your system.The
Valhallas get my very highest, most
unconditional recommendation."
Brian Damkroger, Stereophile, November
2001; Recommended Component,
Stereophile, April 2002

Editors Choice and Award
Winner Hi Fi News 2002
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please visit our Nordost website:

www.nordost.com

200 Homer Avenue,Ashland, MA, 01721 1-800-836-2750

Industry
high-performance products and specialty items for the custom-installation
market. PSB products have a wellearned reputation for excellent value.
"I am very pleased to be joining
PSB," Smith stated. "The company has a
great reputation worldwide, both for its
high-quality, reasonably priced products
and as aplace actively engaged in innovative design. Ilook forward to collaborating with founder and chief designer
Paul Barton and the rest of the PSB
team on many upcoming and exciting
new products." Smith has 25 years of
experience in loudspeaker design. Prior
to his tenure at Snell, he held key positions at KEF, McIntosh Labs, aid/SI,
and other high-end audio companies.
One of Smith's primary objectives
will be "to increase the pace of product
development and develop more innovative products, while maintaining PSB's
traditional integrity and sound quality,"
according to Gordon Simmonds, president and CEO of the Lenbrook Group,
owner of the PSB brand. "We will also
increase PSB's investments heavily into
new areas, especially custom installation," Simmonds added. This year, the
Pickering, Ontario-based PSB celebrates its 30th anniversary.
Also on April 15, Onkyo USA named
John Arce director of sales. A 30-year
veteran of the audio industry, Arce (pronounced ar-set) most recently spent five
years with Yamaha, preceded by 10
years at M&K Sound, where he was vice
president. Arce began his career in the
audio industry in the 1970s as asalesman
at Pacific Stereo, moving from there to
Fisher Electronics and, later, to cartridge
manufacturer Pickering.
"John will be agreat addition to the
Onkyo sales team," said Onkyo USA
president Kevin Miyagi. "We were impressed with the breadth of his sales
management experience. His efforts
will help our dealers and representatives
grow with Onkyo as we increase our
market share and reach."
Atlantic Technology also has anew
director of sales. On April 8, the Norwood, Massachusetts-based loudspeaker
and electronics company announced the
promotion of Vic-torl Moorhatch to the
position of director of sales and training.
Moorhatch has been with the company
for over five years and was previously
the national sales manager.
Two degrees of separation: Like
David Smith, Moorhatch did astint with
a/d/s/, as director of sales for the
Apogee loudspeaker division. He also
held national and regional sales positions
with PSB Speakers, NAD, and Kloss
Stereophik, August 2003

Video Corporation. "Victor has been a
key catalyst in Atlantic's growth over the
past five years," said Atlantic Technology
board chairman Peter Tribeman. "His
proven ability and 30 years' experience
in consumer electronics sales make him
an integral part of our plans for continued expansion in the home theater and
custom installation markets."
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
Idoubt that any readers will have heard of
a small UK startup operation called
Anatek Audio (www.anatek-audio.co.
uk). Ihadn't myself until late last year,
when an unsolicited integrated amplifier
turned up without warning. Despite the
amp's unprepossessing appearance, Iwas
intrigued enough to plug it in, connect it
up, and give it alisten.
Iwas unexpectedly impressed by the
sound made by the Anatek Audio A50.
It's designed by one Clive Read, who has
spent alifetime in industrial electronics
but only recently turned his hand to
audio. He claims an original (and patented) output configuration that apparently
combines the advantages of cool-running
class-A/B operation with class-A's freedom from crossover distortion. However
it works, the A50 sounds rather good; I
wish it well.
Iwrite this piece not to dwell on the
A50, but to discuss another component
that Anatek is introducing, one that is
possibly unique in hi-fi. k's aphono
stage of decidedly specialized application, specifically designed to operate
only with high-inductance movingmagnet cartridges.
I've been using low-output movingcoil cartridges now for longer than I
care to remember, and have little experience of current MM types. Indeed, the
two MMs to cross my path most recently have both been low-inductance models, from Grado and Rep, and Ihave a
long-ingrained suspicion of the way
high-inductance types deliberately use a
tuned resonance to maintain their highfrequency response. However, there are
still many such cartridges around, from
brands such as Ortofon, Goldring, and
Shure, as the ads in Stereophile reveal.
That tuned HF resonance and its
associated subsequent sharp rolloff
above it also worried Clive Read, and he
resolved to do something radical about
it. Tradition has it that MM cartridges
operate best into ahighish impedance
load of 47k ohms or higher — 68k
ohms used to be recommended for
Shure V15s — so that the phono preamplifier measures and amplifies the

Update

changing voltage. The high-frequency
resonance occurs through the interaction of the inductance of the cartridge
and the capacitance it sees in the connecting wires and preamp input, and
this resonance is in practice damped by
the 47k ohms load impedance. The difficulties and uncertainties arise because
of variations in inductance between different makes of cartridge, and asimilar
unpredictability in the amount of capacitance provided by the cables and input.
Read's original solution is to amplify
the current from the cartridge rather
than the voltage, which means making a
preamplifier with an input impedance of
close to 0ohms. This removes the cable
capacitance from the equation (both
ends of it go to ground and resonance
does not occur). Consequently, no
damping resistor is needed, and the frequency response can extend to the cartridge's mechanical limit.
The down side —and possibly the
reason this approach hasn't been tried
before — is that the combination of the
DC resistance and the cartridge's inductance will introduce a low-frequency
rolloff. For example, a cartridge with
500 ohm coils and an inductance of
500mH will start rolling off the low frequencies below 160Hz. The Anatek
solution is to build an adjustable low-frequency boost into the preamp, in order
to cancel the cartridge's low-frequency
rolloff and give anet flat response.
The tricky part comes in devising a
simple method for setting up the preamp's LF boost to accurately counter the
rolloff points of cartridges with different
parameters. The requirement is to measure the cartridge's resistance and inductance so as to calculate the boost turnover
frequency (done by aphase-comparison
method using an oscillator). From the
user's point of view, however, it's asimple
matter of atwo-position setup switch,
with each position having an associated
pair of LEDs and aknob that's adjusted
until both lamps are off.
A prototype phono stage arrived from
Anatek, together with Read's own
Goldring cartridge, and, after aquick listen, Iwas impressed. While Ihaven't
undertaken afull evaluation, the prototype clearly works rather well, delivering
asound that was much better than my
prejudices had anticipated, with notably
low noise, vivid dynamics, and an essentially neutral balance. Ican't say for certain that Anatek's approach to a
moving-magnet phono stage is totally
original, but I've not encountered its like
before, and reckon it makes agood deal
of sense, both theoretical and sonic. 11
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Introducing the new iTube from Innersound.
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Sam
I,1 l f either of these amplifiers is
RIGHT... the other must be
WRONG."
Editor John Atkinson wrote that
cover line for our January 1994 issue
(Vol.17 No.1). Two amps shared the
cover. Each was reviewed inside.
Dick Olsher, aka Toob Man, did the
honors for the Cary CAD-805, while
Thomas J. Norton considered the solidstate Krell KSA-300S. TJN performed
test-bench measurements on both amps.
The face-off was fascinating: Subjective vs objective. Tube vs solidstate. Retro vs modern. Monoblock vs
two-channel.
"These ICrells are the best-sounding
preamplifier and power amplifier Ihave
heard in my system," Tom trumpeted
after measuring the KSA-300S (he
auditioned it with the matching ICRC
preamp). He commended the amplifier's "very fine" test-bench results.
As for the Cary CAD-805, TJN
called its test-bench results "mediocre."
He summed up his feelings thus:
"The CAD-805's somewhat nostalgiainducing design is reinforced by its
mesured performance —an updated nostalgia, to be sure, but updating can only
bring us so far in what is basically ahalfcentury-old design concept, one long
since abandoned for what would appear
to be very good objective reasons."
But DO didn't surrender to Major
Tom:
"Admittedly, this 211-based, singleended amplifier is not astellar testbench performer. Yet, equipped only
with a sophisticated integrated test
and evaluation system (ie, two ears),
any audiophile worth his or her salt
should have no problem discerning
the 805's magic."
As editor, what was JA to do? If one
amp was right, the other must be
wrong. Right?
Not so fast. "Both these amplifiers
might be right," Isuggested to The
Chief, shortly after the reviews ran.
There was an advantage to having been
an English major at college, Iexplained.
Ican hold two opposing beliefs at the
same time —thanks to atolerance of
"cognitive dissonance," imparted by
none other than T.S. Eliot.
Stereophile, August 2003

Cary CAD-805 10th Anniversary Edition

Don't get me wrong —some amplifiers are obviously more right or wrong
than others, by objective or subjective
standards. Some amplifiers even manage
to measure well and sound good at the
same time. But, as one European amplifier designer with an advanced degree in
electrical engineering once told me, this
business of one approach to amplifier
design being right and another being
wrong doesn't work for him.
For instance, he continued, acircuit
could work well on paper and measure
superbly on the test bench but not
please the ear. Another circuit might
measure less well but sound far better.
And two amplifiers that use totally different topologies might sound equally
right. Or wrong.
Another amplifier designer told me
he "reckoned" that all amplifiers are
wrong in that none gets close to reproducing —or re-creating — the sound
and experience of alive musical event,
especially the dynamics. Musical perfection is an elusive goal, he said, that always slips infinitesimally out of reach.
But adesigner could get ever closer to
that elusive perfection.
"[T]he perfect amplifier would leave

Tellig

no evidence of its existence other than the
fact that the varying voltage representing
the music signal has been made larger, resulting in truly musical sound from your
speakers," wrote JA in that very same,
January 1994, issue of Stereophile.
But as soon as you try to make the
music signal larger, things happen.
Distortions creep in — through the
mains, through the power supply,
through mechanical vibrations (as YvesBernard André has demonstrated), and
ahost of other ways. Maybe, to achieve
a"truly musical sound," one should aim
for good distortions that help battle the
bad ones. It's not Yves-Bernard's point
of view or, obviously, TJN's or JA's. I'm
not even sure it's ST's point of view.
Ask me tomorrow.
That "cognitive dissonance" crap
wouldn't cut it in Apex, North
Carolina, the town outside Cary
where Cary Audio Design is now
located, so Ididn't bring it up with
Cary's Dennis Had.'
Dennis likes to try things. He has
produced dozens of different designs,
mostly tubed. He's made flea-powered
single-ended amps and high-powered
push-pull workhorses. He sells assembled amps and kits. I'm not sure if
Dennis could do this if he believed that
one design made all others wrong.
It's always fun to talk with Dennis.
One time he phoned me all aroused
about an inexpensive speaker he'd
bought at RadioShadc, while his wife,
Donna, was busy shopping at the mall.
You do this to the speaker, you do that to
it, he explained. The result, he swore, was
wonderful. "Nothing like agood, cheap
15" paper-cone woofer," he assured me.
I've had my fun in return.
"Your amps are too powerful, Dennis!
Never mind 8W, 10W. How about 3W,
5W? The less an amp amps the better
the amp will be." This led Dennis to
design his SE-2A3 monoblock, a 5W
wonder that was probably ahead of its
time. Hey, Dennis, bring it back with the
new 2.5V 13 Mesh Plate 300B tubes!
If you ask Dennis about his favorite
1Cary Audio Design, 1020 Goodworth 1>rive, Apex,
NC 27539. Tel: (919) 355-0010. Fax: (919) 355-0013.
Web: www.caryaudio.com.
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amp, he'll usually name the CAD-805.
More than any other, that's the amplifier that helped put Cary Audio Design
on the map. And more than any other,
that's the amp that helped bring singleended triodes (SETs) into the mainstream, as much as any high-end audio
product can be called "mainstream."
The very amp that had at least a5050 chance of being "WRONG,"
according to that January 1994 cover
line, is still around —updated and improved —after adecade. Too bad Tom
Norton is now so busy as editor of
Stereophile Guide to Home Theater, or he
could put the Cary CAD-805 Anniversary Edition monoblock power amp
through its test-bench paces. A return to
retro, and déjà vu all over again. Krell
amps are still flourishing, too — likewise, better than ever —[though the
KSA-300S is long discontinued. —Ed].
The CAD-805 started out, in 1993, at
$7495/pair, and the Anniversary Edition
costs $11,000/pair — which means the
price has gone up by less than half over
adecade. Not bad, considering inflation
and product enhancements.
Now you get achassis and top plate
finished in Jaguar Anthracite Black,
with a clear-coat finish. The old girl
looks better than ever — like avintage
car tricked out to perfection. This amp
has been detailed.
Some history might be appropriate
on this 10th Anniversary occasion,
which I'm sure TJN will celebrate, too:
The CAD-805 got its name from the
single 805 output tube around which it
was designed. This radio transmitter tube
might have scared potential customers
with its anode plate cap, so Dennis Had
quickly replaced it with a hatless 211
radio transmitter tube, avariety he knew
well from his years in ham radio. This
was the version that DO and TJN had
the food fight over in January '94.
The original CAD-805 had four
tubes — three in the signal path.
Starting as the signal came in, asingle
6SL7 dual-triode input tube provided
voltage gain. This was coupled to the
control grid of an EL34 pentode tube
wired as atriode. The EL34 produced
about 4W of audio power to drive the
control grid of the 805 or 211 via an
interstage transformer. This was how
the CAD-805 made it up to its rated
power of 50W, more or less.
The amplifier operated in class-Al
up to about 25W, capacitor-coupled,
the EL34 delivering no grid current to
the output tube. Beyond 25W, the drive
signal from the interstage transformer
kicked in, sliding the amp into class-A2
24

and causing the output tube's grid to
turn positive and draw current. As
power went up, so did distortion, and
the 805 or 211 output tube became less
and less linear.
I think this nonlinearity is what
caused TJN to consider going out and
buying aKrell. Meanwhile, most Cary
listeners might be so jamtnin' by the
time the CAD-805 pushed into classA2 that they might never notice the increased distortion.
The fourth tube —the one that really
caught the eye —is the 1629/6UT
"cat's eye" in the center of the amp's
faceplate. Dennis once told me that the
tube was there for entertainment.
"'This tube's fluorescent target indicates the effects of avoltage change," he
explained. "The target operates at apositive voltage and so draws electrons
from the cathode. When the electrons
strike the target, they produce aglow on
the fluorescent coating. When the eye is
completely closed, you're at full power."
More changes were to follow.
Just as DO's review appeared, Dennis
changed the driver tube from an EL34
to a300B. The output tube remained
the same until the CAD-805C, introduced in January 1997, when the 211
was replaced with an equally venerable
845. Icaught up with this version ayear
later, in March 1998 (Vo121 No3).
One of the things that struck me
immediately about the "C" version was
the 805's immediacy and soundstaging.
Perhaps turning to the 845 output tube
had something to do with the 805C's
spectacular spaciousness. Dennis sure
thought it did.
The Cary CAD-805C was magic.
Even JA thought so — not that 50-50
John let on so quickly. But by November 2002, his grid current had turned
positive. JA selected the Cary CAD805 as one of the 100 greatest hi-fi
products of the past 40 years: "While
not the first modern tube amplifier
with a single-ended output stage,
Dennis Had's gorgeous-looking and sounding '805 is the culmination of all
that this retro technology has to offer,"
he wrote.
The "retro" (hch-lich) CAD-805 was
tied for 37th place with the Halcro
dm58 monoblock power amp. In fairness, aKrell amp — the original KSA- nude the list, too, tied for 16th
place. Imight have selected the KSA-50
or KSA-80.
The CAD-805's Tenth Anniversary
Edition is old and improved — rather
like me. Imentioned the Jaguar Anthracite Black finish. This alone might

be worth athousand bucks. But there
are other enhancements.
Up until the "C" version, the CAD805 needed alot of input voltage for full
output. You definitely needed an active
preamp to get the most from this amp.
Now, according to Dennis, there are basically two input stages. The first 6SN7
tube —not a6SL7 —acts as an "onboard
preamp," he told me. The second 6SN7
works as alow-impedance driver to run
the 300B. The result: more gain. The
Cary CAD-805 Anniversary Edition requires only 0.75V drive for full output.
Both 845 and 211 output tubes are
provided as standard. The user can have
fun with both and then choose —all
that's required is to set the switch on the
top left of the amplifier. With the 845,
Dennis says, the CAD-805 will deliver
50W. With the 211, the amp is good for
up to 70W. But when you switch tubes,
take care that the output tubes have
fully cooled down, which can take up to
half an hour. And be certain the amplifier is off— ie, unplugged. You can not
change output tubes on the fly.
The driver tube is a300B, its bias set
at the factory to 60 milliamps. The user
should check this in his or her own setting. Line voltages, of course, can vary. If
you change 300B tubes, you have to rebias. A very elegant, analog bias meter is
provided. No re-biasing is necessary
when going from an 845 to a211 output tube, or vice versa. My review samples came with TJ Meshplate 300B
tubes (the 5V version) manufactured in
China, as opposed to Western Electric
300B tubes made in the US.
Ididn't have achance to use the review
pair with WE 300Bs, but my experience
with the TJ tubes was such that Ididn't
feel shortchanged. The TJs have received
some acclaim on Internet bulletin boards.
hi the Cary CAD-805 Anniversarys they
sounded sweet, dynamic, and detailed.
They were also very quiet.
"The front portion of the CAD-805
is, in essence, a300B single-ended amplifier," said Dennis. "The sound of a211
or 845 output tube is different from that
of the 300B — less elegant. But we get
close to the absolute purity of the 300B
because we're using that tube as adriver.
"Them is one thing that the CAD805 does that's superior to a300B-based
amp. The CAD-805 produces life-size
images. It makes everything huge. If you
then go back to an amp that uses the
300B as an output tube, then Ithink
you'll miss that life-size image."
Iasked Dennis what accounts for that
life-size image.
"The greater power of the 211 or 845
Stereophile, August 2003

Exceptional Sound.
No Exceptions.
Rotel's RSP-1066 preamplifier-processor set
a benchmark for home theater reference in
Now, Rotel's new RSP-1098 takes audio

the under S2,000 category. Robert Deutsch,

and video to anew performance level.
Featuring all of the latest home theater

from Stereophile's Guide to Home Theater*
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software, high definition video
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exceptional home theater performance.
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output tube, as opposed to a300B, as we
discussed. But also the lack of feedback.
In order to produce life-size images in
your home, the No.1 requirement is that
there be no feedback of any nature.
"The reason Ioriginally put the feedback-control switch on the 805 is to
show people the negative effects of negative feedback in terms of the presentation. A tube amp should not have
feedback. If engineering practices are
followed in a proper design fashion,
there is no reason for feedback. But then
people ask, 'How are you going to lower
the output impedance?' Well, you don't!
"Let's till( in terms of abass guitar or a
kettle drum, or apiano for that matter.
When you hear it live, it doesn't just
attack and stop. There is decay. With
feedback, you lose the decay. Purists will
say that you need to control that bass driver. Well, yes and no. You can over-control
it and lose the decay and room effects."
Other features of the CAD-805
Anniversary Edition include a"new and
improved" output transformer "to yield
full bandwidth coverage at full power
output." According to Dennis, the 805
Anniversary "plays deeper bass with
more driver control" —a claim quickly
verified with my review pair of Triangle
Magellan speakers. Snazzy W13T speaker binding posts are supplied as standard.
The 805 Anniversary has outputs for
4, 8, and 16 ohm speakers. I'm not sure
there are many 16 ohm speakers these
days, but the tap is there to try —and
who knows what you might hear?
Don't necessarily assume that anominal
"8 ohm" speaker will sound best off the
8ohm tap.
The CAD-805 arrived with good
timing — except, perhaps, for the lack of
Western Electric 300B driver tubes.
When I receive them, I'll write a
"Follow-Up." Meanwhile, I'm in no
hurry to return the TJ Meshplates.
Ihad several preamps on hand, but
decided to use my passive Purest Audio
Systems P500SE "preamp." My CD
player, for the most part, was the Musical
Fidelity Tri-Vista. Analog took a brief
vacation in our living room —but not for
long! Speakers, until Ihad to surrender
them, were the Triangle Magellans —a
$32,900/pair luxury. Iran the amplifiers
in, playing music, for at least 100 hours. I
won't obsess about interconnects and
cables —catch as catch can.
Even before the amplifiers had been
run in, Iheard that typical single-ended
harmonic purity and immediacy. It's
hard to put one's finger—or test-bench
thumb — on the single-ended sound,
but it's distinctive and somehow very
26

musical. Single-ended tends to sound
less contrived — less like hi-fi and more
like music. Every audiophile worth his
or her salt should spend some time listening to, if not owning, SETs.
What agreat single-ended triode amp
can deliver is acertain sense of ease —
related, I'm sure, to its harmonic presentation. It's as if all the harmonics are precisely in register. A SET amp vs a
push-pull design can be like listening to
the Chicago or Boston Symphony as opposed to asecond- or third-rate ensemble. The timing is just right. And by that,

cacy, and mic-rodynamic magic of the
flea-powered wonders with enough
power so that one is not limited to
super-sensitive loudspeakers. It will be
interesting to find out how very-highsensitivity speakers fare with the CAD805 Anniversarys, however.
The CAI)-805 Anniversary improves
on the CAD-805C, which Iowned for
several years, in another respect: bass
performance. The bass now seems more
extended and tight. The CAD-805
Anniversarys could deliver the bass
notes with the Magellans with great
authority, if not the ultimate control of a
big solid-state amp. If you want everyIn the Cary CAD-805
thing, go to aconcert.
Icranked up conductor Paavo Jârvi's
Anniversarys the Ti
recording of Berlioz's Symphonie FanMeshplate tubes sounded
tastique (Telarc SACD-60578). The
Carys opened up, spatially and dynamisweet, dynamic,
cally — with better bass control than I
remember from the CAD-805C. Sure, I
and detailed.
loved the sound of my Sun Audio SV2A3, rated at 3.5Wpc, too. But while the
do not mean tapping toes, but rather
Sun could shine at low to moderate volthat harmonics seem to be in proper regume levels, the Cary CAI)-805 Anniister, as they are in real life. Ella
versarys could really open up. Iknow,
Fitzgerald, Louis Armstrong, Bing
I'm comparing different types of amps at
Crosby, Jascha Heifetz can rise from
different prices. And Ido love the Sun —
their graves and play for you live. That's
even though it's been dropped from
the magic of single-ended triode. The
"Recommended Components."
magic of the CAD-805 Anniversary was
Like the Sun — okay, maybe almost
that it supplied this magic, along with
like the Sun — the CAD-805 Anniverenough power to drive most loudspeaksary clearly showed the superiority of
ers in most rooms.
SACD over CD. Assuming you can get
Single-ended power seems different
anything on SACD worth listening to.
from push-pull power — whatever the
Assuming the SACD was well-recorded.
test-bench measurements say. Take a Assuming the performance venue and
50W conventional push-pull tube amp
the musicians could yield agreat perforand play it alongside the 50W CADmance. Assuming yadda yadda yadda.
805 Anniversary and Ithink you'll hear
Some SACDs, including some classical
what Imean. The Cary sounds big. Very
releases, sound pretty crappy.
big. Rather like a150W or 200W pushOne that does not is adisc that features
pull tube amp.
violinist Yesko Eschkenazy and conducSET amps tend to fill in and flesh out tor Mario Boni with the Concertgebouw
the sound — even with vintage recordChamber Orchestra (PentaTone FTC
ings. It's simply amazing how good
5186 001). The works are by Mozart,
some of those Bing Crosby or Duke
Schubert, and Mendelssohn. With the
Ellington recordings from the late 1930s
Musical Fidelity Tri-Vista CD player and
can sound. Or your Elvis or Buddy
the CAD-805 Anniversary, the violinist
Holly recordings from the '50s.
was just...there.
Single-ended amplifiers tend to hanShortly before Icompleted this coldle microdynamics particularly well —
umn, Richard Kohlruss, of VMAX
those subtle differences or shadings in
Services, came to collect the Triangle
dynamics. Perhaps some flea-powered
Magellans and ship them to the
SET amps better the CAD-805 AnniHome Entertainment 2003 show. My
versary in this regard, but not by much.
wife, Marina, was especially sad to see
Meanwhile, the flea-powered amps,
them leave.
while sounding more immediate, can
"The whole house looks empty," she
also sound dynamically constrained.
said.
Ithink where the CAD-805 AnniIndeed it did.
versary improves over previous versions
In place of the Magellans, Ihad the
is in its ability to stretch the magic of JMIab Cobalt 816S speakers —small
SETs — to provide the immediacy, delifloorstanders that stand 38.5" high and
Stereophile, August 2003

cost $1895/pair. Of course, they sounded smaller than the Magellans; and, for
afew days, it was difficult to get accustomed. But the CAD-805 Anniversarys
seemed to make this small speaker seem
much bigger than it is.
I had fun with the CAD-805
Anniversarys, and Iexpect to have even
more fun with them in the months to
come. Iespecially enjoyed being able to
switch between the 845 and 211 output
tube —"a doddle," as the British like to
say, meaning "a breeze." But be sure to
unplug the amps and let those output
tubes cool down!

squeak during the first 60 seconds of
turn-on. Then it would quiet down.
Then the other 211, previously quiescent, went through the same squeaking
routine. None of this lasted for more
than aminute, and there were no alarming bangs or pops —just squeaks,
squeals, and tiny farts. After a few
weeks, both 211s powered up quietly,
like little children who had been toilettrained. Tubes are almost human — a
good part of their charm.
The CAD-805 is still one of the 100
greatest hi-fi products of the past 40
years. Even JA thinks so. John? Tom?
(Heh-heh.) It's one of these very rare
products that seems to get so many
Cary's CAD-805 is still
things right, to outshine and outlast the
competition. There's not another amplione of the 100 greatest
fier you can buy that is quite like it. It
has asoul. It has humanity. It may have
hi-fi products of the
its flaws, but every hi-fi product does —
past 40 years.
including those that measure perfectly.
A visiting hi-fi manufacturer, not
connected in any way with Cary Audio,
saw the amps on our living-room floor
I expected to like the CAD-805
Anniversary better with the 845 output and looked on in admiration:
"They're classics," he said.
tube than with the 211. But once rd let
Indeed they are.
the tubes run in, danged if Ididn't prefer
Assuming you can afford them, should
the 211. It wasn't aquestion of power, for
you buy apair of CAD-805 Anniversary
me, although Dennis said that the 211
can deliver more power than the 845. It
amps? Idon't know. It depends on your
speakers and your priorities. Some speakwas amatter of slightly better bass coners and some rooms may simply need
trol and somewhat improved resolution.
more power. You may want even more
The 845 seemed alittle soft and fuzzy.
tightly articulated bass — or whatever.
The 211 sounded more authoritative, asTubes may give you the heebie-jeebies.
sured, and revealing.
But I'm sure of one thing: Any audioDennis was not surprised. He called
phile worth his or her salt — thank you,
the 845 tube more "romantic," the 211
DO, for that cliché — should make it a
more "dramatic."
"I'm not sure why this occurs, be- point to audition this amp. Even JA
came around, eventually — and this was
cause the 845 in atest environment has
bore the Anniversary Edition.
the same frequency response as the 211.
One more anecdote.
But in actual listening, the 211 seems to
At one of Stereophilds hi-fi shows—or
offer amore precise presentation. Here
maybe it was at CES —I was all fired up
is asituation where we are not able to
about getting apair of CAD-805s to
prove that on the test bench, but it
audition. Then Iencountered my conshows up when you listen.
frère Martin Colloms — according to his
"Now if one were to have brightcard, he is a"chartered engineer" (BSc,
sounding loudspeakers, and particularly
LEFF). Martin is usually avery straightvery sensitive loudspeakers —92dB on
ahead, serious, test-bench sort of chap. I
up —then Iwould recommend using the
845 tube. Some of these high-sensitivity wish Ipossessed such credentials. Icould
have pursued aproper career.
speakers seem to sound very forward.
"Martin, you have to hear these!"
The 845 produces a laid-back sound
Being agood sport, Martin accompathat's available to the user at the flip of a
nied me to the Cary exhibit. He was flabswitch and atwist of the socket."
Be advised that both tubes can start bergasted. He didn't know what to make
of the CAD-805s. Ibelieve that he called
out alittle noisy. I've encountered this
them "curious antiquities," or some such.
before, and it's not necessarily acause
But much to his credit, Martin susfor alarm — apparently, gases need to be
pended his disbelief and actually lisburned off. The 845 tubes Ireceived
tened. That is what Irecommend you do
with the CAD-805 Anniversary were
absolutely quiet, but the 211s misbe- with the CAD-805 Tenth Anniversary
haved slightly. One of the 211s liked to Edition.
Stereophile,
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" ..there's one area of its performance that makes
other
cables fall
flat by
comparison: the
Kimber's uncanny sense of side2side and
front2back dimensionality. The KCAG just
killed everything else I've tried in this
respect, and endowed the system with
an amazing sense of real instruments
sitting
in
real
space.
No
other
interconnect has been able to match
the KCAG for throwing up a vividly
detailed
and
totally
believable
soundscape...
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I

n my March 2003 review, I
wrote that the SME 30/2
turntable's combination of
attributes "might just make it the
finest turntable in the world."
Earlier in the review, I'd said,
"The SME 30/2 is perhaps the
most tonally neutral turntable
I've ever heard. Only the
Rockport System III Sirius,
which includes an integral tonearm, is in the sanie league, and it
doesn't stand up to the SME's
low-frequency extension and
solidity." Iwrapped up the reHagerman Technology Bugle
view with: "Overall, the SME
Model 30/2 is the best turntable
pm.
I've heard."
Since then, Ihaven't heard the
end of it. It didn't help that the
editor put "WORLD'S BEST LP
PLAYER" on the cover. Thanks,
boss. [You're welcome Mikey. —JA.]
Lost in most of the e-mails I
received were the words "might
just make it," "perhaps," and, especially, "overall." Considering its
price ($25,000 without tonearm),
size, simplicity, ease of use, and
stupendous sound, the SME
Acoustic Signature Tango innards
30/2 is, overall, the best turntable
I've auditioned. But do its build
stainless-steel Outer Limit (which does
quality and design sophistication match
not work on my 'table), this custom ring
those of the Rockport System III Sirius?
fits over the record and does for a
No. Inever said that they did. And, yes,
record's outer rim what aweight over
Iwas indeed speculating about the bass
the spindle does for the center: flattenissue — Ididn't have both 'tables inhouse at the sanie time, so Imade what ing warps, damping the vinyl, and
adding aflywheel effect to the platter.
Iconsider to be an informed guess, my
Prices vary with the turntable to be
memory aided by CD-Rs cut using the
used. (Sound Engineering also makes
Rockport. That's something Ihave to do
other analog accessories.)
all the time—unlike some other reviewers Iknow, one of everything I've
ever reviewed is not in the next room. If More Phono Preamps!
Hagerman Technology Bugle: For
Ihad to choose one turntable, which do
$125, Hagerman Technology sells the
you think I'd pick?
On arelated subject, after reviewing Bugle, abattery-operated phono section
that's ridiculously good for the money.
the SME 30/2, the Avid Acutus, and
V.Y.G.E.R. Atlantis and returning to my You can even buy it as a"half-kit" circuit
board with plans, for $25; for another $25
reference rig of Simon Yorke S7 turnyou can buy the parts from Digikey. You
table with Graham 2.2 and Immedia
can play with various op-amps (they
RPM-2 toneamis, Iwasn't disappointmount on plug-in sockets) and resistor
ed. Istill love it —especially when fitted
brands —all of which, of course, sound
with an outer ring/weight machined for
different. There's aplace to solder in loadme by Sound Engineering (e-mail:
ing resistors of your choice. Because the
Bob38138@aol.com). Like Clearaudio's
Stereophile, August 2003
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Bugle uses asplit, passive RC-type
equalization network, it's easy to
optimize it for alternative EQ
6 curves such as pre-1955 LPs or
78s. Hagerman calls this AnyEQ;
you'll find everything you'll need
to calculate resistor values for various curves at www.hagtech.com/
equalization.html.
The Bugle can be built with
40, 50, or 60dB of gain (mine was
configured for 60dB), but there's
one drawback: the estimated life
of the two 9V alkaline batteries is
around 16 hours (there's an
On/Off switch). However, anew
plug-in power-supply option
($25, half-kit only) solves that.
And the Bugle comes with a30day money-back guarantee. You
can't go wrong.
The Bugle sounded very quiet,
surprisingly somewhat warm yet
reasonably detailed, and a bit
woolly. I ran the $4500 Lyra
Titan (as well as more appropriately priced cartridges) into it,
and you know what? It wasn't
bad! Images lacked pinpoint
specificity, and transients were a
bit softened, but for $125—or
more than twice that — the
Bugle was quite acredible performer.
Also on Hagerman's website was a
new $895 transformer-based step-up
(12, 18, or 24dB gain) that makes the
superb-sounding all-tube Trumpet
($1895, reviewed in the December
2002 "Analog Corner") friendly to MC
cartridges. Itried the Trumpet with a
very expensive Audio Tekne transformer, and the results were Class A.
Hagemian's own combo of transformer
and Trumpet, for $2790, should be a
sweet performer.
Acoustic Signature Tango: Up the
ladder we go, to the Acoustic Signature
Tango ($599). The German turntable
manufacturer's entry-level phono preamp features an outboard dual12VAC/500mA off-the-shelf power
supply with IEC AC jack. The main
chassis, nicely machined from aluminum, includes a pair of rear-panel
DIP switches that permit a wide variety
29
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Introducing the
THIEL CS2.4
THE NEW

C52.4 IS

THE RESULT OF THIEL'S
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EXTENSIVE EXPERIENCE IN DESIGNING HIGH PERFORMANCE LOUDSPEAKERS
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Since

1977, THIEL has

pioneered phase and time coherence, anti-diffraction baffle design,
low-distortion, short coil motor designs, single coil coincident
drivers and other innovations that reflect our dedication to the
highest quality sound reproduction. The result is significant sonic
improvement in each new model, including 16 "Product" or
"Speaker of the Year" Awards, and 19 Innovations Design and
Engineering Awards. The new 3-way CS2.4 is part of the next
generation of great THIEL loudspeakers, making it an ideal choice
for both your music and movie needs.

CS2.4 PERFORMANCE FEATURES:
•Specially designed coincident tweeter/midrange array provides
3-way performance without the need for ahigh-frequency
electrical crossover network
•Fully realistic, 3-dimensional imaging, unconstrained by speaker
placement, provided by trademark time and phase coherence
•Extraordinary clarity and detail provided by ultra-low distortion
short-coil, long gap, copper-stabilized driver motor systems
•Dynamics improved by uniform, resistive load and high efficiency,
especially when used with lower power amplifiers
•Exceptionally natural tonal response provided by extremely rigid
aluminum driver diaphragms and sophisticated crossover design

THIEL
Celebrating 25 Years of
Ultimate Performance Loudspeakers
Contact us for afree 44 page brochure and the name of your nearest THIEL dealer.
1HIEL •1026 Nandino Boulevard, Lexington, Kentucky, 40511, USA
Telephone: 859-254-9427 •Email: mail@thielaudio.com
Web: www.thielaudio.com
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of moving-coil resistive loadings
(10, 100, 1000, and 47k ohms)
and moving-magnet capacitive
loadings (50-300pF in 50pF
steps), as well as achoice of MM
(48dB) or MC (64dB) gain. It's
nice having the DIPs on the outside! The Tango's op-amp-based
circuit, built on a dual-sided
PCB, includes a6Hz rumble filter that helps prevent wooferpumping subsonics from soaking
up valuable amplifier power.
The Tango is in the same
league and price range as the excellent Lehmann Black Cube:
very fine performance for the
price. It did nothing particularly
wrong, and quite abit right. It was
quiet, well-organized, and rhythmically taut, with good extension
at both ends, but was somewhat
brighter and more forward than
the Cube —even when driven by
a loaded-down (100 ohm) MC
cartridge. Your choice of Tango or
Cube will depend on the rest of
your system, especially your cartridge. The Tango's presentation
was somewhat forward spatially,
though not at all bloated, in-yourface forward or fisheye-lens distorted. The build quality and
appearance arc very good.
When Ifirst reviewed the homelier
Lehmann Black Cube, Ihadn't heard
anything that good for so little money,
and Igushed accordingly. However, that
ratio of performance to price is becoming more common in phono preamps,
so don't take my current lack of gush to
mean that Ithink the Tango isn't as
good. It's every bit as good —but to raise
goosebumps, you'll need to spend more.
EAR 834P Deluxe: I've been meaning
to review this Tim de Paravicini design
for years.' Finally, egged on by readers,
here goes.
Double your money and more than
double your pleasure with EAR's now
venerable but still vital 834P, athreetube (12AX7) moving-magnet stage
that also has, for moving-coil use, apair
of step-up transformers (3-50 ohms)
available at the push of abutton. 'The
834P in basic black will set you back
$995; the chrome Deluxe version costs
$1295 (I've seen it discounted to $995).
However, Ican't guarantee that these
prices will be current by the time you
read this; the dollar has been plunging
IBob Beim Also wrote about the 834P for Srereophile iii
July 1997 (V0120 N0.7).
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EAR 834P Deluxe innards

Emmeline XR-2 innards

of late. It will be difficult for importers
to hold the line on prices.
You can run any cartridge you like
into the 834P — its noise level is relatively low, with just abit of "tube rush"
well below normal signal level—but
get to 025mV and you're pushing your
luck. But there was no problem with
MM or high-output MC cartridges, of
course. Ihad great results with newer
low/medium-output cartridges such as
the Lyra Titan and Transfiguration W
The 834P's sound was absolutely
gorgeous in the midband, with atouch
of "golden glow," and an overall spaciousness and enticing musical wholeness that let me sit back and get lost in
whatever was spinning on my turntable.
Apparently you can swap sonic flavors
by changing the fronnnost of the three
tubes, but Stereophiles policy is for its
reviewers to review what they get.
Besides, the stock sound was so satisfying that Ikept the 834P cranking for
well over aweek without pain.
The 834P's bottom-end delivery
was well extended though abit loose, if
only slightly so. If you're using small
two-way speakers whose midbass has
not been bumped up, it could be ideal,
but even in afull-range system, Ididn't
find the bass blubbery or overripe — in

Corner

fact, it had abelievable physicality that could make me think
solid-state bass sounds abit too
tight and overwound. The
834P's high-frequency extension and transient performance
perfectly balanced its bottom:
not sharp and etched, of course,
but not soft or overly romantic,
either. You'll need to have the
ideal cartridge to optimally balance the 834P's virtues — a
slightly sharp, fast-sounding cartridge should really get this
thing singing.
Do you want abig, expansive
soundstage populated by lush,
full-sounding images? A rich picture you can sink your ears into
without feeling as if a velvet
cloth is muting cold pleasures on
top? The 834P will give you that.
As much as anything, what
you're buying is the design expertise of Tim de Paravicini,
whose experience and knowledge in building very expensive
products has now resulted in one
of the best-balanced, highestperforming, under-$1000 hi-fi
components I've heard.
Emmeline XR-2: Can you
buy more detail, transparency, and
rhythmic snap without losing any of
the EAR's tubey richness? Yes, but
you'll spend more to get it. Iwould
have said "much more" had Inot then
encountered Conrad-Johnson's EV-1
($1495) —but first, the EAR 834P's
solid-state counterpart, the Emmeline
XR-2, manufactured by Ray Samuels
Audio, an online company selling a
wide line of tube and solid-state preamplifier products.
The solid-state XR-2 includes arobust
regulated power supply connected via an
umbilical cord to the juice-supplying end.
The MM/MC phono section, based on
the Analog Devices AD797 op-amp chip,
is configurable by internal DIP-switch
loadings of 30, 50, 80, 100, 475 ohms, and
47k ohms. It also has apair of resistor
sockets so you can load your own. The
quality of construction looks high —
especially the superbly finished "clamshell" chassis work —and with aprice of
$1050 and amoney-back guarantee, Ifigured, why not check it out?
I'm glad Idid. The )CR-2 was just on
the solid-state side of the EAR 834Ies
tubed personality: tighter and somewhat drier in the bass, very good extension and control, leaner in the midband,
a bit too lean in the midbass, more
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N9400 Series
Multi-Mono
Amplifiers

For more than 30 years, Mark Levinson °amplifiers have impressed
music lovers worldwide with their precise balance of power, finesse and beauty.
The new N9400 Series Multi-Mono Amplifiers carry on that tradition with
better sound, more muscle, and flexibility than the 300 Series amplifiers they replace.
Rated at 200 and 400 watts per channel respectively, the N2431, and
N2432 dual-mono amplifiers benefit from massive independent power supplies
and balanced voltage gain circuitry that allows them to generate amore precise
signal with less noise. Both possess abottom end authority that takes command of
the music with astounding confidence, dynamics and ease while critical midrange
performance is improved with more body and dimensionality.
The introduction of the N9433, triple-mono amplifier later this year
adds multi-channel system capability to this impressive series. All three models
carry the refined, sculptural look that sets Mark Levinson apart from all others.
Visit your Mark Levinson dealer soon to experience the difference a
balanced approach to design can make.
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sharply drawn on top, and with
greater transient snap. Overall, it
drove the music with greater
focus and amore tightly wound
spring, but not to the point
where it sounded relentless. Its
high-frequency transient performance brought an excitement to
percussion instruments that the
more laid-back 834P didn't,
though the XR-2 couldn't match
the EAR's lush, luxurious midrange. Just as the 834P didn't
sound excessively "tubey," the
XR-2 didn't sound markedly
solid-state. Tube-lovers won't go
for it, despite its good behavior
and black backgrounds, just as solidstate partisans won't go for the 834P,
despite its accomplished bottom-end
performance and wonderfully rich midband. 'This same debate plays out in far
more expensive gear — between, say,
the Manley Steelhead and the Pass Labs
Xono — and there's no resolving it.
Overall, I absolutely loved the
Emmeline XR-2 and was immediately
impressed with its rhythmic drive and
confident musical personality. With its

Contacts
Acoustic Signature, imported by
The Needle Doctor, 419 14th Ave.
SE, Minneapolis, MN 55414. Tel:
(612) 378-0543. Web: www.neeclle
doctor.com.
Conrad-Johnson Design, 2733
Merrilee Drive, Fairfax, VA 22031.
Tel: (703) 698-8581. Web: www.
conradjohnson.com.
EAR USA, Sound Advice, 1087 E.
Ridgewood Street, Long Beach,
CA 90807. Tel: (562) 422-4747.
Web: www.ear-usa.com, www.
ear-yoshino.com.
Enuneline, Ray Samuels Audio,
Skokie, IL 60076. Tel: (847) 6738739. Web: www.raysamuels
audio.com.
Hagerman Technology, P.O.
Box 26437, Honolulu, HI 96825.
Tel: (808) 383-2704. Web: www.
hagtech.com.
Living Voices Mystic Mat imported by Bluebird Music Limited,
620 Wilson Avenue, Suite 360,
Toronto, Ontario M3K 1Z3,
Canada. Tel: (416) 638-8207. Web:
www.bluebirdmusic.ca.
Music Hall, 108 Station Road, Great
Neck, NY 11023. Tel: (516) 4873663. Web: www.musichalkom.
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subjectively quiet noise floor, it was impressive at resolving low-level detail, and
its dynamic performance was exuberant.
Any analog fan going from any of the
$500-$600 phono stages I've tried to the
XR-2 will inunediately know that the
extra money has been well spent. The
XR-2 allowed the Transfiguration
Temper W's high level of transparency to
express itself, while floating finely focused, richly textured images on an impressive volume of air. The XR-2's
portrayal of depth was outstanding, and it
pushed the front of the stage forward in
an exciting manner while not neglecting
the backdrop. And it's rated at 70dB of
gain in MC, so you can throw any cartridge at it with confidence.
Compared to more expensive phono
stages, of course, the Emmeline XR-2
missed afew things. Its development of
harmonics was somewhat limited, but its
biggest shortcoming was asin of omission: amidbass leanness that stunted the
development of the kind of effortless,
coherent soundstage you get with more
expensive phono sections. The 834P did
abetter job in this regard, but erred abit
on the side of too much warmth. 'The
XR-2 shortchanged instrumental textures somewhat, but, like the 834P, did
nothing terribly wrong.
If you're using small two-way speakers that cheat the lack of LF extension
by bumping up the midbass, you might
find the XR-2 aperfect match. Its performance is very satisfying for the price,
and its build quality appears to be very
high. If you're looking for something
for $1000 or so, Iconfidently recommend the Emmeline XR-2. And because the op-amps are socketed, you can
try various brands of op-amp to tailor
the sound to your liking — like changing tubes in the EAR 834R
Conrad-Johnson EV-1: More expensive doesn't necessarily mean better,
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though it does more often than
not, including this time. ConradJohnson's tube-driven
EV-1
($1495) is ascaled-down version of
the far more expensive Premier
15, which Ireviewed in July 1999.
With today's higher-output MC
cartridges, the EV-1's 50d13 of gain
doesn't present anoise problem,
but I'd be careful with 025mV
low-output MCs. The zero-feedback circuit uses two 12AX7s, a
5751, and a 12AU in the input,
gain, and cathode-follower stages,
respectively. C-J's own polystyrene
and polypropylene caps litter the
circuit board, which is also populated by top-shelf resistors. Internally
mounted DIP switches provide loading
options of 200, 500, 1.9k, 9.6k, and 47k
ohms. Ipreferred 47k ohms for the Lyra
Titan and Transfiguration Temper W
cartridges, though Transfiguration recommends loading the W way down.
If the whole purpose of aphono preamp is balance, then the EV-1 scores
100%. Idon't see how anyone hearing
it wouldn't warm up to the EV-1,
whether using an MM or an MC cartridge. Even if you're lucky enough to
own far more expensive and (in some
ways) more accomplished phono sections, Ithink you'll fall hard for what
the EV-1 manages.
Igot a180gm test pressing of Ian and
Sylvia's fabulous-sounding Northern
Journey (Vanguard VSD 79154) from
Cisco Music's Robert Pincus, and used it
throughout this series of auditions. 'The
EV-1's rendering of this rich-sounding
recording combined the warmth and
midband richness of the EAR 834P (but
with amore nimble lower midbass) and
the forthrightness of the Emmeline XR2. Sylvia's voice has abit of hardness in it,
and that caisse through. Ian Tyson's
voice is just the opposite — warns and
mellifluous —and that was transmitted
as well. At the saine time, the guitar and
autoharp had just the right transient
snap, neither brittle nor soft, and the
stand-up bass had excellent definition,
texture, and extension.
Solid-state advocates still might not
be convinced, but as one who tries to
toe the middle line, Ifound the EV-1's
tonal, textural, and rhythmic balances
nearly ideal. It may have masked alack
of ultimate top-end extension and
sheen with aslightly prominent uppermidrange "push," but whatever was
going on, the effect was to provide a
sonic cushion for my head to rest on.
But don't worry — though Icould
sink into that pillow, the EV-1 never put
33
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9/Maestro combo. What first
impressed and interested me
about the MMF-9's sound was
how much it resembled the
RM-9's: tight, fast, and punchy,
and not because it ran abit fast.
Minute changes in tracking
force had aprofound effect on
the sound. Given the MMF-9's
fast, lean character (though bass
extension and control were
superb), Itracked the Maestro
at 1.8gm (in their excellent instruction manual, Music Hall
recommends 1.75gm).
If you like fast, tight, and
Music Hall MMF-9 turntable
snappy, this combo will give it
to you, as will the RIlA-9. But I
found myself wanting alittle
more richness. I felt the
MMF-9/Maestro's sound, like
the RM-9's, was somewhat
clinical. The sounds of the two
'tables were so distinctively
similar that I speculate that
Music Hall MMF-9 turntable
something in the character of
The top of Music Hall's
the drive system (platter, bearturntable line uses the same
ing, etc.) or tonearm actually
outstanding tapered carbontrumps the effects of the carfiber Project tonearm as the
tridge — Ididn't have a MaPro-Ject/Sumiko RM-9 'table,
estro to use with the RM-9.
which I wrote about in the
At the end of my review of
January "Analog Corner." (See
the Pro-Ject/Sumiko R/v1-9, I
that column for more details
asked if it was worth spending
Living Voices Mystic Mat with Sound Engineering Record Ring.
about the design.) It also uses
the extra money to go from the
the sanie inverted thrust bear$1000 Perspective to the $1495
ing with Teflon ball that fits in abrass
stantial record weight (the Ringmat is
RM-9. Ididn't think so, and that made
boss (sleeve) that is fixed to the bottom
not designed to be used with aweight).
the Sumiko boys so happy. Ipreferred
of the same acrylic platter as is used in
The MMF-9 sits on three adjustable
the richness and "give" of the Perthe RM-9. And it uses the same outcones and includes all integral bubble
spective, and suggested putting the difboard motor sitting on aplatform riser,
level, the RM-9 on three Sorbothane
ference into agood cartridge.
feet. Finally, the MMF-9 comes with a
and the same square drive belt.
This time, the question is: Is it worth
There arc differences between the
Music Hall Maestro cartridge ($550
another $500 to go from Music Hall's
$1495 RM-9 and the $1695 MMF-9,
when bought separately), a modified
MMF-7 to their MMF-9? The quality
however. The MMF-9 uses a much
version of Goldring's Eroica high-outof the components, particularly the arm,
more refined-looking and nicely finished
put MC fitted with aVital line-contact is higher, and the cartridge is asmall but
"three-layer cake" plinth system with
stylus. The RM-9 is sold sans cartridge.
significant step up, but I'm not sure the
Sorbothane filling (actually a series of Some dealers sell the MMF-9 without difference in sound is worth the differsmall discs), whereas the RM-9 uses a cartridge for $1495, same price as the
ence in price. My sonic memory had me
rounded slab of MDF slightly larger in
RM-9, though it does come with the
preferring the bit of warmth and "give"
diameter than the platter. The MMF-9
dustcover. Just the facts, ma'am.
the MMF-7 had over the MMF-9.
has an electronic speed control that
The MMF-9 is afar more handsome
Depending on the rest of your system,
and elegantly finished turntable, and
you might not agree. Your other choice
switches between 33 1
/
3rpm and 45rpm at
adds more features at no extra cost to
at this price is the Rega P25, which I
the push of a button, and drives the
motor at 50Hz. (Running the motor at a the basic components of the R/v1-9. It
think still has the best tonearm, though
also ran at as close to 33 1
/
3rpm and
the Proj-ect has adjustable VTA —and,
slower speed is claimed to make it quiof course, the MMF 'tables include
eter.) A larger drive pulley compensates
45rpm as any fixed-speed turntable I've
reviewed: 1000Hz was 1005Hz. (The
good cartridges. If you're shopping in
for the speed differential. The RM-9 uses
amore conventional drive system, and a RM-9 ran slightly less than 1% slow.)
this price range, it's clearly a buyer's
two-step pulley for 33 1
/
3and 45rpm.
For the extra $200 you also get avery
market. If the sound suits you, here are
three good choices.
The MM F-9 includes a dustcoven
accomplished cartridge.
Ibroke in cartridge and 'table with a
the RM-9's is a $100 option. The
few weeks of endless spinning and nonFinally...
MMF-9 includes aRingmat Developments XLR mat of cork and paper; the
critical listening before sitting down to
Ihave found (or should Isay, Iwas sent
for evaluation) the best platter mat I
RM-9 has no mat but includes asubassess the sound of the MMFme to sleep. Every time Iwent
back to the EV-1, Ifound it difficult to concentrate on analysis, tossing it away in favor of
the music's transmitted emotion. The EV-1 had amagical
ability to make musical lines
flow with relaxing, velvety ease,
which is not to say that it emasculated music designed to grate.
Still, Iwouldn't use the EV-1
with an overly warm system, as
it already tended toward that
side of the tonal continuum.
While it might not give you all
of the Premier 15's textural
resolve, nuanced dynamic expression, and overall harmonic
sophistication, the EV-1 gives
more than ataste of these for
roughly athird the price. The
most expensive phono preamp
in this survey is, in some ways,
the biggest bargain.
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have ever tried. The Living Voices
Mystic Mat features agel-coat carbonfiber skin on bottom, alayer of ceramic
textile, and a2mm skin of CF polyurethane foam on top. It's not too thick,
and very light — only minimum VTA
adjustment, if any, need be made when
you switch from your normal mat.
The Mystic is designed to be used
with aclamp, and Ifound it the ideal
mat to use with an outer record ring. I
normally use acarbon-graphite mat, but
the Mystic blackened the spaces between notes, and seemed to allow a
lushness and depth to develop that I
hadn't had before, while causing no
sonic damage in terms of transient
speed and detail. My sample was not
perfectly flat, which is aserious flaw, but
my use of the outer ring did flatten it
out perfectly over time. I'm sure you
can put it under some books or some
other weights (not too heavy, though) to
get it to lie perfectly flat. It's used roughside up, but don't worry —it won't
cause any damage to your records.
It will dent your bank account, however: the Mystic Mat, which Living
Voices claims is difficult to make, costs
$300. But if your experience with it is
like mine, you'll agree that it's worth
the money. A real find, and highly recommended.
CI
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1) Richard Thompson, The Old
Kit Bag, Diverse 180gm LPs
(2)
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Rhino 180gm LP
3) Ian and Sylvia, NorthernJourney,
Vanguard/Cisco 180gm LP
4) John Hammond, So Many
Roads, Vanguard/Cisco 180gm
LP
5) Cat Power, You Are Free,
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6) The Microphones, The Glow
Pt. 2, K-records 150gm LPs (2)
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Mambo Sinuendo, Perro Verde/
Nonesuch LPs (2)
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SACD
10) Yo La Tengo, Summer Sun,
Matador 150gm LP
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any speakers
can accurately
play back music.
Our new 6.1 can
recreate the power
and impact of the
performance. The
volume of the hall.
The enveloping sound
stage. The complete
emotional experience
of live music.

Reason.

absolute fidelity

The 6.1 Speaker is
the latest refinement
of Arnie Nudell's
vision of absolute
fidelity.
Naturally, it's a
dipolar design with
high frequency ribbon
transducers. Each 6.1
has an integral, 500watt, servo-controlled
subwoofer that can
pressurize your
listening space with
bass down to 16Hz.

This low frequency
extension combined
with low distortion is
fundamental for the
recreation of large
acoustic spaces.
Each 6.1 System
cabinet is comprised
of 24 subtly-angled
pieces, resulting in
an enclosure that
is vibration and
resonance-free
with no right angles.
Choose from
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Cebuano Rosewood,
Pomele Sapele or
Olive Burl.
Call us for your
nearest Genesis
dealer or visit our
web site for more
information.
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Listening
Art
Hun not the earth, neither the sea nor
trees...
—Revelation 7:3

N

ot long ago, my wife and Iwere
sitting around the kitchen table
—actually one of those huge,
empty cable spools, which we stole from
aconstruction site, brought home, and
decorated with acandle in aChianti bottle —thumbing through our old copies
of Mother Jones, 71w Nation, and Listener
and talking about how much we miss Al
Gore. After a while, the conversation
shifted to our jobs, and as Iscratched my
goatee and adjusted the beret that
covers my bald spot, Iwondered
aloud: "What else do you suppose I
could do to annoy Stereophiles most
self-serious readers?"
Janet tugged at the collar of her
black turtleneck, took a long,
thoughtful drag on her French cigarette, and peered at nie over the rims
of her Wayfarers. "How about
devoting an entire column to acrazy
tweak for their CDs — something that
doesn't work, and that ruins all their
discs, to boot?"
"Like spraying them with apopular
vinyl protectant?"
"Yeah, that's the ticket!"
"Nah. Not one single person would
fall for something like that."
"Hinmin," she mused. "Why don't
you take aside in the DVD/SACD debate? It doesn't matter which side you
take —you're bound to annoy somebody."
"Nope. They only pretend they care.
Any true audiophile is happy to buy
both formats." Isighed.
"Well," she said, "you could fill up
your column with lots of leftist political propaganda."
We paused, looked at each other in
silence, then broke into alaughing fit
that lasted awhole minute.
After the hilarity subsided, Ilit another Gauloise and shook out the match. "I
know .
just what to do..."
Musical Fidelity A3.2 integrated
amplifier
The Musical Fidelity A32 is abetterthan-average integrated amp, and it's
Stereophile, August 2003

Dudley

I've heard, and it isn't even my favorite
$1500 amp, but it's very good.
During its time here, the A32 expressed astrong preference for classical
music, for two apparent reasons. For
one thing, the amp sounded very clear,
open, and extended, especially in the
trebles. Idon't think you'd consider it
bright — the A32 was well-balanced in
my system, with deep, tactile bass to
balance out the strong highs — but with
any more treble extension than it has
now, you might.
The amp did justice to "difficult" instruments, catching both the timbre
and, more important, the distinctively
unnuanced playing
style brought to the
baroque violin by
Marianne Rorez in
Affetti
Musicali's
1998 two-disc set of
Biber's Mystenen Sonaten (Winter & WinMusical Fidelity A3.2 integrated amplifier
ter 910 029-2), a
peerlessly beautiful
recording in every way. The A32 also
the two poles of my narcissism: On the
seemed to capture just the right "hooty"
one hand, Ihoped Iwould hate the
sound of the organ continuo, not to
A3.2, because then Iwould be Artie the
mention the characteristic hall sound.
Hero, tilting against the great establishBut the A32's remarkable clarity and
ment devil. On the other hand, Ihoped
Iwould love the MF, because then I extended top end created something of
an obstacle to enjoying indifferently recould bring Stereophiles weeniest, weedcorded rock. On World Party's Bang
iest critics one step closer to ventricular
(Ensign/Chrysalis 321991 2) —which is
fibrillation: All it would take is one
more positive MF review to push some
only moderately badly recorded, and
not terrible by any means —the crisper
of those fatties over the brink, Ifigured.
While I'm on the subject: Have you
guitar lines, cymbals, and even vocal
noticed that when Stereophi/e's critics
sibilants were harder to take than with
aren't busy demanding that the magazine
my usual single-ended triodes or vintage Nairn amps.
give its writers free rein (to write about
Nor was the A32 any better than
cheap components, expensive compoaverage in its ability to keep bass notes
nents, SET components, megatransistor
from pulling back on and even lagging
components, DVD components, SACD
behind the beat—which is to say, even
components, or non-Musical Fidelity
allowing for the Quads' own shortcomcomponents), they're demanding that
they rope us in? Unleash us, rope us in,
ing in this sense, the A32's bass was abit
unleash us, rope us in...cripes, lady, make
disappointing. Pitch definition and clarity in the lower registers were actually
up your mind!
Back to the A32, which Irecently very good, but atouch of overhang in
used in my Quad-based system (yes, I the bass gave the appearance of slowed
bought the sample pair of ESL-989s I tempos — as on "Kingdom Come,"
wrote about in the May Stereophile): As
from the above-mentioned World Party
so often happens in real life, the truth is
record, avery upbeat 4/4 number with
more moderate than extreme. The A32
adouble-time drum part (an especially
revealing test for bass overhang). But
is good. It isn't the best integrated amp

somewhat underpriced at $1495. Ialso
like its styling: The A32, like most
other MF products, is among the few
hi-fi components on the market that
look original without being weird or
obvious about it. Pressed further, I'd say
that Antony Michaelson, CEO of
Musical Fidelity Ltd., is by far the finest
amateur clarinetist Ihave ever heard,
and one who understands the importance of instrumental color at the heart
of Mozart's music. Andy Statman wishes
he had tone like Michaelson's.
I'll also admit: Before Iactually listened to the A32 — my first Musical
Fidelity product —I was torn between
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except for that bit of sogginess in the
bass, the A32 did not distort tempos,
leaving me open to the suggestion that I
was hearing nothing more serious than
an imperfect match between the MF
and the Quads.
Throughout the rest of the spectrum,
the amp was unmistakably and gratifyingly fast. It did afine job with pitch relationships. Decay or "die-away" was
fine through the mid-frequencies and
highs. And its stereo imaging was nothing short of superb, with the best sense
of presence I've heard from an amp that
doesn't use tubes or work in singleended mode.
Even if it failed to convey all the
prurient thrills of bongo-bongo music, the
A32 more than made up for it in the
way it handled musical drama of amore
cerebral sort. Loudly recorded voices are,
for me, the most demanding test of an
amplifier's power output, and the A32
did asplendid job with my favorites by
Wagner (Soles Ring, ICempe's Lohengrin)
and Puccini (Antonicelli's La Bohème,
almost anyone's Turandot). In fact, the
last recording Ienjoyed with the A32
was that nice Mahler Fourth with Fritz
Reiner and Lisa Della Casa (RCA LSC2364 in agood Classic Records LP reissue), and while the crescendos therein
are less than Wagnerian, they're sufficient to trip up alesser amp. The A32
sailed handily.
Also apart from that slowish bass,
music of virtually every stripe sounded
unusually clear and nght through the
Musical Fidelity. Instruments and voices
were appropriately colorful, with excellent texture and agood sense of presence in the room. For whatever reason,
percussion instruments in particular
sounded rich in overtones through the
A32: There was alot going on in every
drumbeat, even with indifferently recorded pop. Listening to Roxy Music's
Stranded, Iwas reminded of how drummer Paul ThonIru
s
o
iitii was said to have
coated his snare
heads with electrician's tape—because through this amp,
it both sounded and felt as if he had.
All in all, it's hard to listen to an
amp like the A32 and still think pleasant thoughts about "lesser" electronics,
not because the Musical Fidelity is a
better value at $1500 than, say, the
NAD C320BEE at $400, but rather
because it has certain qualities that I
don't usually think to ask for from
inexpensive or even moderately priced
amplifiers: color, drama, presence, and
avery satisfying sort of clarity. If you
have only $400 to spend on an amp,
buy that NAD and wear it proudly —
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but avoid listening to an A32 while
you're at the shop.
How does Musical Fidelity achieve
this kind of performance in a single
$1500 box?
In recent years, Musical Fidelity
made their name with electronics that
use nuvistors — high-impedance subminiature tubes that turn up most often
in old garage-door openers — as voltage
amps. But the A32 doesn't have any of
those, or any other kind of tube: All its
amplifying devices are discrete transistors, and most of these are the kind that
have been around for more than adecade or so.
Musical Fidelity's designers have
instead torn adifferent page from the
tube cookbook: Rather than follow the
high-end herd and use huge banks of
reservoir capacitors in their power supplies, MF does what most smart makers
of single-ended triodes (SETs) do:
They use big frame-style chokes to
smooth the last bit of AC ripple from
the amp's working voltages. The result
is arguably afaster power supply, with
performance characteristics — and an
overall impedance — that is more appropriate to the demands of aconstantly changing music signal.
Like all of Musical Fidelity's products, the A32 is also fully dual-mono,
from the AC that goes in to the AC that
comes out, and that undoubtedly has
something to do with the amp's good
stereo imaging capabilities. On the
down side, that also calls my attention to
what Iconsider the A32's most egregious failing: its lack of abalance control, or even separate level controls for
the two channels. That, along with the
lack of amono button, borders on the
unforgivable in my world-view, and
while Idon't want to turn into Mister
Cranky One-Note so early in the game,
the truth is that I'm turning into Mister
Cranky One-Note. Having said that, it's
still inexcusable.
But just when Ifeel agood sulk coming on, the A32 kisses and makes up:
Here is arare contemporary integrated
amplifier with five line-level inputs —
and aphono section that you don't have
to ask for as an option. Not only that,
but with the push of a button, the
phono section to :les between lowgain and high-gain configurations, to
suit moving-magnet and moving-coil
cartridges. When it came to the latter, I
preferred using my Audio Note AN-S2
moving-coil step-up transformer with
the MFs low-gain setting over using an
MC cartridge straight into the MF set
for high gain — but, like the Bagel set-

ting on my toaster, which Ialso never
use, it's nice to know it's there.
Last but not least is that most inscrutable feature of all, value for money.
While Iwouldn't care to own an integrated amp that lacks amono button
and abalance crank, Ido think the A32
offers $1500 worth of sound and music.
And Ithink it's rather nice that the A32,
which sells for about £900 in the UK,
goes for roughly the same amount of
dosh over here — asure sign that someone, somewhere, is working hard to
keep costs down. Good for them.
Of course, the A3.2 isn't the only
ca-$1500 integrated amp that deserves
your attention. The Simaudio Moon
i-3 ($1695) is another likely lad, and a
sample is on its way as Iwrite this.
Talk Audio's Cyclone 2.1 ($1699) is
another possibility, and another amp I
intend to hear before the summer is
over. And then there's something
completely different...
Naim Nait 5

Just think about it: Naim has made a
Nait integrated amplifier for 20 years
now, with no sign of giving up. Will
there be a Nait 10 by the time my
daughter graduates from high school?
Cooked up at atime when the hi-fi
world was just shaking off its long affair
with specsmanship, the Nait of 1983
was among the first forks in the road for
audio enthusiasts who were unused to
trusting their ears: Two decades of buying only mass-market junk left them
hungry for better sound, but here was
an amp that promised better musk
To be blunt, the distinction was lost
on some people, who were sure they
wanted something bigger, more powerful, and more expensive than the
Nait Of course, looked at another way,
it's equally fair to say that alot of malcontents like me bought the Nait just
because it went against the grain. In
that sense, it also helped that it was
ugly, and it helped that the 16Wpc
Nait was "underpowered."
And there you have it: The first preSET blow against the empire of excessive power, itself another bit of oily
residue from the 1960s and '70s. That
era left some people believing that output devices, be they tubes or transistors,
exist to squirt watts into hungry speakers, and that better and more expensive
amps are the ones with more transistors
or tubes, for the squirting of more
watts. Ay-yi-yi.
Smart audiophiles know that an
amplifier and aloudspeaker work together as avariable-speed AC motor, as
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incredibly simple
Batteries on a Cable? The world of audio/video cables has long
been famous for hype arid mystique ... and for sometimes profound
and important variations in performance. Into this clutter of both
reason and irrationality, AudioQuest introduces an astonishingly
simple solution to auniversally acknowledged problem.
From the occasional "flat earth" engineer to listen-inthe-dark music enthusiasts, the effect of insulation
on performance is universally acknowledged.
The technical term "dielectric" exists because
no insulation (other than a vacuum) is
perfect. All insulation is adielectric
when in the presence of an
electric field. The difference
between an ideal, perfect
insulator and adielectric
is distortion and loss.

The
grossest
errors caused by
"dielectric
involve
ment" are caused when

/4,

'
o
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the dielectric has not been
given sufficient time and voltage to stabilize. The incorrect
term "break-in" is often used to
describe why electronics and cables

need to be turned on continuously for two
weeks before reaching maximum performance. "Break-in" properly applies to mechanical phenomena, such as a motor or a loud-
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speaker surround. Cables and capacitors do not
break-in, rather, their "dielectric forms," meaning that
it takes time for the dielectric material to adapt to a
charged state.
AudioQuest's patent pending Dielectric-Bias System (DBS) puts
all of acable's dielectric into a comparatively high voltage DC field
... continuously from the time the cable is terminated. The exceptionally
simple design puts awire down the middle of the cable which is simply an
extension of a battery's anode. This wire is attached to positive (+) at the
DBS battery pack, and not to anything else. It is not in the signal path and has
no interaction with the signal.
Depending on the model of interconnect (analog or digital) or speaker cable, an
existing shield or outer spiral of conductors is used as the DBS cathode by connecting
it to negative (-) at the DBS battery pack. In some models there is no preexisting outer
conductive layer, so ashield-like conductor is added solely for use as the ground plane of the
DBS system. For all the models which have dual purpose outer conductors, it is mere coincidence
and cost-saving that these conductors are able to serve simultaneously as DBS cathode, and in their
normal function as shield or negative conductors. The negative side of a battery is nothing; it's just an
empty reservoir. Again, there is no interaction with signal flow and no extra connections are introduced to the
signal path. The battery(s) are doing no work and last as long as the ones on astorage shelf, though the DBS pack
includes abutton and LED so that one can confirm battery status.
The benefit of maintaining abias on the dielectric at asubstantially higher voltage than is ever maintained through normal
use is dramatic. Even acable which has the loudest music or pink noise continually traveling through it, never has fully formed
dielectric. If you have ever experienced the significant performance difference between aproduct when it was new or not used for
acouple of weeks, compared to two weeks later ... simply imagine the same improvement doubled or tripled!
There is no new language to this phenomenon. It is simply more of the same. Ihope when you have the opportunity to experience
AudioQuest DBS cables your response will be the same as mine when Iput the first prototype in my system; "Ahhh, thank you!"
DBS audio interconnect from $300"Im pair

DE speaker cable from $400 8ft pair

Sincerely,

vel'itomàimte rose•li

CinernaQuest

...incredibly

effective
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fyou are like most music lovers, you
probably own alarge collection of CDs.
Is it 500, 1000, or 2,000 discs? Now think
about what kind of dollar investment they
represent. At an average of $14 per disc, it is
$7,000, $14,000, $28,000, or more! If you are
like us, you are going to keep those discs and
listen to them for avery long time. It only
makes sense that you will want to extract as
much information from your CDs and have
them sound their musical best by investing
in amachine that is devoted to the highestperformance compact disc playback, without
compromise: the CD3 player-transport.
What sets the CD3 apart from the so-called
"combination"players on the market—
whether DVD or SACD based—is that the
CD3 is designed to do one thing superbly: to
play back normal"redbook"music CDs, CD-R
and CD-RW discs with maximum fidelity and
full musical expression. The CD3 will not play
back DVD video, DVD audio or SACD-only
discs because it is our firm belief that the
convenience of multi-format playback sacri-

TION

fices sonic performance in the CD format.
And, most customers and music lovers have
extensive CD-based collections that continue
to grow, so the priority on playback quality in
this format, in our view, is eminently justified.
While using the latest 24/192-capable Crystal
DAC, the CD3 does not upsample, because
our empirical research shows sonic compromise is unavoidable due to sample rate
manipulation and approximating errors. The
engineering focus of the CD3 is to maximize
performance with the prevailing music format
by keeping the overall player design simple,
reliable and optimized for the one task it
must accomplish.
To this end, all the components used in the
CD3 have been carefully selected and in
many cases refined for best performance.
The laser mechanism is Phillips' best castmetal Pro 2model, mounted to amassive
machined base for maximum rigidity and
lowest jitter. The top-loading, sliding access
door is smooth and ergonomically elegant,
allowing installation in equipment racks
between shelves. The Crystal Semiconductor
24/192 DAC was chosen for its resolution
and musicality when matched with our fully

differential, Class A J-FET analog output
stage. Massive regulated power
supplies—using industry-leading capacitors
for both bulk supplies and bypass functions—are like those found in our worldclass preamplifiers.
Primary control functions of the CD3 are
accessible by buttons on the front panel and
by the handheld remote control, which also
has additional capabilities. The CD3 also has
aStandby mode, so it is kept ready for maximum sonic performance. Digital outputs
include AES/EBU (BAL) and SPDIF coaxial
(BNC), while analog outputs include both SE
and BAL. Since the CD3 is atop-loading
design, aproprietary, self-centering magnetic
clamp is included.
The CD3 will impress you with its effortless,
natural and liquid presentation. Dynamics
are extreme when called for, yet nuanced and
supple. Soundstage architecture and image
focus are the best we have heard from adigital source. The purity, air and presence of the
musical event are retrieved to adegree many
didn't think possible within the CD format.
This truly is the most natural, coherent and
involving CD player we have ever experienced—and we believe your conclusion will
be the same.
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mocked those preconceptions: acolorful and downright juicy-sounding amp
whose stereo imaging was likewise (surprisingly) good. Instruments and voices
sounded whole and well-rounded, with
adecent sense of depth when called for.
It was also abit more extended in the
highs than my own older Nairn gear —
not as much as the Musical Fidelity
A32, however — giving the Nait 5
more air and sparkle than previous versions ever had.
But most of all, the Naim's way with
PRaT — e-speak for the interrelated
concepts of pace, rhythm, and timing —
remained. Iheard it in Chris Stamey's
Naim Nail 5integrated amplifier
great song "The Company of Light,"
from Fireworks (RNA R2 70766): When
Now, three iterations later (the comin atoy car: As you squeeze the button
the tambourine entered for the first
pany skipped over the Naim Nait 4,
and voltage goes up, the motor goes
chorus, the Nait just locked on to it with
owing to the negative connotations that
faster and tries to draw more current.
its rhythm jaws, all the while doing jusnumber carries in some key markets),
That's the limiting factor — current:
tice to the slappy but precise sound of
they've released arefined version of the
Apart from the physics of "road-holdthe drums, with just the right timbre
ing," top speed is reached when the syssaine thing in the Nait 5.
and the right amount of die-away. This
I'll get my reservations out of the way
tem as awhole hits the current ceiling.
wasn't just good sound—this was good
first:
And so it goes in home audio: You turn
1) The Nait 5neither comes with a music-making.
the knob on that preamp and the voltphono section as standard, nor can one
age goes up, stimulating the loudbe installed as an option. The only thing "Hurt not the earth..."
speaker into ever greater excursions —
Alexis Arnold, amuch-loved Naim emthe LP-lover can do is to buy the comand as that happens, the loudspeaker
ployee who passed away some years ago,
pany's own (quite good) $350 Stageline
attempts to draw more current. If the
once told me about an ad campaign she'd
outboard phono preamplifier (or someoutput devices of the amplifier arc capacooked up but that never saw the light of
thing else from someone else).
ble of passing more current, then the
2) Idon't like the styling of the Nait day: aseries of color photographs of flora
loudspeaker can play louder with no
and fauna in the Amazon rainforest,
5anywhere near as much as that of the
more distortion than before, all other
framed by the words "It's ajungle out
original: I'd much prefer something
things being equal; when the output
there.,, and Nains electronics help keep it
smaller and uglier.
devices reach apoint where they can't
3) Although the Nait 5does have a that way." The point being that the outpass more current, the ceiling is reached.
put stages of Naines amplifiers traditionbalance control — a superb, electroniSome facts: Two complementary
ally —some might say notoriously —
cally controlled, remote-only balance
pairs of T03-style transistors can pass
control, at that — it lacks amono switch.
operate in class-B rather than class-A or more current than one. A transistor can
A/B, and, as such, they consume less
Whine, whine, whine.
be made to pass more current if it is
electricity, especially at idle.
That said, the Nains Nait, whatever
properly heatsunk. Heatsinks cost more
It was ajoke, of course, meant in good
its number, remains one of the most
money than transistors bought in bulk,
fun: acompany of nonconformists callreliably musical products in all of perand training ahuman to apply just the
ing attention to their products by taking
fectionist audio. The 2003 model had
right amount of conductive paste beapoke at their own nonconformity. (And
the same pitch certainty, rhythmic insistween ahcatsink and atransistor costs
as we watch our natural resources disaptence, and real, organic sense of musical
even more. (File under: If you think
flow as any of its predecessors, which is pear, let us also mourn the passing of selfeducation is expensive, waiell you see
deprecation, that quality which, like
to say that this $1550 integrated amp
what they're charging for ignorance.)
could teach most of its competitors,
compassion, curiosity, and intelligence
Four transistors cost more than two.
itself', is most hated by those who are least
regardless of price, afew lessons on how
And: Everything sounds different.
capable of it.) So it goes: Ads that don't
to play music.
That all makes it sound as if you could
And despite my preference for the
really sell products seem to go well with
save money by making agenerally lowolder one's funky looks, this newest amps that don't sound like other amps,
parts-count amplifier that has limited outnot to mention technology that everyone
put power but that's also capable of Nait is abetter-sounding product. If you
haven't heard a new Nains amp in a else disdains. Iknow good sound when I
passing higher amounts of current for
while, let alone anew Nait, you're misshear it, but I'd be lying if Isaid those
brief periods of time —say, the instantaing something special. I've long appreciqualities don't appeal to me, too.
neous demands of musical transients —
Last night, my wife and Iwere sitting
by virtue of canny design, careful conated the Nairn approach to music
reproduction, even as I've acknowlaround in our black turtlenecks and bestruction, and maybe even the judicious
edged their flaws, including arather flat
rets again, this time moaning about
use of bandwidth limiting. Such athing
Gene McCarthy. The conversation
would stand a good chance of being
spatial perspective on stereo recordings
and atendency to sound abit gray and
turned to music, but when we played a
transparent, fast on its feet, and musically
Cl) through the Nains Nait 5, the concompetent overall. That's exactly what
colorless compared with other amps.
Yet even this newest entry-level Nains
versation stopped.
CI
Naim did in 1983 with that first Nait.
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Fast Analog Transform (FAT.) technology was created to maximize the performance of the new
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BACK FROM A NEAR VOCAL DISASTER, ROSEANNE CASH AND
HUSBAND JOHN LEVENTHAL WORK OUT THEIR OWN RULES OF TRAVEL.

nthis night the wisecracks, not
to mention the music, were
working for Roseanne Cash. Her
voice, until recently little more than an ominous croak, was
ringing true. The crowd was blissfully adrift in, to put it mildly, adoration. Shouts of "We love you Roseanne!" rang out
after nearly every song.
The confident smile on her face, and her easy and, alternately, funny and telling between-song repartee, made it
clear that Cash, who'd been away from live performing for
awhile, was finally feeling in control again.
Near the middle of her second show this spring at Joe's Pub
in New York, Cash and her band, led by husband-guitarist
John Leventhal, launched into "Rules of Travel," the title tune
from Cash's latest album. These intimate live performances,
held in afriendly venue near her New York home, were
meant to tune up the band, and to give Cash the confidence
she'll need for the upcoming tour in support of Rule of Travel,
her first record since 1996's bare-bones Ten Song Demo, and her
first proper studio album since 1993's The Wheel.
Stereophile, August 2003

After Leventhal had worked his way through atasty solo
in the guitar break of "Rules of Travel," Cash flashed asnarky
wifely smirk and quipped into the microphone, "Not bad for
someone with acollege education."
As the audience roared, even the normally staid and lowkeyed Leventhal had to crack asmile in her direction and
shake his head, as if to say: And we were worried? Roseanne
Cash is back.
In the now oft-recounted tale, Cash has come through a
particularly nasty version of every singer's most frightening
nightmare: polyps on the vocal cords. Although she began,
six years ago, with asmall polyp on her cords, Cash's condition worsened considerably, when she became pregnant with
her and Leventhal's son, Jake. In what seemed like no time,
she had what Leventhal calls "a Ping-Pong ball" in her throat.
"In the very beginning, when Ilost my voice, Ithought I
had allergies or laryngitis and I'd be fine," Cash says during a
recent interview in the Manhattan offices of her label, Capitol
Records. "Then Ihad to do this show in Northern California,
abig benefit for ahospital or hospital corporation, ablack-tie
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thing. Igot more and more panicked,
and when it came time to do the show, I
couldn't sing. Ihad to do the whole show
just kind of croaking and making jokes
like, 'Is there adoctor in the house?'
"When Igot back [to New York], I
went to see this voice specialist, and she
saw that Ihad apolyp. Now, Istill wasn't
scared, because Iknow tons of singers
with polyps. It's the singer's curse. Iknew
James Taylor had this surgery twice. Julie
Andrews was also going through this at
the same time that Iwas. Ididn't want
_
surgery, but Ithought, no big deal, I'm
going to have this baby. I'm not going to
be working anyway.
"After the baby was ayear old and my
voice still wasn't back, then Ifreaked
out. Icouldn't even talk."
Fortunately, before Cash went under
the knife, her doctor happened to attend
a seminar, where she heard evidence
about asuspected connection between
polyps and the hormones produced by
WENT THROUGH THIS WHOLE THING ABOUT'
pregnant women. She counseled Cash
to wait and sec if the growth would go
WHAT IT WOULD MEAN TO LOSE MY VOICE.
away without surgery. Strangely enough,
I
WAS
SURPRISED
BECAUSE -I CONSIDER MYSELF A WRITER."
Capitol didn't drop Cash; even wilder,
they kept putting checks in the mail.
IT WAS A BIG SHOCK TO ME HOW CENTRAL [SINGING] WAS
Meanwhile, after two years of not being
TO MY IDENTITY AND MY SELF-ESTEEM7
able to sing or even speak in anormal
tone, Cash was feeling the pressure.
highlight, from another pen, is "Hope Against Hope," by
"I went through this whole thing about what it would
mean to lose my voice. Iwas surprised because Ialways conWallflower Jakob Dylan and singer-songwriter Joe Henry.
sider myself awriter. It was abig shock to me how central
But it's Cash's originals that shine brightest. "Closer than I
Appear" is almost bouncy. Her re-recording of "Western
[singing] was to my identity and my self-esteem."
She used the time to write acollection of short stories,
Wall," perhaps her best-known song, and one nailed by
Emmylou Harris and Linda Ronstadt in their Western Wall:
Bodies of Water (Hyperion, 1995); achildren's book, Penelope
The Trim' Sessions, is pristine and moving. It's there because
Jane: A Fairy's Tale (HarperCollins, 2000); and freelance nonfiction articles for The New York "limes, Rolling Stone, and The
it's her husband's favorite Cash original, and because he felt
she could bring more out of it the second time around.
avio.rd-American.
"September When It Comes" —co-written, as are three
After two and ahalf years, in early 2000, Cash's voice began
others here, with Leventhal —features a duet with Cash's
to return. Work with avoice coach followed. "It became clear
to me that her voice not only came back, but there was akind
fatherjohnny Cash, who cut his part at his Cash's Cabin home
of resonance that wasn't even there before," Leventhal says.
studio in Hendersonville, Tennessee. The elder Cash has been
"Her voice now, and Ithink the record shows it, is even better
in ill health in recent years, suffering from diabetes and autonomic neuropathy. The death in May 2003 of his wife, June
than it's ever been."
Carter Cash, has further shaken his health. His daughter says
Cash's recovering voice meant returning to work, specifithat, although she could tell he was not feeling well the morncally to the four or five unfinished tracks she and Leventhal
ing he began work on "September," he soldiered on bravely,
had worked on in 1997-98, before her voice disappeared.
Self-conscious about trying to sing again, and finding it hard
eventually coining up with apoignant vocal contribution very
much in the vein of his latest album, lite Man Comes Around.
to plug back in to the songs she'd left three years before, Cash
But it's in "Rules of Travel" itself that Roseanne Cash hits
slowly began to reconnect with the project.
"John was much more there than Iwas," she says. "He was
her highest mark here as asongwriter. The track begins with
overdubbing guitars, thinking about arrangements, doing
Leventhal playing simple introductory chords on avox, then
opens up into apop masterpiece complete with an enorthis, doing that, and Iwas like, 'Help me. Help me get
mous, hook-filled chorus and amasterful bridge.
plugged back in.' And he did."
"These songs are more generous than Iwas able to be at 25
The result may well be the finest collection of songs and
or 30 or even 35," Cash says. "It's not so much navel-gazing.
performances Cash has yet recorded. The first verse of the
There's much more looking out at the world and wanting to
first song, "Beautiful Pain," written by Craig Northey (The
be of service. If it's not aservice of some kind, even some
Odds) and featuring aguest vocal by Sheryl Crow, includes
small emotional service, then it's just narcissism."
such lines as "Do you want to be honest or do you want to
Born in Memphis, Tennessee in 1955, Cash is the daughwin?" It establishes right away that some things about Cash
haven't changed: she's still obsessed with relationships and the
ter of Johnny Cash and his first wife, Vivian Liberto.
Following her parents' divorce in 1966, she shuttled between
toll they can exact from the human heart and spirit. Another
Stereophile, August 2003
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TS JUST ME AND JOHN DOING OUR ACOUSTIC
GEORGE AND GRACIE THING.

family tree: first, when Sara Dougherty married A.P. Carter. Then granddaughter June
Carter married Johnny Cash, and finally
Roseanne Cash married Rodney Crowell,
and later Leventhal. Theirs is that rare marriage in the popular music world: one that
works both on and off the stage.
Cash's Rules of Travel is the most immediate and irrefutable proof. Even more than
apotent collaboration between ahusband
and wife, the album brings together the
gifts of two of the rock/pop world's more
distinctive talents.
"It's just me and John doing our acoustic
George and Gracie thing. That's what he
calls us, because eventually we start sniping
at each other — good-naturedly. A little
bickering is always good for the show!"
On Rules of Travel, however, it's clear —
assuming you know, say, Shawn Colvin's

California and Tennessee, and along the
THAT'S WHAT HE CALLS US, BECAUSE EVENTUALLY WE START
way studied draina at Nashville's
SNIPING AT EACH OTHER—GOOD NATUREDLY.
Vanderbilt University, and with famed
A LITTLE BICKERING IS ALWAYS GOOD FOR THE SHOW!"
acting coach Lee Strasberg at his school
in California. In the late 1970s, Cash
moved to London to work for CBS Records. In 1978, she
catalog — that while the voice is Roseanne's, the production
recorded Roseanne Cash, now long out of print, for the tiny
and arrangements are pure Leventhal. Throughout the
German independent label Ariola. A year later, at 23, she
album, Leventhal's smart, uncluttered production style,
signed with her father's label, CBS, and cut Right or Wrong,
which stays out of the way and lets both songs and singers
which featured anow famous (infamous?) photo of abarespeak for themselves, is an equal part of the album's appeal
footed, rather fetching Cash reclining across abench.
and power.
"I was ababy!!! [laughter] Did John tell you what he said
"I'm still kind of an old-school guy: let's sing the vocals. Can
when he saw that picture? Like before we met? He told some
you sing the song or not? I'm happy to whack up tracks all day,
guy, `Yeah, Ireally want to ffffffffiffifffiffind out more about
but they don't mean much to me unless it's acompelling song
this girl.' "
and the vocal is really great. What's agreat vocal? On any given
Cash went on to record several albums that became milesong, any given day, any different arrangement, any different
stones in Left-of-Music-Row country-rock music, including
singer, it can mean adifferent thing."
Seven Year Ache (1981), Rhythm and Romance (1985), and King's
A New York native, Leventhal has played guitar for a
Record Shop (1987). In the 1990s, as her relationship with her
variety of acts, including Jackson Browne, Willie Nelson, and
first husband, singer-songwriter Rodney Crowd, deterioratBruce Hornsby. He's produced albums for Marc Cohen,
ed, Cash veered away from country to become adarker,
Rodney Crowd, Kelly Willis, Joan Osborne, and Loudon
more citified balladeer and explorer of the inner self. Interiors
Wainwright III, but he hit one out of the park with his very
(1990), with its cover photo of ashort-haired Cash evidently
first production job —Shawn Colvin's debut, Steady On, won
in pain, is full of harsh introspection and angry accusation; for
the 1989 Grammy for Best Contemporary Folk Album. Eight
many listeners, it remains her most committed artistic stateyears later, after he and Colvin had ended their personal relament. Her final Columbia album, hie Wheel, was released in
tionship but had resumed their professional partnership,
1993, and the upbeat tunes — including the transcendent title
Leventhal worked on her radio hit "Sunny Came Home"
cut — hinted that Cash had laid many of her demons to rest.
(from A Few Small Repairs), which won 1997 Grammys for
In 1995, she signed with Capitol.
Song of the Year and Record of the Year. Slowly but surely,
Over time, Cash has penned anumber of, if not hits, then
Leventhal has become one of his generation's more accomclassic album tracks, including "The Wheel," "Seven Year
plished, knowledgeable, and actively intelligent producers. As
Ache," and "Blue Moon with aHeart Ache." In 1985, she won
an arranger he has few peers. A fan of country and American
aGrammy for Best Country Vocal Performance, Female for "I
roots music, he also has apop sensibility that serves him and
Don't Know Why You Don't Want Me," atune she increduthe artists he works with well.
lously explains was based on the disappointment she'd felt
"It's (being arecord producer) is an amorphous job descripwhen, ayear before, she'd been beaten out for aGrammy.
tion. It can be somebody who knows when to order lunch at
In 1990, Cash and Crowell divorced. Not long after, Cash
the right time to somebody who kind of does everything. I
met New Yorker John Leventhal. Their marriage has made for
tend to be in the second category, but Idon't feel compelled
apowerful pairing. After John Lennon and Yoko Ono, Buddy
to do that. I'd be more than happy to be the guy who orders
and Julie Miller, Richard and Linda Thompson, and afew othlunch at the right time, given the right project. Itend to be a
ers, the history of popular music isn't exactly overpopulated
guy who comes in and who has alot of ideas about arranging.
with couples in which husband and wife are equal partners,
Iplay alot of instruments as well. And Ican engineer."
both mature musicians who actively collaborate in each other's
Leventhal's engineering skills have been learned mostly on
careers. Strangely enough, several have occurred in the same
the job, via trial and error. He feels his lack of formal training
46
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keeps him on his toes, makes him spontaneous, and leads him
into creative places that most producers don't or won't go.
"If it's agood idea, it still gives me the feeling Igot when
Iwas ateenager and this was all acomplete mystery and I
didn't know what Iwas doing, but still connected with it on
some visceral level.
"I still get wisps of that when Icome up with asong and
I'm not being rational about it, not being conscious about it,
but it's just kind of flowing out—when it's something that
has been tunneled down the roads of experience and musical
knowledge and technical knowledge.
"It's abalancing act. When you make records, you have to
be somewhat aware and use your experience and conscious
mind. On the other hand, you want to balance it with spontaneity, and whatever it was when you were 14 years old that
made you want to listen."
On the now-inevitable debate whether or not to use rhe
ProTools recording software, Leventhal is atraditionalist who
prefers instead to invest his money in agrowing collection of
tube microphones. When Ivisited his studio in New York's
Lower East Side, he'd just bought two mid-1960s Neumann
tube mikes. "I had to listen to 12 or 13 to find two that I
liked, and the two that Igot are completely different from
one another."
He has similar feelings about the controversy closest to
audiophile hearts: analog versus digital. "I can almost guarantee you of this: If you're just listening to music on asonic
level, and saying things like, 'Oh, it's so harsh, and it would
be so much sweeter and smoother if it was analog,' then
you're missing the point. Ican almost guarantee you, if you
had agreat song and compelling vocals, you're going to be

moved by it whether it sounds like shit or whether it sounds
great. And in some ways, if it sounds great it even might be a
distraction. The aesthetic of music, how it's recorded and presented...there are so many variables.
"I don't have astrong aesthetic about tubes. That whole
thing —digital-slash-analog, tubes-versus-transistors — Ithink
there's validity to the differences. Ican hear the differences, but
Ican think of 20 other things I'd rather talk about that have
more impact on me as far as making records goes."
According to his wife, Leventhal is aproducer even when
he's at home. "It's how he lives in his head. When he's falling
asleep at night he's composing, he's creating voidngs, he's
doing arrangements, he's shifting chords —constantly. I
mean, he actually plays guitar in his sleep. Sometimes when
I'm awake Isee him playing guitar, his hands moving like this
[plays air guitar]."
In talking to husband and wife, it's clear that their marriage
and the respect they have for each other's musical abilities are
what have given Rules of Travel its creative punch, and have
fueled Roseanne's return.
"I'm enjoying it for the first time in 20 years," she says.
"I've enjoyed aspects of it before, and I've enjoyed certain
performances, and I've enjoyed certain successes. But the
whole ball of wax Ihaven't enjoyed until this record. Ithink
it's because I'm older and Idon't have that fear that success is
going to destroy me that Iused to have. Or the fear that it
would take my family apart. You know, all my childhood
imprinting about this is what fame and success does to you,
and which Itried to avoid at all costs, and so went into my
career totally ambivalent. But now Idon't feel anything can
dismantle me."
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or those who frequent the audio
discussion groups on the Internet,
the method by which Stereophik
selects products for review seems to be
acontinuing source of fascination and
conjecture. Supporters of fledgling
manufacturers —whose products these
Wcbcrawlers just happen to own — rail
against the rule that products to be reviewed in the magazine must have at
least five US dealers. Some suggest that
Stereophikes selection of review products
is all about catering to advertisers and
friends in the industry, aprocess that
seems intended to exclude their favorite
products from consideration.
In fact, selecting products for review
is not all that different from what any
audiophile goes through in selecting
products for audition and possible purchase. For me to consider reviewing a
product, Ihave to feel that it has the potential of sounding good and that Stereo-

VS110: Tube stereo power amplifier.
Tube complement: eight 6550EH, five
6N1P.
Power
output:
100Wpc
(impedance not stated) (20dBW).
Bandwidth:
10Hz-40kHz,
-3dB.
Frequency
response
at
1W:
0.8Hz-40kHz, -3dB. Input sensitivity:
1.1V RMS (28dB voltage gain into 8
ohms). Input impedance: 100k ohms.
Damping factor: 11. Output polarity:
noninverting. Overall negative feedback: 12.7dB. Risetime: 1
Ops. Hum &
noise: <0.2mV RMS, 103dB below
rated output (IHF weighted, input
shorted). Power-supply energy storage: 332 joules.
Dimensions: 17.5" W by 7.9" H by
19" D. Weight: 61 lbs.
Serial numbers of unit reviewed:
32302310 (listening), 52102319
(measuring).
Price: 83995.
SP16L: Tube line preamplifier (optional phono stage is available). Tube
complement: three 12AX7EH. Frequency
response:
1Hz-60kHz,
+0/-1dB at rated output, <0.5Hz
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phik readers would be interested in
hearing about it. As part of the selection
process, Italk to people in the industry
and audiophiles, look at ads (in Stereophik and elsewhere), check out the Internet buzz, and even read other
magazines to see if there's something
interesting that I've missed. Once I've
identified anew product that Ithink
would be worth spending some time
with, Icheck with editor John Atkinson
about the appropriateness of the choice,
and, contingent on his approval, contact
the manufacturer to see if they will provide areview sample.
Ibecame aware of the existence of
the Audio Research VS110 and SP16L
when, during a recent vacation in
France, Ipicked up an issue of Rowe du
Son ti du Home Cinéma that had areview
of the VS55, the other amplifier in
Audio Research's new line. My French
is not good enough to understand all the

and >100kHz, -3dB. Distortion:
<0.007 at 2V RMS output. Voltage
gain: 11.5dB main output, OdB processor, OdB Record output Output
impedance: 260 ohms minimum
load of 20k ohms and 1000pF maximum capacitance. Output polarity:
noninverting. Maximum input: 3.5V
RMS. Rated output: 2V RMS into
100k ohms. Maximum output: 15V
RMS at 1% THD at 1kHz. Noise:
102dB below 2V RMS output.
Dimensions: 17.75" W by 5.2" H by
10" D. Weight: 12.6Ibs.
Serial numbers of unit reviewed:
72302110 (listening), 03102103
(measuring).
Price: 81995
Both: Approximate number of dealers: 55. Warranty: 3 years, limited;
tubes, 90 days.
Manufacturer: Audio Research Corp.,
3900 Annapolis Lane North, Plymouth, MN 55447-5447. Tel: (763)
577-9700. Fax: (763) 577-0323. Web:
www.audioresearch.com.

fine nuances of expression, but the review was obviously avery positive one.
'Mere was also reference to afavorable
review of the SP16 (the line-plus-phono
version of the SP16L) in the previous
issue of the magazine.
My plan was to review the VS55. JA
approved the project, but Terry Dom,
Audio Research's VP for Sales and
Marketing, suggested that Ireview the
VS110, which has the same topology but
with more power and, according to him,
even better sound, and which had not
yet been reviewed. Iliked the bit about
"even better sound," but had some concerns that this amplifier's 100Wpc might
not be the best match for my +100dBsensitive Avantgarde Uno 3.0 speakers.
However, Dorn assured me that the
VS110's noise level was low enough not
to be aproblem, and that one of their
dealers also sells Avantgardes and has reported no compatibility problems with
either amplifier. While Iwas at it, I
thought I might as well review the
SP16L, the preamp designed to mate
with the VS55 and VS110.
Description and Design
VS110: If you were to ask the average

audiophile to describe what a"tube amplifier" looks like, 1suspect the answer
would pretty much fit the Audio Research VS110. There's achassis of generous proportions, with the eight 6550EH
output tubes given plenty of room for
ventilation. There arc three transformers (one for power, one per channel for
output) of very substantial weight, proprietary units built to AR's specifications. The output tubes arc made by
Electro Hannonix, the "elite" division
of Sovtek, and come as four matched
pairs. The five 6N1P input/driver tubes
are partially recessed into the chassis,
and have damper rings on them.
The VS110 comes without achassis
cover, which is just the way Ilike it, but
people with overly inquisitive small
children and pets may want to order the
$250 perforated cover and mounting
hardware. The chassis has small slots for
inserting the supplied plastic alignment
tool, which can be used to adjust each
Stereophile, August 2003
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output tube's bias. The measurement
points are banana jacks at the rear of the
amp. The bias is a nominal 65mA,
which represents conservative operation. Following the recommended 20minute wannup period, Ichecked the
test voltages with adigital voltmeter and
found that they were all within about
5% of the specified 65mV DC. Iwaited
another hour or so, then adjusted the
bias potentiometers to bring the voltages even closer to spec.
The power switch is conveniently
located front-and-center (no reaching
behind); the chassis rear has RCA input
jacks (no XLRs), three pairs of 5-way
binding posts (marked 0-4-8 ohm), an

& SP16L
IEC AC socket, and two 12VDC
remote-control jacks. The amp's four
feet are oversized and more compliant
than the norm. The VS110's fien'finish
suggest a high-quality product assembled with care and precision.
According to Terry Dom, the VS110
uses astraightforward push-pull triode
input/driver feeding apartial-cathodecoupled output stage of the type used in
AR's classic D115 and D250 amplifiers,
updated with the best in contemporary
high-quality components. One significant difference between the VS110 and
earlier AR designs is that this one uses
many smaller, faster, high-purity Nichicon capacitors rather than the larger sin-

gle capacitors used in the older designs.
Unlike the amplifiers in AR's VT and
Reference series, the VS110 is singleended rather than balanced in operation.
(Some people, like my esteemed colleague Martin Colloms, might consider
this an advantage.)
SP16L: If Audio Research's VS55 and
VS110 amplifiers have the prototypical
"tube amp" look, their companion
SP16L line-stage preamp hardly looks
like apreamp at all, and certainly not
like one from Audio Research. Unlike
the traditional AR preamps, this one
has no knobs, just six soft-touch buttons for Power, Input selection,

Measurements

T

he Audio Research SP16L preamplifier offered amoderate but in
my view sensible maximum voltage
gain of 11.5dB. The unity-gain setting
of the volume control was with the
"14" LED illuminated. The preamp
didn't invert absolute polarity, and the
input impedance was a moderately
high 43k ohms over most of the band,
this dropping to astill high 38k ohms
at 20IcHz.
The output impedance was ausefully low 262 ohms at mid and high
frequencies, this rising to 549 ohms at
20Hz. As aresult, the frequency response into avery low 600 ohm load
(fig.1, bottom pair of traces) rolled off
prematurely, reaching -3dB at 18Hz.
The ultrasonic response can also be
seen to roll off earlier into the low
impedance than into the 100k ohms
featured by the VS110 power amplifier (see later). This rolloff also occurred when the volume control was
lowered. At unity gain, for example,
the -3dB point into 100k ohms was
reduced from above 200kHz to
128IcHz. Even so, the rolloff in the
audioband was still just 0.1dB, which
is negligible.
The A-weighted signal/noise ratio
(ref. 1V output, with the input shorted but the volume control full) was
superb, at 96.6c1BA. This worsened
slightly to 90.7dB for an unweighted
audio-bandwidth measurement, but
much more so, to 63.4dB, when the
measurement bandwidth was increased to 500kHz. Crosstalk (not
shown) was buried beneath the noise
floor below 2kHz, but did increase at
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higher frequencies, due to capacitive
coupling between the channels. As
the channel separation was still agood
65dB in both directions at 20kHz,
this should be fine.
The downward slope of the traces
in fig.2 indicates that distortion also
lies beneath the noise floor for much
of the preamp's dynamic range. The
broad plateau in the measured
THD+noise percentage between 2V
and 3V in fig2 reveals that the amplifier's gain vs noise vs distortion equation has been finely tuned, at least
into 100k ohms. THD products start
increasing in level only at output voltages above the maximum the SP16L
will be required to deliver. Sensible
engineering. Defining clipping as 1%
THD, the maximum output level
was a high 16V into 100k ohms,
though this did decrease to astill respectable 9V into 10k ohms, which is
typical of many solid-state power
amplifiers. Just 785mV was available

into 1k ohm, which su:e.ests that the
SP16L not be used to drive power
amplifiers with input impedances
much below 10k ohms.
Fig.3 shows how the SP16Us
THD+N percentage changes with
frequency at 2V into 100k ohms, a
level where the measurement is
looking at true distortion rather than
just noise. The level is respectably
low over most of the band, but does
start to rise above 10kHz, presumably
because the amount of available
open-loop gain for negative feedback
to work is decreasing. The spectrum
*Mom,. MC MI• not, .0
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Fig.2 Audio Research SP16L, distortion (%) vs
output voltage at IkHz into (from
bottom to top): 100k, 10k, lk ohms.
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Fig.1 Audio Research SP161., frequency
response at 375mV into 100k ohms
(top) and 600 ohms (bottom),
both with volume control at max
(0.5dB/vertical div., right channel
dashed).
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Fig.3 Audio Research SP16L, THD+N (%) vs
frequency at 2V into 100k ohms (right

channel dashed).
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B&W Bovvers&Wilkins

>ABSORBED
Dissolved with every beautiful note.
I'm where Iwant to be.

Listen and you'll see.

www.listenandyouwillsee.com

To hear B&W loudspeakers and find your nearest dealer call (978) 664-2870 or visit our website.

There is only One
Laser Turntable!
No Needle, No Wear!"
Absolutely contact free
optical pickup system. Play
a record thousands of
times with no damage to
the record.

Play records like aCD player. Put the record in the front loading tray, sit back, and enjoy the performance. Skip from track to
track, fast scan back and ahead, and pausu hover) with the new Remote control feature. Front panel buttons for local control.
5laser beams. Two beams read the stereo sound, two find the left and right shoulder of the groove, and one to focus on
any thickness record. The Pickup head is linear tracking. The reader is always positioned orthogonal to the groove to replicate the
exact tracking of the record cutter. No inner-groove distortion common with conventional tone arm
tangency error.
Accurate sound reproduction! The LT reads only what the cutter put on the record. Cantilever resonance, moving coils
and magnets, inertia, and mass produce their own sound. The LT has no coloration added and reproduction is the
closest possible to the master tape. Response is 10 Hz to beyond 25kHz. No needle velocity rasp and needle scrape sounds.
No acoustic feedback due to sound from your speaker striking the turntable and mechanically picking up the
vibrations. The Lp is safely in adrawer and the laser reads only the modulation of the groove.
Belt driven turntable. Since there is no mechanical cartridge to pick up vibration from bearings and motor, any rumble
you hear may come from the cutter turntable. Only light beams read the groove. Computer controlled servo for absolute speed
accuracy. Speed variable between 30 RPM and 50 RPM in 0.1 RPM steps.
Independent left and right lasers produce superior stereo separation. Greater than the capability of the cutter at all
frequencies. Absolutely no sound coloration. You hear what is really on the record .... perhaps for the first time!
Plays warped and rippled records (up to 5mm deviation )and in some cases even broken records.
Our new models featuring full remote control will be shipping on August 1, 2003. Prices starting at US$10,500.

And more, and more, and more ... .visit our website for the full story!

Loricraft Professional
Record Cleaning System
Although the PRC3 may be three times the
price of the popular "wet system" cleaner,
there are several design advantages that
produce truly superior results. At $1795 this
professional product compares directly to
the $5500 record cleaner (also made in
England using the same design scheme).
Nothing cleans records better that the
Loricraft! The story is so big you should
visit our website for the complete details.
Ideal for serious record collectors, studios,
archive libraries, and used record stores.
Please contact us for adeluxe brochure,
and a FREE demonstration CD with direct playback comparisons between
aconventional system and the Laser Turntable. Our mailing includes info on the Loricraft.
SMART Devices, Inc. -Norcross, GA - (800) 45-SMART -email:HTinfo@smartdev.com

Audio
Processor Bypass, Volume up/down,
and Mute. A set of green LEDs indicate
status, including the level selected. (I
half-expected the LEDs to flash up and
down with the volume of music.) All of
these functions, plus Mono/Stereo, arc
available on the remote control. There
is also a12V trigger output to turn on
power amplifiers, including the VS55
and VS110.
The look may be different, but the
SP16Cs design and construction quality
are pure Audio Research. Gain is provided by three 12AX7EH tubes from
Electro Harmonix. There are eight
high- and low-voltage regulators, a
high-energy storage plate supply,

Research

patented DEC filter-cap decoupling,
high-performance input-selection relays
for short signal paths, and a70-step, digitally controlled, analog-switch stepped
attenuator with 0.5dB steps and typical
025dB tracking. (The SP16L has no
balance control, so the accuracy of L/R
tracking is particularly important.)
When the power is off, microprocessor
memory retains the input last selected.
Dual low-impedance cathode-follower
outputs permit driving two power amplifiers simultaneously. Like the VS55 and
VS110, the SP16L is single-ended only.
The preamp is also available in aversion
with an integral phono stage as the SP16,
for $2495. The phono stage is suitable

VS110

& SP16L

only for moving-magnet or high-output
moving-coil cartridges, not low-output
MCs such as my AudioQuest 700Onsx,
which is why AR sent me the line-stage
version for review. Construction quality is
up to the usual high AR standard, with
expensive board material, extra-thick circuit traces, and machined RCA jacks.
Setup
Some amplifiers are highly sensitive to
tweaks of various sorts, their performance changing significantly with small
changes in setup. Although the VS110
was not immune to tweaks, their effects
were much more subtle than I've found
with other amps. Iplaced the VS110 on

Measurements
of the distortion products accompanying a1
kHz tone is shown in fig.4.
This measurement was taken into an
8k load rather than 100k ohms,
which is why the sum of the distortion products —0.0105% —is higher
than the measured THD at lkHz in
fig.3. The second harmonic is the
highest, at -80dB (0.01%), with then
the third and fourth increasingly
lower in level, which is the recommended behavior for good sound
quality. (The low-frequency spuriae
evident in this graph are due to a
ground loop with the measurement
computer that Icouldn't eliminate,
and should be ignored.)
Despite the increasing level of
THD above 10IcHz seen in fig3, the
SP16L offered low levels of intermodulation distortion with the demanding
full-scale mix of 191(Hz and 20kHz
tones (fig.5). Even into the 8k ohm
test load used, the 1
kHz difference
product lay at -88dB (0.0041%).
Overall, this is excellent measured
performance; other than its lack of
ability to drive unrealistically low load
impedances, nothing reveals the
SP161:s use of tubes. The preamplifier's low level of noise, sensible gain architecture, and correspondingly high
dynamic-range capability are particularly commendable.
The VS110 power amplifier had an
input impedance of around 100k
ohms at low and middle frequencies,
dropping to astill high 80k ohms at
20kHz. It will therefore be a good
match with the SP16L. The voltage
gain into 8ohms was 2835dB from
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Fig.4 Audio Research SP161.. spectrum of lkHz sinewave, DC-10kHz, at 1V into 8k ohms (linear
frequency scale).

Fig.5 Audio Research SP16L, HF intermodulahon spectrum, DC-24k1iz, 19+20kHz at 1V into 81(

ohms (linear frequency scale).
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the PolyCrystal amplifier stand that I
normally use, and it looked immediately at home. Placing three Aurios MSB
Pro component supports under the amplifier resulted in the sound becoming a
bit more open, but only by avery small
amount —much less than I've found
with the Audiopax Eighty Eight or the
Air Tight ATM-211.
The VS110's small tubes come with
damper rings already installed, so there
was no chance for me to try the 1)uende
Criature tube dampers, which I've found
effective with other amplifiers. (I was not
about to remove AR's rings to try adifferent set!) Even the VS110's stock AC
cord seemed to work just about as well

as my aftennarket cords from TARA
Labs and PS Audio. Iroutinely use aPS
Audio High Current Ultimate Outlet to
supply AC power to amplifiers, and this
worked well in the VS110's case, with
sonic small — that word again — improvement in signal/noise ratio, and no
apparent restriction of dynamics.
When it came to setting up the
SP16L, Imust admit that Idid not go
through acareful comparison of various
AC cables, supports, and power-line
conditioners. Instead, Idecided to keep
these contextual variables constant by
using the TARA Labs Decade AC
cable, placing the SP16L on the Aurios
MSB 1.0 support, and plugging it into

the PS Audio P300 Power Plant set at
the P2 Multiwave setting — all the same
accessories and settings as Inormally
use with my reference Convergent
Audio Technology (CAT) SL-1 Ultimate preamp. A brief listen to the
SP16L without any of these tweaks
(stock cable, no component supports,
plugged into the wall) showed that the
tweaks did improve the sound, but, as
with the VS110, the tweaks weren't in
the category of "must use if you want to
know what this product is capable of."
Trouble is my middle name
Regular readers of Stereophile might
think that reviewers arc engaged in

Measurements
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Fig.6 Audio Research VS110, 8 ohm tap,
frequency response at (from top to
bottom at 2kHz): 2.83V into simulated
loudspeaker load, 1W into 8 ohms,
2W into 4 ohms, 4W into 2ohms
(1dB/vertical div., right channel
dashed).
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Fig.7 Audio Research VS110, 8ohm tap,
small-signal 10kHz squarewave into
8ohms.

020

the 8 ohm output transformer tap, 20kHz. Into 4 ohms, this rolloff in25.02dB from the 4ohm tap. The am- creases to 0.9dB, while into 2ohms it
plifier didn't invert absolute polarity.
reaches —33dB. These rolloffs were
The output impedance from the 4 less from the 4 ohm tap, suggesting
ohm tap was afairly high 0.72 ohm
that the VS110's owner not use an
across most of the audioband, this risoutput tap much below the impeding to 1.3 ohms at 20kHz. The equivance of his speakers. This ultrasonic
alent figures from the 8ohm tap were
rolloff does slow down the risetime of
0.93 ohm and 1.9 ohms, respectively.
a10kHz squarewave (fig.7), however.
As aresult, the modification of the
Channel separation (fig.8) was examplifier's frequency response due to
cellent in the R—L direction, at better
the Ohm's Law interaction between
than 80dB over much of the band, but
its output impedance and the way in
worse in the other direction, particuwhich aspeaker's impedance changes
larly at high frequencies. Unweighted
with frequency will be quite large.
signal/noise ratios (ref. 1W into 8
With our simulated speaker load, for ohms) were good, at 68.7dB wideband
example (fig.6, top dotted trace),
and 68.4dI3 audioband, these improvthere were response aberrations of ing to 82.7dB when A-weighted.
±0.7dB, which would be audible.
Distortion levels depended on
From the 4ohm tap (not shown), the
both frequency and the load impedaberrations were smaller, at ±0.5dB.
ance. From the 4 ohm tap into 8
This graph also shows that the
ohms (fig.9, lower pair of traces), the
VS110's bandwidth is modulated by THD+N figure hovered around
the load impedance. Into 8ohms (top
0.025% for much of the audioband,
pair of traces above 4kHz), the output
rising only at the frequency
is down by an innocuous 0.5dB at extremes. Halving the load (dou-

0 811
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Fig.8 Audio Research VS110, channel
separation (10c18/vertical div., R—L
dashed).
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Fig.9 Audio Research VS110, 4 ohm tap,
THD+N (%) vs frequency (from bottom
to top at 2kHz): 2.83V into simulated
loudspeaker load, 8ohms, 4ohms,
2ohms.

1.5

20

Fig.10 Audio Research VSI10, 4ohm tap, IkHz
waveform at 2W into 4ohms (top),
0.049% THD+N; distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched
out (bottom, not to scale).
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some sort of acontest to determine who
has the highest percentage of malfunctioning review equipment. In fact, there
is no such contest, but if there were, the
last few amplifiers I've had for review
might very well put me in first place.
But since the VS110 has such "battleship" construction, and worked flawlessly for several weeks, Ithought that
maybe the jinx was broken.
Not so. One morning, Iturned on
the system and the right channel had a
much higher level of noise than the left,
a difference that had not been there
before. Reversing the inputs made no
difference, so Iknew Iwas dealing with
an amplifier problem. Ichecked the

bling the current) doubled the midband THD, while changing to the 8
ohm tap and keeping the output
voltage the same (not shown) also
increased the THD+N, from
0.025% to 0.035%, with similar but
smaller rises seen below 100Hz and
above 5kHz. Fig.10, however, shows
that the spectrum of that distortion
is heavily second-harmonic in
nature, which tends to be subjectively benign.
At high levels and low frequencies,
whether the second or third harmonic
was higher depended on the output
tap used (figs.11 and 12). But, as with
the SP16L, the ordered way in which
harmonics decrease in level as they increase in order is apparent, at least with
the 4 ohm tap (fig.12). Only on the
punishing HF intennodulation test did
the VS110 stumble, the 11cHz difference component lying at -60dB
(0.1%) even at 1W output (fig.13). Increasing the output power to just
below visible clipping on the 'scope
screen with this sigial —90W into 8
910.0.0

V1110•11.11.1.40..y0rOMVIMoSadr.•

Research

output tubes' bias settings, and found
that the bias voltage for one of the tubes
in the right channel read "0." Something
was clearly amiss. (Interestingly enough,
the right channel sounded otherwise
okay, just more noisy.)
I called Terry Dorn at Audio
Research, who consulted with their
technical staff, and reported back that
the problem was probably atube that
had arced and taken the cathode resistor
with it. "We check our tubes thoroughly, but tubes are still tubes, and this can
happen." Rather than send the amplifier back to the factory, Dom sule_ested
that Itake it to anearby AR dealer,
American Sound of Richmond Hill,

ohms from the 8ohm tap —increased
the 1kHz component to -40dB (1%).
And even at 1W, Iwas bothered by the
sidebands that appeared around the
primary spectral components, spaced
at power-supply-related frequencies.
Finally, figs.14 and 15 show that the
VS110 more than meets its specified
output power as long as the transformer tap is matched to the load. The
1% THD clipping point was reached at
135W into 8ohms from the 8ohm tap
(2L3dBW), and at 120W into 4ohms
from the 4ohm tap (17.8dBW). (The
AC wall voltage was 124.1V for these
measurements.) But into loads that are
significantly lower in impedance than
the transformer tap, the distortion increases dramatically at powers well below the actual clipping point
The VS110's measured performance
strongly indicates that it is very important that the correct output transformer
tap be used for its ownees speakers.
When that is done, and HF intermodulation apart, the amplifier gets aclean
bill of health.
—John Atkinson
MICM11.014 ow. lap, SY yerify

évena
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Ontario. AR would send them the parts
needed to effect the repair.
That's how it worked out. According
to Michael Thompson, American
Sound's ace service technician, the problem was, as suspected, a tube and a
blown resistor, once those had been replaced, everything was fine. To make
sure that the arcing would not recur and
that all the tubes in that channel would
be matched, Audio Research sent an entire set of replacement output tubes for
the right channel.
When the VS110 was returned to me,
Ichecked the bias voltages, and all were
spot-on. More important, the right channel no longer had ahigh noise level, and,
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Fig.13 Audio Research VS110, 8 ohm tap, HF
intermodulation spectrum, DC-24kHz,
19+20kHz at 1W into 8 ohms (linear
frequency scale).
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Fig.14 Audio Research VS110, 8 ohm tap,
distortion (
0
/0 vs IkHz continuous
output power into (from bottom to
top): 8 ohms, 4 ohms, 2 ohms.
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Fig.11 Audio Research VS110, 8 ohm tap,
spectrum of 50Hz sinewave, DC-1kHz,
at 69W into 8 ohms (linear frequency
scale).
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Fig.I2 Audio Research VS110, 4 ohm tap,
spectrum of 50Hz sinewave, OC -1 kHz,
at 69W into 4 ohms (linear frequency
scale).

Fig.15 Audio Research VS110, 4 ohm tap,
distortion (%) vs lkHz continuous
output power into (from bottom to
top): 8 ohms, 4 ohms, 2 ohms.
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TacT 2.0 preamp/room-correction
unit), said that he felt the Audiopax amp
had a more "lovely" sound than the
Audio Research. The Audiopax was certainly kinder to recordings that were on
Sound
the harsh side, the AR having aslightly
A principle long recognized in audioforward quality in comparison: more rephile circles is that agiven component's
vealing of faults in the source, but
contribution to the sound of asystem
arguably more accurate.
depends not only on the component's
These comparisons between amplifiers
overall sound quality (ie, the extent to
were made with the CAT SL-1 Ultimate
The SP16L/VS110
which it's transparent to the signal), but
preamp. Although the SL-1/VS110
also on the way it interacts with other
combination worked well in general
combination "clicked"
components in the system. Component
tenns, there was abit of preamp noise apA may sound terrific in System X but
parent (it disappeared when Mute was
in away that was
not in System Y; Component B may
engaged), which made me wonder
not work well in System X but may
whether these components were ideally
enjoyable on awide
sound just right in System Y. The pressynergistic. My next step was to substitute
ence of this type of interaction doesn't
the SP16L for the SL-1 Ultimate.
range of recordings.
necessarily make it impossible to evaluThat done, the first thing Inoticed was
ate components —but it certainly comthat the preamp-originated noise was
plicates the reviewer's life!
domain of single-ended triode amplinow virtually gone: whatever noise that
Early on in my evaluation of the
fiers. (The Audiopax is actually asingle- was present was low enough that Ihad to
sound of the new Audio Research comended pentode, but with what's called
go within about afoot of the speaker to
ponents, it became obvious that Iwas
Perfect Triode Stimulation.) A friend
hear it, and muting the preamp output
going to have to pay more than usual
who is very familiar with the sound of had almost no effect on it. Isuspect that
attention to the matter of component my system and who has asuperb system
this difference between the two preamps
interactions. Ibegan by introducing the
of his own (Sound-Lab A speakers, Jeff was due to the fact that the SL-1
VS110 into the system, using my longRowland Design Group amplifiers,
Ultimate has again of 26dB, whereas the
term reference CAT SL-1 Ultimate preSP1612s gain is only 11.5dB. When I
amp and Avantgarde Uno 3.0 speakers.
combined the SL-1's high gain (attenuatThe last power amplifier I'd had for
ed, of course, by the volume control)
Associated Equipment
review was the Audiopax Model Eighty
with the VS110's slightly-higher-thanEight (Stereophile, May 2003), a tube
Digital sources: PS Audio Lambstandard 28d13 of gain, and listened
amplifier of unusual design that sounds
through the high-sensitivity Avantgardes,
da II CD transport, Perpetual
quite wonderful with the Avantgardes —
Technologies P-1A/ModWright
it's no wonder that the preamp's residual
unfailingly musical in its harmonic balP-3A digital processors.
noise became audible. The SP16I2s lower
ance, and minimizing harshness and disPreamplifier: Convergent Audio
gain brought the noise down to amore
tortion in the source. My only criticisms
Technology SL-1 Ultimate.
manageable level.
of the Audiopax were that high-level
Loudspeakers: Avantgarde AcousThe other effect of replacing the SL-1
dynamics were alittle muted, with some
tic Uno 3.0, PSB Stratus Silveri.
Ultimate with the SP16L was that the
effect on the music's pace, and bass
Cables: I
2S: Mystic Reference.
sound became alittle softer and more
extension was not the best I've heard
Digital:
Illuminati
Orchid
forgiving, while continuing to evince the
with these speakers.
AES/EBU. Interconnect: Nordost
strong dynamics and extended bass that
As it turned out, the most immediValhalla & Nirvana S-L Speaker:
characterized the SL-1/VS110 combinaately obvious differences on changing
Nordost Valhalla. AC: PS Audio
tion. In absolute terms, the SL-1 was
over to the VS110 were in dynamics and
Lab Cable, Shunyata Research
more transparent and more extended at
bass extension. The VS110 has 100W
Taipan, TARA Labs Decade.
the frequency extremes, but the
compared to the Audiopax's 25W,
Accessories: Argent RoomSP16L/VS110 combination "clicked" in
which is asubstantial difference, but the
Lenses, Monolithic Sound P3
a way that was more enjoyable on a
Avantgarde's sensitivity is over 100dB,
power supply, PS Audio P300 AC
wider range of recordings, such as those
so one would think that anything besynthesizer (preamplifiers, source),
close-miked Varese Sarabande showyond ahandful of watts would represent
PS Audio High Current Ultimate
music CDs, which can sound pretty
overkill. Still, the difference was there.
Outlet (amplifiers), Bright Star
fierce in ahighly analytical system.
While the VS110's tonal character did
Little Rock (atop CD transport),
The SP16I:s remote control was connot resemble that of asolid-state amplifier,
Shakti Stone (atop Monolithic
venient to use, the available volume steps
its dynamic authority with the AvantSound P3 power supply), VP! DBsufficiently small to dial in the ideal level
gardes recalled high-powered solid-state
5 "magic bricks" (atop Perpetual
for each disc. In this respect, the SP16L
amps like the big Krells or Brystons, and
Technology digital processors),
was superior to the CAT SL-1 Ultimate,
its bass extension similarly resembled its
Arcici Suspense Rack, Vistek
whose larger volume increments somesolid-state brethren. "Exciting," "taut,"
Aurios 12 MIB & Aurios Pro MIB
times made me choose between alevel
"crisp," "dynamic," and "fast" were some
component supports, PolyCrystal
that was just abit too low and one that
of the adjectives that occurred to me to
amplifier stands, Furutech RD-2
was just abit too high —and, of course,
characterize the sound of the VS110.
CD demagnetizer. —Robert Deutsch
the CAT lacks aremote control. HowLarge-scale orchestral pieces, such as the
ever, while the SP16I:s volume control
as far as Icould tell, sounded the same as
the left. The VS110 was problem-free for
the rest of the review period. The SP16L
functioned flawlessly at all times.
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Russian sonic spectaculars on 14)tika &
Caviar (Delos DS-3288), played at arealistic level (in this case, loud) were simply...
well... spectacular.
However, an area of sonic performance where the Audiopax was still
superior was in the natural quality of
harmonic textures: the famed "magic"
midrange quality that's the traditional
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provided, as claimed, excellent left/right
tracking throughout its range, I was
sometimes bothered by the lack of ability to adjust channel balance. les not that
unusual for recordings to have achannel
imbalance; with the SP16L you just have
to put up with it.
A somewhat dubious perk associated
with being areviewer is that you're sent
CD samples from audiophile record
companies —"dubious" because, more
often than not, Idon't much care for the
music and/or the performances on
these recordings, and end up listening to
them mostly out of a sense of duty.
There are, however, exceptions.
A recent exception was arelease from
Fidelis Records, acompany Ihad not
heard of before, of Tchaikovsky's The
Seasons, arranged for piano trio by
Alexander Gedike and performed by
the Tchaikovsky Chamber Music
Society. Violinist Mis Bankas, cellist
Teymour Sadykov, and pianist Galina
Zisk may not be household names, but
they're all fine musicians, and the music
itself— also new to me —is attractive
enough to rival Vivaldes better-known
variation on the seasonal theme. The
recording was done in asmall church in
purist mode, using equipment from
Tube Research Labs. Played through the
system with the SP16L/VS110 in the
chain, the recording had presence and
immediacy, with very natural timbres
and agood sense of ambience. The subtle interplay among the three instruments was communicated in away that
was easy to follow, and Ifound myself
listening to the music rather than the
sound — the hallmark of equipment
doing its job right.

Research

of them in my listening room without
having to remove my carefully set-up
Avantgarde Unos. The Stratus Silveris
were placed in front of the Unos, so that
they subtended the same angle.
Putting aside for amoment the discussion of the sonic differences between the
preamps and power amps, Iwas very impressed with the Stratus Silveris. While
these speakers lacked that "aliveness" and
sense of unrestrained dynamics that the
Avantgarde Unos are capable of, the

The VS110 combines the
musicality of tubes with
the dynamics and bass

VS110

& SP16L

SP16L with the 18dB gain of the Audiopax Eighty Eight to drive the 89dB sensitive Stratus Silveri, and you may have
enough volume for the realistic reproduction of chamber trios or solo violins,
but not for large-scale orchestral music,
big-band jazz, or rock — especially if
you have alarge listening room (mine is
only 14' by 16' by 7.5').
But change just one of the components in this mix to aunit with significantly more gain (14.5dB more from the
SL-1 Ultimate, 10dB more from the
VS110) and everything is hunky-dory.
The SP16L/VS110 combination gave a
particularly good account of itself, producing a lively, fast, dynamic sound,
with the VS110 maintaining good control over the Stratus Silveris' woofers.

extension that characterize

Condusions
Audio Research has been in the business
the best solid-state.
of producing tube-based audio electronics for more than 30 years. Although
their line includes solid-state products —
sound was smooth and open, with a such as the 150M digital multichannel
wide and deep soundstage, and bass that amplifier, premiered at the 2003 Conwas surprisingly extended considering sumer Electronics Show—the SP16L
and VS110 are very much in the tradition
the fact that the speakers' positions in the
room were not ideal for bass response.
of AR's classic tube gear, updated with
Back to the electronics. As it hapmodern advances in design and compened, the first combination that Itried
ponents. AR products tend to retain their
value, a fact related not only to their
was the SP16L/Eighty Eight. This
sound quality but to the company's conworked well in certain ways, the highly
tinuing support for all of their products,
musical sound of the Eighty Eight making the usual positive impression, but past and present. (Owners of the SP3
preamp, introduced in 1972, can have it
the maximum volume attainable with
this combination fell short of what I factory-updated for $795 to alevel that's
consider acceptable. With sonie music, I said to approach AR's current preamps)
could have the preamp volume set at
If Ihad to compare the appeal of the
the top of its range and the sound, while
two products, I'd say that the honors are
fairly loud, was not as loud as Iwould
pretty evenly split, the VS110 having
sometimes want to have it. This was not potentially broader applicability. This is
atruly excellent power amplifier that
Welcome to the real world
primarily due to the limitation in the
combines the musicality of tubes with
Eighty Eight's output, but to the limitaAs much .1% Ilove the Avantgarde Uno,
the dynamics and bass extension that
tion in the maximum output of the
Iknow that this speaker's high sensitivicharacterize the best solid-state, and
ty and powered subwoofer present an
SP16L. Iwas able to get greater maximum volume by driving the Eighty
enough power to drive most speakers to
unusual load for an amplifier, so conclusatisfyingly high levels. The SP16L is
sions drawn about the performance of Eight with the SL-1 Ultimate. Igot subvery good, too, its somewhat laid-back
stantially greater mairimum volume still
an amplifier using this speaker may have
character complementing the VS110's
limited generality. To address this issue, I by combining the SP16L with the
slightly forward quality in away that's
VS110, or by using the SL-1
borrowed apair of conventional dynamsynergistic. In matching the SP16L with
Ultimate/VS110 combo. (Those Stratus
ic speakers and put the various combinaother equipment, the factors to watch
Silveris can play pretty loud!)
tions of amps and preamps through their
are amplifier gain (loudness may be limThe explanation for these interacpaces. The speaker Ichose was the PSB
ited if the gain is much less than the
tions is actually rather straightforward,
Stratus Silveri ($1700/pair), afloorstandindustry-standard 26dB) and source
and has to do with the gain and maxiing three-way that's amore compact vermum output level of each preamp,
output voltage (the SP16Us maximum
sion of the Stratus Goldi, rated Class Bin
input level of 3.5V is lower than the
these factors interacting with amplifier
"Recommended Components." Ichose
outputs of some "hot" digital sources).
the Stratus Silveri because I've always
gain and speaker sensitivity. As noted
above, the SP16L has a maximum
Individually and, especially, in combiadmired PSB designer Paul Barton's
11.5dB of gain, whereas the SL-1 Ultination, the Audio Research SP16L and
work but hadn't had the occasion to
VS110 offer first-rate sound and outstandaudition one of his products in my sysmate's gain is 26dB; their maximum
ing value from acompany that's one of
rated outputs arc 15V and 50V, respectem, and the Stratus Silveri has asmall
the leaders in tube audio electronics. El
tively. Combine the 11.5dB gain of the
enough footprint that Icould place apair
Stereophile, August 2003
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Mark Levinson No.436
monoblock power amplifier

A

„ high-end audio companies
turn over their product lines
periodically. Even those amplifiers Ihave depended on as references
go out of production. If my discontinued amplifier remains a part of my
reviewing setup, readers purchasing the
new model may not get the results I
describe. Thus Iam compelled to get a
review sample of anew amplifier or
speaker, and hope for the best.
Such was the case with the Mark
Levinson No.334 amplifier (reviewed in
September 1999, Vo122 No.9), which
has been my reference dual-mono,
solid-state power amplifier for the past
four years. I was concerned when
Madrigal Audio Laboratories discontinued their entire 300 series of dual-mono
amplifiers, but Madrigal's Kevin Voecks
reassured me that they had asuitable
replacement in the No.436.
Cool New Design
Up to now, Madrigal Audio Labs has resisted configuring their audiophile amplifiers into more compact chassis,
because that would require cooling fans,
which could make enough noise to distract the listener. Their Mark Levinson
300-series amplifiers had deep, massive
chassis with curved front panels, silveraccented art deco curves, and sharp
heatsink fins on each side. Those beautiful bulges and the amps' convection
cooling meant they couldn't be stuffed
into confined spaces.
But the market in high-end audio
amplifiers is now driven by the re-

Description: Solid-state monoblock
power amplifier with one pair Madrigal
speaker binding posts, one 3-pin XLR
balanced input, two Vs" minijacks for
remote turn-on, one RS-232 port on
R1-11, two Mark Levinson communication ports on R1-45, and two PHAST
communications ports on RI-45. Rated
power output (20Hz-20kHz, ≤0.3%.
THD, FTC): 350Wpc into 8 ohms
(25.4dBVV), 700W minimum continuous into 4 ohms (25.4dBVV), 1400W
minimum continuous RMS power at 2
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Mark Levinson No.436 monoblock power amplifier

quirements of home theater. Installers
and customers favor amps that can be
stored in racks in closets. And hometheater systems require odd numbers
of channels that don't match the dualmono approach of my previous reference, the No.334.
Madrigal has developed the singlechannel Mark Levinson No.436 as a
low, flat, rack-mountable unit. Although the No.436 is as wide as the
No.334, it's 3" shorter, 2" deeper, and
24Ibs lighter, while rated to deliver
almost three times the power. Madrigal
even supplies equipment racks, made
specifically for the No.436, that provide conduits for dressing interconnect
and speaker cables.
Gone, too, are the No.334's external heatsink fins. These fins were
designed to expose a large area of
metal to the air, for the passive diss-

ohms (25.4dBIN). Frequency response:
20Hz-20kHz, ±0.2dB. Output impedance: <0.05 ohm, 20Hz-20kHz. S/N
Ratio: better than —89dB (ref. 2.83V).
Damping factor: >800, 20Hz-20kHz
into 8 ohms. Power consumption:
100W in standby, 180W at idle. Current
draw at rated output at 120V: 8.5A
(350W into 8ohms), 14.6A (700W into
4ohms), 25.6A (1400W into 2ohms).
Dimensions: 17.75" (455mm) W by
7.65" (194mm) H by 20.2" (518mm)
D. Weight: 85 lbs (38.6kg) net, 95 lbs

ipation of heat through convection
cooling. But additional time and labor,
hence cost, were necessary to match
the colors of the heatsinks. Switching
to internal sinks eliminated this
requirement, lowered costs, and made
it possible for the No.436 to be
housed more compactly.
The No.436's thermal-management
system uses crosscut heatsink extrusions
mounted in atunnel on the side of the
chassis and cooled by "whisper" fans.
The heatsinks are visible through a3" by
10" rectangular opening in the amplifier's top panel. A nearby 10" by
1025" meshed screen opening in the top
panel over the main circuit boards provides additional ventilation. The low
chassis, relatively flat front panel, mesh
covering, and internal heatsinks seem
more like elements of Japanese design
than of ahigh-end American amplifier.

(43.2kg) shipping.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
1001, 1002.
Price: 86250 each, 812,500/pair.
Approximate number of dealers: 85.
Warranty: 5 yrs. transferable from
authorized dealer.
Manufacturer:
Madrigal
Audio
Laboratories, 2081 South Main Street,
RO. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457.
Tel: (860) 346-0896. Fax: (860) 3461540. Web: www.madrigal.com.
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Mark
At lower operating temperatures, the
heat differential inside the chassis produces enough of a chimney effect —
pulling air up through the chassis — for
the fans to remain switched off. At higher temperatures, the fans are turned on
by athermostat, and have acontinuously variable speed to keep noise to aminimum. The fans are at the back and
front of the heatsink channel; when activated, they blow air toward each other,
causing turbulence. This in turn draws
cool air into the 1
/
4"space between faceplate and chassis and from the back of
the amplifier through channels of the
heatsink tube, which exits from the top
of the heatsink. The airflow streams
through the tunnels, isolated from the
amplifier circuitry to keep dust from
being drawn into the amplifier's center.
Description
No.436's signal-handling and
communications are managed from

111L.

the rear panel. There can be found
Madrigal's custom speaker binding
posts, athree-pin balanced XLR input
connector, an RCA single-ended input connector, and an IEC AC receptacle for the detachable power cord.
For balanced operation, the tiny Ushaped shorting pin connecting pin 1
(signal, ground) to pin 3 (signal, inverting) of the XLR connector — to
reduce noise pickup during singleended operation — must be removed.
Other manufacturers, such as Bryston,
use a more convenient rear-panel
switch for converting from single-ended
to balanced inputs. Mark Levinson (and
Krell) owners must keep track of these
tiny pins, which can disappear quickly
into the folds of acarpet if dropped.
The rear panel also has control ports
that allow the amplifier to be managed
by acentral control system. If the amplifier is to be placed inside acabinet, the
3.5mm minijack can connect to an ex-

Levinson

No.436

ternal infrared receiver module. DC
trigger-voltage inputs and outputs arc
handled by separate 3.5min rninjacks.
The six-pin RI-11, RS-232 port allows
the amplifier's software-controlled operating system to be updated. This port
can also be connected to amaster control system such as an AMX or
Crestron. The No.436 also supports
two-way communication with ahome
automation system via two eight-pin
RJ-45. PHAST-compatible ports.
Circuitry
The No.436 shares many design features with the dual-mono amplifiers in
Levinson's 300 series. 'This includes robust, low-impedance power supplies
and balanced circuit technology derived
from the Mark Levinson No.33 and
No33H monoblocks. A soft-clipping
circuit reduces the audible effects of
amplifier clipping or overload. A special
turn-on circuit prevents sudden thumps

Measurements

O

ne difference between amodestly priced amplifier and something like the Mark Levinson No.436
is that the latter will run forever without overheating. Following the usual
preconditioning period of driving
one-third power into 8ohms for one
hour, the No.436's internal hcatsinks
were too hot to touch, but its cooling
fan hadn't come on, and its chassis
was merely warm.
The voltage gain was the same
through the unbalanced and balanced
inputs, at 26.75dB into 8ohms. (Pins 1
and 3of the balanced XLR jack were
shorted with the supplied jumper
when the unbalanced RCA jack was
used.) Neither input inverted absolute
polarity, and the input impedance was
to specification over most of the audioband, at 49.5k ohms unbalanced and
99k ohms balanced. This did drop at
20kHz, however, to 183k ohms and
36.6k ohms, respectively, but this is still
high enough not to give problems
with preamp matching.
The output impedance was 0.09
ohm at 20Hz and ¡kHz, rising
inconsequentially to 0.11 ohm at
20kHz. (This figure includes the 6' of
speaker cable used in the testing.) As
aresult, the Ohm's Law modification
of the No.436's frequency response
by the speaker impedance will be
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minimal. This can be seen in fig.1,
where it reaches a maximum of
±0.1dB with our simulated loudspeaker. The amplifier's bandwidth is
wide, with no rolloff visible at 10Hz
and the ultrasonic output 3dB down
at 149kHz, this is true for both
inputs. The No.436's reproduction of
a 10kHz squarewave is therefore
nicely square (fig2).
The signal/noise ratio (ref. IW
into 8ohms) was excellent, at 76.8dB,
unweighted wideband, this improving to 903dB when A-weighted. The
plot of the Levinson's small-signal
THD+noise percentage against frequency (fig.3) shows almost no
change with load impedance, other

sow,. mae. 1.•mes,

0.

.,V

than the degree of the very slight rise
above 20kHz. The absolute level is
very low, and is actually dominated by
noise below 10kHz.
The waveform of that distortion at
low to moderate output powers is pre-

ono

010
rm. on ms

Fig.2

Mark Levinson No.436, small-signal
10kHz squarewave into 8 ohms.

Fig.3

Mark Levinson No.436, balanced THD+N
(
0
/o) vs frequency (from bottom to top at
2kHz): 2.83V into 8 ohms, simulated
loudspeaker load, 4 ohms, 2 ohms.

••••••

S010/,
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49.0

Fig.1

Mark Levinson No.436, balanced
frequency response at (from top to
bottom at 2kHz): 2.83V into simulated
loudspeaker load, 1W into 8 ohms, 2W
into 4 ohms, 4W into 2ohms
(1dB/vertical div., right channel dashed).
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Mark
and damage to components from the
current inrush as the power supply's
large filter capacitors charge. All sensitive voltage-gain stages arc fully balanced and independently regulated.
Adaptively biased output stages give the
No.436 many of the benefits of class-A
operation without its having to dissipate
huge amounts of heat. 'The No.436
includes S-series printed-circuit boards
made with Arlon 25N composite, as in
the Reference No.32 preamplifier.
Arlon 25N gives PCBs alower, more
stable dielectric constant, said to result
in better electrical isolation of circuit
stages and better sound.
The power supply is dominated by a
high-capacity (2372VA), low-noise
toroidal transformer. Four large, triplebypassed, low equivalent-series-resistance electrolytic filter capacitors
provide atotal of 80,000g of energy
storage. Madrigal uses heavy bus bars of
oxygen-free copper and high-frequency

power-supply bypass components to
lower the No.436's power-supply impedance. Its power supply allows the
No.436 to act as avoltage source, doubling the power every time the impedance load is halved — assuming your
electrical circuitry will support the current flow. The No.436 can draw 25
amps at 120V from the wall when driving a2ohm load to its full power rating
of 1400W.
The output stage has eight matched,
complementary pairs of TO-3P bipolar output power transistors, these
clamped to the heatsinks with an aluminum bar. This stage runs at relatively low temperatures duc to the wide
spacing of output transistors along the
current-gain circuit board, and to the
internal heatsinks.
The No.436 includes extensive protection from internal or external component failure. Fault conditions
monitored include the presence of DC

Levinson

No.436

at the output, corrected by servos up to
±1V of DC offset. Thennal sensors
switch off the No.436 when the heatsink temperature exceeds 85°C. Excessive current draw, such as a short
across the speaker terminals, or abnormal AC line voltages —ie, outside the
108-132V range on a120V line — turns
off the amplifier. Other switches, located inside each transformer housing, disconnect power if the transformer
overheats. Soft-clip circuits prevent the
output devices from saturating, preventing the high-energy, high-frequency
ringing artifacts generated by hardclipped output transistors from reaching
and damaging loudspeakers.
The No.436 amplifier has Shermantank construction, an overkill power
supply, and the best components
money can buy. Its simpler internal
construction has eliminated the timeconsuming disassembly required to
replace internal components of the

Measurements
dominantly third-harmonic in nature
(fig.4), though the second harmonic
makes an appearance at high powers
(fig.5). Intermodulation distortion
with the demanding one-to-one mix
of 19kHz and 20kHz tones was fairly

Fig.4 Mark Levinson No.436, IkHz waveform
at 59W into 8ohms (top), 0.0026%
THD+N; distortion and noise waveform
with fundamental notched out (bottom,
not to scale).

low (fig.6). Though it was hard to
measure, the amplifier's protection
circuitry cut in after less than acouple
of seconds of driving this signal at
more than 100W into 8ohms. In fact,
any continuous high-frequency signal
activated the protection if it
approached 100W for more than a
few seconds. While Ican confidently
predict that the No.436 will never see
this combination of signal and level
with music, this behavior did make
me wonder if Madrigal's engineers
were merely being overcautious —
probably agood idea, given the possibility of the No.436 being used in
fien'forget custom installations —or
hiding something. But such suspicions
are undoubtedly unfair.
One thing's for sure —the No.436

is apowerhouse. When Iperformed
the measurements, my wall voltage
was, admittedly, rather high: 126.9V
AC, dropping to 123.7V when the
amplifier was clipping into 2 ohms.
But fig.7 shows that it delivered no
less than acontinuous 500W into 8
ohms at 1% THD (27.0dBW), 890W
into 4ohms (26.5dBW), and 1.5kW
into 2ohms (25.75dBW). All of these
figures are well above the amplifier's
specified powers. Peculiarly, this
graph reveals that, at high powers, the
No.436 is actually more linear into 4
ohms than it is into 8.
The Mark Levinson No.436's measurements reveal it to be athoroughly modern solid-state amplifier.
—John Atkinson
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Mark Levinson No.436, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1kHz, at 4701N into
4ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.6 Mark Levinson No.436, HF
intermodulation spectrum, DC-24kHz,
19+20kHz at 130W into 4ohms (linear
frequency scale).

Fig.7

Mark Levinson No.436, distortion (%) vs
IkHz continuous output power into
(from bottom to top at 10W): 8ohms,
4ohms, 2ohms.
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No.436

300-series amplifiers.' It comes with a mode and turns on the "small" power
supply for its control circuits, and makes
five-year, nontransferable warranty, but
it's built to last alifetime.
the front-panel LED glow steadily but
dimly. The No.436 is put into Standby
mode by pressing a larger front-panel
Setup
My listening arca is a lightly damped,
button, labeled Standby. This charges the
5400ft3 room 26' long and 13' wide, with
main power supply and stabilizes the
a12' semi-cathedral ceiling. One end of amplifier circuits, draws as much as
the room opens onto a25' by 15' kitchen
100W, and makes the front-panel LED
through an 8' by 4' doorway. Iset the
blink slowly. After two seconds, or two
No.436s behind the speakers, which were
blinks, asecond push of Standby toggles
placed 5' from the back wall and 5' from
the amplifier into On mode, producing a
either side wall. Each amp was placed in
the middle of astack of amplifiers, to apThe No.436 provided
proximate aclosed-in rack setup. Even so,
Inever heard the fans come on during my
the same open, detailed,
long listening sessions.
Iattached the spade lugs for the Pure
lush, sumptuous, warm
Silver Cable speaker cable to the
No.436s' speaker binding posts, which
sonic signature Iassociate
are widely spaced to meet the European
with the No.334.
CE regulations. Itightened the connections between speaker cable and amplifier using the large, curved wing nuts
attached to the posts.
bright, steady glow irons the LED. To
The No.436's turn-on sequence is put the amplifier back to Sleep, press
simpler than the No334's. The No.436
Standby steadily for two seconds.
has four operating states, and Off. The
Power pushbutton, which connects the
Sound
amplifier to the AC mains, is on the front
Listening to the No.436 was an unusupanel (the No334's was on the rear).
al pleasure. It provided the same open,
Pushing this puts the amplifier into Sleep
detailed, lush, sumptuous, warm sonic
signature Iassociate with the No.334,
as well as the sanie appealing midbass
1During the upgrade of my No33I to No.331.5 status,
punch and deep-bass management.
it took me more than an hour to dismantle the amplifier to install the new Iront panel. Ihad to remove the
This bass authority complemented my
top and bottom panels and the voltage amplifier boards
to access the screws securing the front-panel switch. I Quad ESL-989 speakers, opening up
very
hdepended on the detailed instructions, color
their midrange. The No.436s delivered
pictures, and special tools included in the upgrade kit,
the same punchy, well-defined deep
but even so, taking the No.33I apart and rebuilding it
was like solving apuzzle. The No.436 is much simpler.
notes through the Revel Salons as when

Associated Equipment
Analog source: Linn Sondek
LP12/Lingo turntable, Linn Wok
tonearm, Spectral moving-coil cartridge.
Digital source: Krell ICRC-28 CD
transport, Sony SCD-0555ES multichannel SACD player.
FM tuners: Day-Sequerra FM Reference Classic, Magnum Dynalab
MD-102 with Model 205 Sleuth RF
amplifier, Fanfare FT-1A, McIntosh
MR-78, Sony ST-5000.
Preamplification: Krell KCT, Sony
TA-P9000ES, Mark Levinson ML7A with L3A moving-coil phono
stage; Margulis phono preamplifier,
Duntech MX 10 moving-coil preamplifier.
Power amplifiers: Krell FPB 600c;
Bryston 7B-SST, 7B-ST 14B-SST
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Loudspeakers: Quad ESL-989,
Revel Ultima Salon, Innersound Eros
Mk.III, Totem Acoustic Model 1
Signature.
Cables: 75 ohm digital coax: Silver
Starlight, Ultralink. Interconnect,
balanced: Bryston Balanced, Krell
Cogelco Yellow, PSC Pristine R-30
silver-alloy. Interconnect, singleended: Krell CAST, Mark Levinson
Silver & HFC (with Camac connectors), Randall Research, Totem
Acoustic Sinew, Coincident CST
Interface, Ultralink Performance
Audio. Speaker: Pure Silver Cable,
Mark Levinson HFC 10, PSC
Pristine R50 biwire double ribbon,
Ultralink Excelsior 6N OFHC,
Coincident Speaker Technology
CST 1.
-Larry Greenhill

those speakers were driven by the
Bryston 14B-SST.
The No.436 produced fast, solid bass
with great pitch definition, and had no
problems reproducing the solid, sustained pedal chords of the Lay Family
Concert Organ during John Rutter's
"The Lord is My Light and My Salvation" (CD, Reference RR-57CD).
The explosive plucked bass and synthesizer notes that open "Something's
Wrong," from the My Cousin Vinny
soundtrack (CD, Varèse Sarabande
VSD-5364), were stunning. Terry
Dorsey's "Ascent," from Time Warp (CD,
Tclarc CD-80106), rumbled through
my listening room. Each change in synthesizer pitch was clear and authoritative in "Behind the Veil," from Jeff
Beck's Beck's Guitar Shop (CD, Epic EK
44313). The deepest notes, such as the
thudding vibrations during the entrance
of the ghosts in the Casper soundtrack
(CD, MCA-11240), were ultra-deep,
and set against awide, deep soundçtage.
The bass response also had considerable pitch definition and even imaging.
The distant, ethereal drum pulses in
"Silk Road," from IChing's Of-the Marsh
and Moon (CD, Chesky W0144), were
set perfectly in the song's soft, rainy
soundscape; the deep, defined bass notes
on "Use Me," from Patricia Barber's
Companion (CD, Premonition/Blue
Note 522963 2), recorded live at the
Green Mill, Chicago —or "Like
were stunning in the drive, tightness,
and pitch definition of Michael
Annope's string bass, Ruben Alvarez's
bongos, and Eric Montzka's drum kit.
Bass lines were easily resolvable. The
deep pedal notes on Jean Guillou's transcription for pipe organ of Mussorgsky's
Pictures at an Exhibition (Dorian DOR90117) were clear and defined. Glen
Moore's plucked double-bass notes on
"The Silence of aCandle," from Oregon's Beyond Mr& (CI), CheskyJD130),
had taut, well-damped tonal steps.
Playing Stravinsky's Firebird Suite (tracks
3and 5) or Rite of Spring (tracks 21-24)
from Eiji Ouc's recording with the
Minnesota Orchestra (CD, Reference
RR-70CD), Iwas able to easily distinguish the overtones of the bass-drum
head from those of the timpani.
The NoA36's dynamic range was
every bit as impressive as its bass response. Like the Krell FPB 600e and the
Bryston 7B-ST, it was capable of reproducing hill-volume percussion without
compression. Dynamics arc what make
Tito Puente's timbales solo on "Tito,"
from Arturo Sandoval's Hothouse (CD,
N2K 10023), so exciting. Over the
stereophile, August 2003

Bryston 7B-STs, Puente's rimshots were
as fast and explosive as gunfire. Icould
easily hear when each of the drums in
his kit had different placements across
the soundstage, as well as differences in
head sounds when two different drums
were struck simultaneously. During
Patti Austin's solo, "Only You (No Sc
Tu)," the No.436 gave the singer the
pleasing forwardness and wide dynamic
range also heard with the Bryston 713ST Austin's effortless dynamics were involving and downright pleasurable.

The Mark Levinson No.436
is so good I'm not going
to miss the 334.

The No.436's midrange had the usual
Levinson warmth and forwardness,
which added to the enjoyment of my
favorite recordings—the hot, sizzling
trumpets on Oue's Rite of Spring, for example—but it was vocal music that benefited most. Whether it was Marc
Anthony's delicate tenor mixing with
Ruben Blades' baritone on "Tune is an
Ocean," or Paul Simon's clear powerful
tenor singing "Trailways Bus" (both from
Simon's Sore from the Capetian CD,
Warner Bros. 46814-2), or the blending
of Enunylou Harris' and Buddy Miller's
voices in "The Maker," from Spyboy (CD,
Eminent EM 25001-2), or the
lhompsons singing "Dimming of the
Day" on the Divine Secrets of the Ya-Ya
Sisterhood soundtrack (CD, DMZ/
Columbia CK 86534), the No.436 was
second to none in its rendering of warm,
seductive vocals.
The pair of No.436s projected a
huge, wide soundstage and pinpoint,
three-dimensional imaging. 'This was
just as true with my Quad ESL-989
speakers as with the small Totem
Acoustic Model ISignature two-ways.
An LP of Shostakovich's Symphony 6
(RCA LSC-3133) projected awall of
sound while capturing the lush
midrange dynamics and timbres typical
of the Chicago Symphony under
Leopold Stokowski. Mary Gauthier's
voice on "A Long Way to Fall," from
Filth and Fire (Signature Sounds 1273),
was immediate and holographic. The
No.436s rendered great depth and space
surrounding the singers on Cantus'
...Against the Dying of the Light (CD,
Cantus CTS-1202). And Emmylou
Stereophile, August 2003

Harris' voice was luminous and transparent on "Prayer in D," from Spyboy.
And the highs? The No.436 had an
extended, translucent, sweet treble register driving the Innersound Eros
Mk.III electrostatic speaker. This combination revealed the cymbal sheen on
Wynton Marsalis' "The Resolution of
Romance," from Standard Time 14d..3
(CD, Columbia CK 46143); the sizzling
cymbal work on "The Moochc," from
Jerome Harris' Rendezvous (CD, Stereophile STPH013-2); the extended, translucent sopranos of the Harlem Boys'
Choir singing "A Call to Arms" on the
Glory soundtrack (LP, Virgin 90531-1);
and the shimmering tonality of guitar
strings when Piedmont blues guitarist
Etta Baker plays "I Get the Blues When
It Rains," on Railroad Bill (CD, Cello
Music Maker 91006-2). And the
No.436s helped the Revel Salons create
athree-dimensional illusion of awaterfall spilling into apool when playing I
Ching's "Running Water," from Of the
Marsh and Moon.
Conclusions
111e No.436 takes the Mark Levinson
amplifier line back to its earliest origins
in pro audio, when founder Mark
Levinson designed equipment to go on
the road and record live sound. While it
is the most powerful amplifier in the
400 line, the No.436 is half the weight
of its dual-mono predecessor, the
No333. And while it continues the
black-and-silver theme of the previous
generation of ML amplifiers, the
absence of those earlier amps' bulging
curves and design accents makes the
No.436 trimmer, lighter, and more subdued in appearance. It also continues
the Mark Levinson credo of ruggedly
designed audio products with high price
tags: apair will set you back $12,500.
For that you get an amplifier whose
power and headroom ratings arc greater
than those of all but afew more expensive flagship monoblocks, including
ICrell's Master Reference and Levinson's
own No33.
The Mark Levinson No.436 retains
the No334's terrific soundstage depth,
deep-bass capabilities, midbass punch,
and ability to drive 2 ohm loads. It's
clear to me that the No.436's trinuner
chassis, cooler operation, and convenience give the owner even more value
than earlier ML amplifiers, and that it
represents evolutionary progress in
practical amplifier design. Irecommend
it without qualification. Kevin Voecks
was right: the No.436 is so good I'm not
going to miss the 334.

WE GROW
OVR OWN

JPS developed Alumiloy ,
wire to deliver sound like no
other. Our proven cable
designs bring a live
performance to your ears
with proper timbre and an
impeccable balance. Try any
one of our unique cables to
hear why JPS truly has...

-Power cords and AC wiring
-Speaker Cables
-Interconnect Cables
-Digital Cables
-Video Cables
-Guitar/Instrument Cables
Made in the USA

TEL 716-656-0810
FAX 716-656-0811
EMAIL info@jpslabs.com
Ahab, SA °watered vadernark al JPS Labs. USA
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Established 1979

The Fat Lady Sings' Did the performance of the Clearaudio
Vituoso Wood exceed my expectations? Yes, by a significant
margin. Can Ithink of any under-51.000 cartrige ive tried in
my system that Iwould rather own than the Vituoso Wood?
No. Can Ifind at least one criticism of the Vituoso Wood? No.

800.229.0644

The performance of the Clearaudio Virtuoso Wood was so earopening that Irecommend that anyone thinking of spending
up to $2.500 on a moving-coil cartridge consider buying the
$750 Wood instead, and investing the money saved in better

Order On-Line! www.needledoctor.com
Dealer Inquires

components elsewhere in the system. Stereophile 11/02

Acoustic Signature. audio-technica. Garrott Brothers, Ortofon, Shure. Cartridge Repair, Recoton, Molly Toes & Sonic Circles

Analog Just Got Better! New Acoustic Signature
Mambo & Calypso Turntables Deliver World Class
Performance With Unprecedented Value!

New Acoustic Signature Calypso 53.500
The new Acoustic Signature Mambo turntable features a new 2 inch thick Silent
Platter made of aluminum with round brass inserts called "Silencers". The massiv.
2 3/8 inch solid aluminum chassis carries all the attachments and makes the Mamb.
seem indestructible. Three large adjustable round tipped spike feet are unique an.

New Acoustic Signature Mambo S4.500

make it easy to achieve precise leveling without damaging surfaces.

Acoustic Signature Final Tool 52.500
"Stereophile 2001 Analog Product Of The Year Runner-Up

-

Perhaps the greatest mid-priced bargain in analog today sez MF. Ruggedly built,
with precision machined, 241b damped aluminum platter, Should last a lifetime or
Acoustic Signature Samba S1.899

even two. -Stereophile Rec. Comp. Class B SSS. 4/03
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Denon

clearaudio
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X3-MC 5275

MC 15 5250

Denon

68 IEEE MKII
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Aurum/Alpha
$250

Dynavector
10X4 5350

Sumiko $249
Blue Point

DL-103
5225

111.

Stanton
881 MKII
$145

Stanton
DL-110 5140

5130

Audio
Grado
Red S110

Technica
440 ML S99

Shure
M97xE S99

Ortofon Kontrapunkt A $600 /

5950

"Stereophile

The B had ST on the edge of his seat:
-Iwas

cal information the B retrieved from

Source

record to record..."

Component
Runner-Up**

"rich, extended bass that is very wellcontrolled and tune-full as hell." Even
at twice the price. MF would call this
"a superbly musical performer" and "a
genuine bargain. - -Stereophile Rec.
Comp.. Class B SSS. 10/02
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astonished by how much musi-

Sam Tellig's
New Reference

Worlds Largest Selection Of Needles!

Cartridge!

needledoctor.com • e-mail info@needledoctor.com • 612.378 0543 • fax 378.9024 • 419 14th Ave
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Tonearm Wire Kit
AS RB-250 w/Rewire

Acoustic Signature Tango 5600
Ipreferred its additional clarity, for example. to the
Lehmann

Black

Cube...

The

Tango's

balance

Grado RS 1Headphone $695

of

Grado RS 2 Headphone $495

strengths allows the gist of the music to come through

Grado RA 1Amp

and Inever found myself musically frustrated by any

incognito

aspect of its performance.

Easy Riser Nut

Quite the contrary: the

experience of the old "chills down the neck" -Gordon
Holt's test of musical realism.., occurred again and

Easy Riser
Turbo
$100
Rega Tonearm

?ecord Master Manual 5259

Counterweight

5475

'.0 Manual

SR125
SR80

04 Brush

Sota Reflex Clamp.
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again in my listening tests. www.stereotimes.com
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HOW SMART ARE YOU?

Get your Ph.D. for $3,000.
Introducing the battery-powered
Sutherland Ph.D. Phono Preamp.

IJTHLAND

"The Ph.D. is stunning, absolutely no noise and very liquid sounding. Actually it sounds like tubes with the speed of solid
state. Played an old copy of Steve Lawrence on Coral Records and it blew me away...I love the battery idea, no plugs,
power supplies, or noise. Tell Ron Sutherland he's agenius. You can quote me, Imean it."
Harry Weisfeld, Owner of VPI Industries

Hear the music, not the noise.
AC power lines create noise. Period. There's only one
feasible way around that annoyance. Batteries.
• BINGO! Designer Ron Sutherland brings us anew
battery-powered phono stage with smart circuitry that
allows this preamp to turn on and off automatically,
thereby maxi-mizing the life of your batteries.
One of the noisiest components in your home stereo is
the incoming AC power. Even if it were delivered to your
home as idealized 60 Hz sine wave, it would not stay that
way long. The audio power amplifier does not draw
current from the power line evenly. There is alarge
current spike drawn when the sine wave reaches its
voltage extremes, while
at other times current
draw is essentially
• •70-• •
zero. High frequency
harmonics and
noise are introduced
into the same power line that's used for sensitive
phono preamplification.
The Ph.D. doesn't even have apower cord. Instead,
16 alkaline Dcell batteries line the sides of the chassis.

After about 800 hours of
playing time (roughly half
the life of acartridge), a
red light will indicate
that your batteries are
running low.
Replacements cost about
abuck apiece.
The Ph.D. turns on
the moment your stylus is stimulated. From there, the
unit automatically looks for asignal every half-hour for
just afraction of asecond. If it doesn't find asignal, it will
stay on for an additional half-hour with ayellow light
indicating that it is preparing to turn off.
What's more, the Ph.D. has four different loading options
and gain-stage settings that are simple to adjust.

There's never
been anything
quite like
the Ph.D.

Sound Smart.

Ph.D. Dimensions: 17 -wide x4-high x14 deep

To order the Ph.D., or for aFRE, Acoustic Sounds
catalog, call 1-800-716-3553 or order
online at ,

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS'e_
PO Box 1905 •Salina KS 67402-1905 USA
PH 785-825-8609 •FAX 785-825-0156

Equipment

Report
Paul

Bolin

Esoteric DV-50 universal player

E

ver since the introduction of
high-resolution digital formats,
audiophiles have been waiting for
the smoke from the format wars to settle. What would the winning software
be? DVD-Audio? DVD-Video? SACD?
24 bits at 96kHz or 192kHz? As new
formats struggled to establish themselves, upconverting technology became commonplace for the playback of
the familiar 16-bit/44.1kHz "Red
Book" CD format. What to do? Invest
large amounts of cash in asystem that
played "Red Book" (maybe with upconverting, but if so, by how much?) and
one other format, and hope that you've
bet right? And what about movies on
them new-fangled DVDs, Tex?
The answer was obvious: auniversal
player for everything — all music and
movie fonnats — in one easy-to-use,
high-performance box. But the wait for
this long-rumored Philosopher's Stone
of digital media seemed like Vladimir
and Estragon's for Godot: endless.
After that eternity, the sun began to
break through the clouds. At the
September 2002 CEDIA Expo in
Minneapolis, I first set eyes on the
Esoteric DV-50 digital player. After
examining its solidity and noticing that
its faceplate contained the logos of nearly every digital format known, Iimmediately hit on Joe D'Angelo of TEAC
America for a review sample. Joe
agreed, and after some production
delays back in Japan, asnazzy new DV50 arrived in early 2003.
You'll notice that I've mentioned
TEAC. As you may or may not know,
Esoteric is TEAC's nameplate for its
no-holds-barred high-end gear, and is
something of a company within a
company. It's been awhile since any
gear special enough to bear the
Esoteric label has been exported to the
US, but it was determined by the
Japanese powers-that-be that the DV50 was more than worthy of the designation. Serious audio types have often
wondered why the major Japanese
consumer-electronics firms so seldom
turn their enormous resources and
platoons of top-flight engineers loose
to design to the limits of technology
Stereophile, August 2003
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Esoteric DV-50 CD/SACD/DVD-A/DVD-V player

and sonic excellence. When the beancounters are set aside and the engineering staff is unleashed, wonderful
things can happen in even the largest
of corporations, as proved by such
components as Sony's SCD-1 SACD
player — and the Esoteric DV-50.
Tom Swift ain't got nothin' on this
Describing what the DV-50 does and
how it does it takes some 50 pages in
the extremely comprehensive and highly complex owners' manual. Focusing
on the Esoteric solely as an audio component makes the task of description
only slightly less daunting.
The first thing Inoticed was that the
thing is built like an aircraft carrier and
weighs over 46lbs. Once it's muscled
onto astand of appropriate strength and
solidity, it's apparent that, despite the
DV-50's vast capabilities, its front panel
is straightforward and easy to master.

Description: Universal multichannel
SACD/CD/DVD-A/DVD-V player with
choice of 8x oversampling FIR and
upsampling RDOT low-pass digital
filters, three digital outputs (not
SACD), full set of video outputs, and
both balanced and unbalanced analog outputs. Maximum output level
at 1kHz: 2.34V RMS (unbalanced),
5.1V RMS (balanced). Output impedance: 450 ohms (unbalanced),
665 ohms (balanced). No other

The real programming complexity is in
the video functions, the menus for
which are displayed on your TV or
video monitor. Ijury-rigged a video
cable out of a long interconnect and
plugged it into my 32" Sony WEGA
TV to make sure that all of the audiorelated menu items were configured
correctly for maximum sound quality
on the Setup Navigator, then left well
enough alone. The hefty, well-made
remote is no more or less complex than
that of atypical high-quality DVD player, and was fairly easy to get used to for
audio-only use.
While the DV-50's clean, wellorganized front panel contains nothing
unfamiliar to the audiophile, the rear
bristles with connections. The happy
DV-50 owner can select balanced or
RCA "high-quality" audio outputs on
sturdy, tight-fitting jacks, then mosey
on over to the video options, which in-

specifications supplied.
Dimensions: 17.5" W by 6.5" H by
13.6" D. Weight: 46Ibs.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
20005.
Price: $5500. Approximate number
of dealers: 100.
Manufacturer: TEAC America, Inc.,
7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, CA
90640. Tel: (323) 726-0303. Fax:
(323) 727-7656. Web: www.teac.
com/ConsumerAudio/index.html.
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musicdirect

It's the music that matters.
The finest in recordings, components and accessories.

Introducing:
Legacy Speakers

„.••••-•••

O0

musicdirect is very proud to offer you the
complete line of Legacy Audio products!
Legacy speakers are used world-wide by

O0

reviewers, mastering engineers, and
audiophiles who are looking for (or should
we say listening for!) the mast accurate
musical reproduction possible. From the
amazing bookshelf-sized Studio, to the

,

Whisper, atrue reference speaker, Legacy
Audio speakers define holographic imaging,
deep bass power and astounding musical
accuracy. We encourage you to audition a
pair in your system and hear for yourself

Cntics and music lovers agree: Every Legacy speaker represents the finest craftmanship and

how Legacy transforms the way you listen to

performance levels possible to fit any budget. With avariety of available hardwood veneers and

music! Call us or check out our website for

finishes, your musicdirect sales acso,iate can help you find the right speaker for your listening

complete product descnptions and pricing.

room, musical tastes and decor. musicdirect guarantees your complete satisfaction!
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Philips' best SACO player only $499

Incredible deals on PS Audio products ,
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musicdirect has all the recordings reviewed in this issue available now! The most complete selection of Stereophile's "Records 2Die 4" anywhere!

Our weekly newsletter will update you on the
finest hardware, accessories, and newest
music releases plus exclusive specials.
FREE

CATALOG

Sign up @www.amusicdirect.com

musicdirect
SOIMillineS

800-449-8333

www.amusicdirect.com

Call us Mon-Fri 9am-6pm, Sat 10am-3pm Central Time
318 N. Laflin St., Chicago IL 60607 :: 312)433-0200

Esoteric
dude standard (RCA jack), S-video,
D-video, and three-jack componentvideo outputs. Also provided is afull
set of 5.1-channel audio outputs, as
well as optical and coaxial digital outputs. The DV-50 can thus be used as a
transport driving an external converter
(for non-SACD sources only; there is
no FireWire output), should you so
desire. The Esoteric can do very nearly anything except refresh your drink.
My colleagues over at Stereophile Guide
to ¡fouie Theater will positively plotz
over this thing.
What it plays and how it plays it
Grab abeer and asandwich—this will
take awhile.

As an audio-only player, the DV-50
will play any "Red Book" CD, any
DVD-Audio CD (single- or duallayer), linear or packed PCM digital
audio, all SACDs (single- or duallayer, stereo or multichannel), and
MP3 files burned to CD-R or CDRW with 44.1kHz or 48kHz sample
rates. I may be missing something
here, but you get the point. The only
audio-related feature you don't get is
HDCD decoding.
The DV-50 includes massively
powerful upconversion/digital filtering facilities. A front-panel switch lets
the user select between two different
filters or combine the two. The first
filter, identified as FIR (presumably

DV-50

for Finite Impulse Response) provides
afixed 8x upconversion, yielding rates
of 352.8kHz for conventional CDs
and 384kHz, 768kHz, or 1536kHz
for DVDs, depending on whether the
latter was mastered at 48, 96, or
192kHz resolution. This filter is
described in the manual as having "a
sharp roll-off and firmly defined bass
characteristics."
The second filter, called RDOT by
Esoteric, "uses fluency theory" and "has
a slow roll-off and natural extended
audio characteristics." 'This filter provides frequency multiplication (upconversion) to a 705.6kHz rate with
conventional 16/44.1 CDs, and upconverts DVD to 768kHz. There is some

Measurements

T he

Esoteric DV-50 had amaximum balanced output level at
lkHz of 5.05V RMS for CD and
DVD playback, 5.11V for SACD.
The unbalanced output was alittle
less than half this at 234V, which is
an audible 1.4dB greater than the
standard CD output. The output
impedance was moderately low
across the audioband, at 448 ohms
unbalanced and 664 ohms balanced.
Error correction was good, the player
coping with gaps in aCD's data spiral
of up to lmm in length without audible glitches.
The frequency response for SACD
playback (fig.1) extended above
20kHz, but showed that the ultrasonic rolloff mandated by the SACD
license prevented high levels of RF
noise from affecting the playback system. The response can be seen to be
3dB down at 62kHz. For CD and
DVD playback, the response depend-

ed on the digital filters chosen. With
the standard 8x-oversampling lowpass filter —labeled "FIR" on the
front panel and presenting the DAC
with a352.8kHz datastream for CD
playback, 384kHz for DVD —the
response is flat within the audioband
(fig2, top trace above 7kHz). But
with the "RDOT" filter selected, or
the RDOT plus the FIR filter, the response is down almost 2dB at 20kHz,
which will be just audible.
However, the RDOT filter, like the
similar filters used by Wadia, Sony,
and Pioneer, gives better time-domain
perfomiance. Fig3 shows the DV-50's
reproduction of a 11d-lz squarewave
with the FIR filter selected. The tops
and bottoms of the waveform show
the Gibbs Phenomenon pre- and postecho —though this may look like
ringing, it's actually the result of the
waveform missing its harmonics
above half the sample frequency. By
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contrast, figA shows the same waveform when decoded by the DV-50
with the RDOT filter selected. Other
than the single sharp overshoot at each
transition point, it is amuch betterlooking squarewave. Is this improvement audible? It's hard to say, as the
harmonic content that distinguishes
between the waveforms in figs. 3and
4 lies above 20kHz. Nevertheless,
Paul Bolin reports that imaging specificity was improved with the RDOT
filter, which is what other listeners
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Fig.3 Esoteric DV-50, IkHz squarewave
response with FIR filter only, 48kHz
sampling.
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Fig.2

Fig.1

Esoteric DV-50, SACD frequency
response at —3dBFS (right channel
dashed, IdB/vertical div.).
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Esoteric DV-50, CD frequency response at
—12dBFS into 100k ohms with FIR filter
only and de-emphasis (bottom), without
de-emphasis (top), and with FIR+RDOT
filters (middle above 7kHz). (Right
channel dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.)
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Fig.4 Esoteric DV-50, IkHz squarewave
response with FIR+RDOT filters,
48kHz sampling.
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Esoteric
dizzying number-crunching going on
inside the Esoteric.
'The real fun is reserved for
RDOT+FIR, which combines the two
filters' processing power and, it is claimed,
sonic characteristics. RDOT-FFIR gives
you Land Speed Record upconversion
rates of 14112kHz for conventional
CDs and 1536kHz for any DVD-based
audio format. Six sapphire-blue lights
on the front panel tell you how much
upconverting horsepower has been
selected with the RDOT/FIR/Both

switch. Insertion of an SACD — even a
compatible, dual-layer SACD/CD
hybrid —causes the DV-50 to default to
SACD mode.
The hardware that accomplishes
this mind-bending mathematical prestidigitation is aset of four D/A converters — two per channel in a
balanced, differential configuration
for increased accuracy in signal tracking. The conversion chipset is controlled by a "high-precision crystal
controlled oscillator" and master

DV-50

clock located on the audio PCB. The
clock controls the "entire DV-50 system to eliminate variances that produce jitter." The PCB itself is a
four-layer glass-epoxy construction
providing separate paths for power,
grounds, and audio. Further appurtenances include a high-slew-rate opamp from National Semiconductor
"to perform current/voltage conversion on the current output from the
DIA converter IC," and an Analog
Devices chip for "synthesis of differ-

Measurements
have found (see "As We See It").
Fig.5 shows spectral analyses, performed with aswept I/3-octave band-

•••••••••• Ia. tr.
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Fig.5 Esoteric DV-50, '13-octave spectrum of
dithered IkHz tone at —90dBFS, with
noise and spuriae (from top to bottom
at 10kHz): DSD data, 16-bit LPCM data
from CD, 24-bit LPCM data from DVD
(right channel dashed).
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pass filter, of the DV-50's output
while it decoded data representing a
dithered 1kHz tone at -90dBFS from
CD (16 bits, top below 6kHz), SACD
(DSD, top above 6kHz), and DVD
(24 bits, bottom). The increase in bit
depth drops the noise floor by around
15dB, implying DAC resolution at
around the 19-bit level, which is
excellent. (Ignore the slight peak in
the DVD traces around 16kHz,
which is due to interference from the
TV monitor Iwas using to navigate
the Chesky test DVD's track menu.)
The SACD traces overlay those of the
24-bit DVD below 11(Hz, but above
that frequency they start to be affected by the medium's rising noise floor.
As aresult, and as I've noted before,
SACD actually has less dynamic
range than CD in the audioband
above 6kHz or so. As with other
SACD players, the DV-50's ultra-

sonic noise peaks at around -45dB
between 80 and 120IcHz (not shown).
The Esoteric's DACs offered excellent linearity, any error in CD playback remaining below 2dB to
-110dBFS (fig.6). For SACD playback, there was less than 2dB error
down to below -120dBFS, with just
+6dB of error at -130dBFS. The
player's low analog noise floor meant
that its reproduction of an undithered
16-bit sinewave at -9031dBFS was
nigh-on perfect (fig.7).
As is increasingly the case with
audio components from large corporations, the Esoteric DV-50's linearity
was beyond reproach. A full-scale
lkHz sinewave was reproduced with
just 0.0007% THD (true sum of the
harmonics), and, as fig.8 shows, even
then it was the benign second harmonic that was highest in level, at
-1053dB! This didn't change signifi-

Fig.6 Esoteric DV-50, left-channel departure
from linearity, 16-bit CD data
(2dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.7 Esoteric DV-50, waveform of undithered
I
kHz sinewave at -90.31dBFS, I6-bit
LPCM data.
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Fig.8 Esoteric DV-SO, spectrum of IkHz sinewave, DC-10kHz, at OdBFS into 8k ohms (linear
frequency scale).
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enflai audio signals and as an active
low pass filter."'
Other especially thoughtful touches
include asoft finish on the disc tray to
avoid scratches, and three integral hardened-steel, Tiptoe-like feet complete
with attached cups —and even thin, soft.
sticky-backed felt discs to stick on thc
1For the videophilic, the DV-50 provides progressive
scan video through a12-bit, six-channel DAC engine
(with noiseshapine from Analog Devices. It will play
single- and double-sided, single- or dual-layer 1)V1)s
with 1)olby Digital, MTS. MPEG, or Linear PCM digital sound, MPEG-2 video, and DVD-R and DV1)RW discs. Sorting out the significance of all of this
makes my two-channel-audio head hurt; Ileave it to
the folks at the Guide to elaborate further.

cups to prevent damage to the surface
this brute is sitting on. And, hallelujah,
those 30-second waits for an SACDcompatible player to boot are only asour
memory. It took the DV-50 only about
five seconds to determine what kinds of
data were present on adisc and boot up.
Lots of Listening
After sonic brief, get-acquainted listening, Iburned in the Esoteric DV-50
with a week's worth of brown noise
courtesy of the Ayre/Cardas ¡BE System
Enhancement CD, as is my standard practice for all solid-state sources and preamps. This treatment had the usual

benefit of smoothing out the player's
sound and getting it ready for the serious business to come.
First on the to-listen-for list were any
differences among the upconverting filters. My test tracks, all from CDs, were:
"14," from BertJansch/lt Don't Bother Me,
Transatlantic ESMCD 407 (UK); "Take
Your Clothes Off When You Dance,"
from Frank Zappa's viii Can't Do That On
Stage Anymore I4L6, Rykodisc RCD
19569/70; "The ConstruKction of
Light," from King Crimson's live Heavy
Constnection, DGM DGM0013; and the
first two movements of Vaughan
Sinjimia Antartica, Naxos

Measurements

Fig.9

Esoteric DV-50, FIR filter only, HF intermodulation spectrum, DC-24kHz 19+20kHz at
OdBFS into 8k ohms, 44.1kHz sampling (linear frequency scale).

Fig.10Esote ir DV-50, FIR+RDOT filters, HF intermodulation spectrum, DC-24kHz, 19+20kHz at
OdBFS into 8k ohms, 44.1kHz sampling (linear frequency scale).
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cantly with the Esoteric driving a
demanding 600 ohm load.
The intermodulation behavior
depended on the digital filter in use.
With just the FIR filter, afull-scale
mix of 19 and 20kHz tones gave a
difference component of around
-107dB (fig.9), though the higherorder components at 18kHz and
21kHz were alittle higher in level.
(Note also the slight swell in the
noise floor around the two primary
components, which might well be
jitter-related.) With the RDOT filter, the slower low-pass rolloff results
in amuch higher level of the aliasing
component at 24.1kHz with
44.1kHz-sampled program material
(fig.10). However, the inevitable inband aliasing products all remain
below -100dB, which is excellent.
(For adifferent story, see the measurements accompanying my review
in May, p.81, of the Ayre CX-7 CD
player, which features a similar
choice of digital filters.)
Finally, Iexamined the Esoteric's
susceptibility to word-clock jitter by
performing a narrow-band spectral
analysis on its analog output while it
played back a CD-R containing a
high-level tone at exactly one quarter
the sample rate, over which had been
laid a low-frequency squarewave at
the LSB level. (The latter signal exercises the maximum number of bit
transitions.) The result is shown in
fig.11. The actual jitter level was quite
respectable, at 495 picoseconds
peak-peak, with data-related jitter
(red numeric markers) relatively low,
other than the sidebands at the
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Esoteric
8.550737. Ifed each filter the same set of
music, playing each test track back to
back through all three filters, then moving on to the next track.
The results were consistent: All of the
filters offered very good sound, but the
maximum upconverting steadily provided the most complete and continuous
presentation. Images were invariably
rounder, better-focused, and more like
the sound of an analog master tape — the
latter still being the highest-resolution
medium Ihave heard.
With the Bert Jansch track, the solo
acoustic guitar sounded a bit darker
through the FIR filter, and gained clari-

squarewave's fundamental frequency
(red "10"s). However, not only are a
large number of sidebands present at
multiples of ±30Hz, but adoublehumped swell in the noise floor can
be seen around the central
11.025kHz tone. This latter ties in
with the rise in the noise floor seen
in the intermodulation spectra, and
seems to be acharacteristic of components that use an MPEG decoder.
However, Ihave no idea what it
results from.
The grayed-out trace in fig.11 is a
similar spectral analysis performed
on the DV-50's output while it
played back DSD data (from the
"provisional" Sony test SACD) rep-

ty and articulation with the RDOT filter, particularly on the rasgueados, where

The maximum
upconverting steadily
provided the most
complete and continuous
presentation.
jansch flicks his fingers downward over
the strings. The RDOT+FIR built on

resenting a11.025kHz tone (with no
low-frequency squarewave). There
are no data-related sidebands present, of course, but the measured jitter level has increased to 613ps p-p,
almost entirely due to astrong pair
of sidebands at ±12Hz. Again, the
noise floor shows the doublehumped nature.
In almost all respects, and
whether playing back CDs, SACDs,
or DVDs, the Esoteric DV-50 gets a
clean bill of health. However, its
merely good jitter rejection gives
rise to some minor concern on my
part. Still, it's fair to note that Paul
Bolin noticed nothing amiss in his
auditioning.
—John Atkinson

Fig.I1 Esoteric DV-50, high-resolution jitter spectrum of analog output signal, 16-bit LPCM data
(11.025kHz at -6dBFS sampled at 44.IkHz with LSB toggled at 229Hz). Center
frequency of trace, 11.025kHz; frequency range, ±3.5kHz. (Grayed-out trace is similar
spectrum for DSD-encoded 11.025kHz tone.)
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this by presenting agreater sense of the
presence of the entire instrument and
the man playing it, to enticing effect.
On the Zappa piece, L. Shankar's violin
had afuller, more present sound, with
superior definition of his bowing
effects, and Vmnie Coliauta's drums had
better sock and definition through the
RDOT+FIR. What's more, there was
considerably more air around Ed
Mann's vibes. The increase in resolution
of the choir in the Vaughan Williams
was uncommonly apparent — the voices had much more individuality and distinctiveness, and the space surrounding
them was much better defined. The
rearmost corners of the stage were more
evenly "lit," and the presentation, as a
whole, was far more of apiece.
The breadth of the DV-50's dynamic
range was also enhanced by maximum
upconversion, particularly in the bass
range. Kick drums and orchestral bass
drums had more force and firmness, as
well as more definition. It was also interesting to note that the filters produced
slightly different timbrai presentations,
though why this was so Ido not know.
The FIR setting was consistently the
darkest of the three, with somewhat less
sharp differentiation of timbres and less
resolution deep into the stage than in the
other modes. It's particularly odd to me
that the FIR filter, when combined with
the RDOT filter, gave the most balanced
and revealing overall performance, but
perhaps it was acase of the whole being
greater than the sum of the parts.
The differences were not as drastic
going from RDOT to RDOT+FIR as
from FIR to RDOT, but the increase in
perceived resolution should be significant in any topnotch system. After my
experiments, Ioccasionally switched to
the lower-rate upconversion settings,
but serious listening was always done in
RDOT-FF IR.
After settling on apreferred upconversion option, it was tinte to get down
to the nitty-gritty of the Esoteric's
sonic particulars. Its overall timbrai balance was highly transparent and revealing. On the chamber-orchestra version
of Rodrigo's Concierto de Aranjuez, with
guitarist Nikolaus Kraft, and Nicholas
Ward conducting the Northern
Chamber Orchestra (CD, Naxos
8.550729), the intricacies of the smaller ensemble's textures through the
DV-50 were outstanding — the woodwinds, long a problem with digital,
were especially persuasive.
The Esoteric's balance was not unforgiving or ruthless, but it didn't go at all
out of its way to hide flaws in the
75
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recording. Philip Glass's Akhnaterr, conducted by Dennis Russell Davies (CD,
CBS 42457), contains much music of
almost unearthly beauty and delicacy,
but it is an early digital recording, with
all the negatives that implies. The DV50 let the music flow without concealing the weirdly "plasticky" and slightly
veiled sound that is part and parcel of
this CD.
On the Jerome Harris' Quintet's
Rendezvous (CD, Stereophile STPH0132), Harris' amplified acoustic bass guitar
had a wonderful roundness and
warmth, and Art Baron's plunger-mute
solo toward the end of "The Moochc"
raised the hair on the back of my neck
with its convincingness. The only other
place I've heard Stanley Clarke's bass
parts in "Justice's Groove," on East River
Drive (CD, Epic EK 47489), reproduced
with the same fidelity as through the
DV-50 is when I've tried afew of them
on my Alembic Stanley Clarke Signature bass through my 1970-vintage
Hiwatt tube amp.
The Esoteric's spatial presentation
was alittle more upfront than the Classé
Omega's, but somewhat less so than
that of the Ayre D-1 x. Overall, it was
slightly forward of dead-neutral, but the
effect was nothing more than apleasing
sense of closeness to and involvement
with the musical event. Dynamics were
always first-rate, with bass dynamics
standing out for special commendation.
The rolling thunder of two drummers
and two bassists on King Crimson's
roaring Vr000m Vr000m (CD, DGM

DGM0105) was delivered with enough
energy to satisfy even the Beavises and
Butt-heads of the world. Nor was the
delicacy of solo instruments shortchanged —Bert Jansch's acoustic guitar
had asubtle and shaded delicacy reminiscent of analog.

The DV50 was
uncannily true to the
subtle timing relationships
that are the heart of good
small-group jazz.
Resolution was outstanding on all
types of music. Working out the richly
multilayered intricacies of Brian
Wilson's Pet Sounds Live (CD, Sanctuary
84556-2),2 the DV-50 was right at
home. Moving to the luscious, intricate
sounds of Leopold Stokowski conducting Liszes Hungarian Rhapsody 4 (CD,
RCA Living Stereo 61503-2), or the
even more delicious sonics of Bantock's
Celtic Symphony (CD, Hyperion
CDA664501), the DV-50 provided all
this audiophile needed.
2If you arc at all afin of rock music, you need this Cl)
now! To hear ['crimps the genre's single greatest genius
(Lennon and Mc(:amiey, after all, had each other to
work with when they were at their best) presenting his
crowning masterpiece live with such conviction and
grandeur is atreasure beyond prit-c.

Associated Equipment
Analog sources: SOTA Cosmos
Series III, Clearaudio Champion 2
turntables; Graham 22, Clearaudio
Unify tonearms; Dynavector XV-1S,
Benz L2 cartridges.
Digital sources: Classé Omega
SACD/CD player, Ayre D-lx DVDV/CD player.
Prearnplification: Manley Labs
Steelhead, Aesthetix Io Signature,
Rhea phono stages; Mark Levinson
No.32 Reference, VTL 7.5 Reference, BAT VK51 SE, Aesthetix
Calypso line stages.
Power amplifiers: Lamm M2.1,
Classé CAM-350, Manley 250 NeoClassic monoblocks; Plinius SA-102.
Loudspeakers: Calix Phoenix
Grand Signature.
Cables: Phono: Hovland Music
Groove 2, Clearaudio Sixstream. Inter-
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connect Acoustic Zen Silver Reference
& Matrix Reference, Wireworld Gold
Eclipse III, Norclost Valhalla. Speaker:
Nordost Valhalla & SPM, Acoustic Zen
Satori Shotgun, Stereovox LSP-600.
AC: Shunyata Anaconda & Anaconda
Vx, Acoustic Zen Gargantua II,
Wireworld Silver Electra III+.
Accessories: Shunyata Hydra &
Monster HT 7000 Signature power
distribution-conditioning (front-end),
Grand Prix Audio Monaco stands,
Ultra Resolution Technologies Bedrock equipment stand, Nordost Ti
Pulsar Points, Ganymede isolation
footers, Caig Labs Pro Gold,
Ayre/Cardas IBE System Enhancement
CD, Cardas Frequency Sweep/Bum-In
LP, Argent Room Lens room treatments, Disc Doctor and LAST Labs
record-care products.
-Paul Bolin

Soundstaging was steadily as deep,
high, wide, and handsome as the
sources would permit. On such spacious
pieces as the Bantock, and "Papsico"
from Future Sound of London's The
Papua New Guinea Translations (CD,
Jumpin' and Pumpin' CD TOT52), that
meant mighty impressive.
The DV-50 communicated an exceptional sense of music's flowing lines and
real meanings. I'm abig fan of the voice
of Fairport Convention's Simon Nicol.
He is far from a technically flawless
singer, but his gentle, rough-hewn baritone connects with me on a directly
emotional level as do few male singers;
Nicol is invested in every note he sings.
Fairport's Old, New, Borrowed, Blue (CD,
Green Linnet GLCS 3114) is not an
audiophile recording, and Isuspect that
it was done direct to an ADAT in anofrills style, but hearing "Crazy Man
Michael" washed all the silly "audiophile" issues away. To hold one's own
on asong originally sung by the peerless
Sandy Denny is no easy thing, but on
this heartbreaking ballad, Nicol does
just that. And the following bawdy
knees-up, "The Widow of Westmoreland's Daughter," was as much
pure fun as the "Michael" was aslice of
exquisite sadness.
With the Jerome Harris CD, the DV50 was uncannily true to the subtle timing relationships that arc the heart of
good small-group jazz. "A place for
everything and everything in its place, at
exactly the right time," was the motto for
music through the Esoteric DV-50.
Let's You and Him Fight
For the last year-plus, Classé's fabulous
Omega player has been my reference
for all digital playback (reviewed by
Jonathan Scull in November 2001,
Vo124 No.11). The Omega convinced
me that SACD is the real future of
high-resolution music reproduction,
and has been aconstant in my listening
for reviews and for pleasure. So, of
course, Ihad to compare the Omega
and the DV-50 head to head, principally in SACD mode. The competition
was done with the incredible VTL 7.5
line stage (review to come), and both
players were hooked up with either
Nordost Valhalla or Acoustic Zen
Silver Reference interconnects. (I used
identical cables with both players during comparisons.)
Listening to the same pieces back to
back on the Classé and the Esoteric
was fascinating. The Classes presentation was less forward and its images
were atad rounder, more palpable and
Stereophile, August 2003

lifelike. However, with Bruno Walter's
recording of Beethoven's Symphony 6
(SACD, Sony Classical SS 6012) and
Boulez Conducts Ravel (SACD, Sony
Classical SS 89121), the Esoteric had
suwperior transparency, with more air
around instruments and sections and
more back-of-the-stage resolution.
The Omega's balance was richer in the
upper-midillower-treble range, while
the DV-50 had slightly superior bass
definition. The DV-50's way with
space was really driven home with
Michiel Ras's performance of Shostakovich's Preludes and Fugues, arranged for organ (SACD, STS 611130).
This wizardly DSD recording by Fritz
de With captures the sound of an
organ in achurch with stunning fidelity, and the Esoteric's ability to illuminate every nook and cranny of the
acoustic was at times astounding.
Picking at the sonic quality of either
machine as an SACD player misses the
point as much as does complaining
about the size of aBentley's glove box.
Ultimately, the choice will boil down to
how each player synergizes with the rest
of the system it's used in. In abrief comparison of the two players on conventional CDs, the results were similar. In

hit, °dui

upconverting mode (to 24/192), the
Classé had afew squillionths more palpability and timbral richness, but the
Esoteric dug more spatial resolution and
sheer information out of the pits. To my
ears, the Omega ultimately sounded
more like a superb LP played back
under perfect circumstances, while the
DV-50's sound was more like that of an
analog master tape. Heads, you win;
tails, you win.
The Whole Shebang
The Esoteric DV-50 is the most fun you
can have with digital music playback
short of the dCS trio reviewed by Mike
Fremer in April 2003 (Vo126 No.4).
Given that the dCS gear costs about six
times as much as the DV-50, the
Esoteric is ascreaming bargain, especially considering its hyper-advanced technology,
bulletproof
build,
and
exceptional sound. You can even play
movies on it.
The complexity of the DV-50's computing power is the antithesis of the
"keep it simple" philosophy that, to this
day, is the easiest path to the best sound,
but there's no arguing with Esoteric's
extraordinary results. One word sums
up the DV-50: "Bravo!"

#1 BEST SOUND
AGAIN!
"Music may be an and
audio may be engineering,
but sometimes, if we're very lucky,
the combination can be magic.
Go hear the Pearls:
I
suspect magic happens
around them alot."
•‘tes Phillips. Stereo/AA.
September 2002
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SILENCE IS GOLDEN
Acoustic
Signatu

JLi
It's hard to imagine improving on a product like the Acoustic Signature
turntables. Their high level of quality and sophistication is hard to find.
and improvements on such high quality products are even more rare.
The new MAMBO from Acoustic Signature, however, has pushed the envelope even further. Twenty brass cylinders are pressed into the new Silentplatter and each one is additionally isolated by 2 rubber o-rings. The
resulting flywheel effect creates greater inertia and also nearly all ambient
vibrations are absorbed. To learn more about the new Acoustic Signature
masterpieces please contact:
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Equipment
John

Report
Atkinson

Monitor Audio Silver S2 loudspeaker

IN

hile audio writers find the
siren song of cost-no-object
components an ever-present
temptation, Ido ask Stereophi/e's reviewers to be on the lookout for affordable
products that sound better than they
have any right to. So when Ilistened to
an inexpensive system based on
Monitor Audio's Silver S2 loudspeaker
and Musical Fidelity amplification at
Home Entertainment 2002, held at the
Manhattan Hilton in May 2002, Ifollowed my own instruction and asked
the US distributor of this English model
to send me review samples.
The Silver S2 is a nicely finished
speaker with elegant proportions. The
unbraced cabinet is made from 3
/"
4
MDF, veneered on both sides and lined
with foam. The crossover is mounted to
aprinted circuit board behind the two
pairs of binding posts. The drivers are
connected with fairly heavy-duty cable,
and the connections are soldered, anice
touch at this price level.
The two magnetically shielded driveunits arc mounted vertically in line. As
well as cast chassis, they feature diaphragms formed from an aluminummagnesium alloy that Monitor Audio
calls "C-CAM." The 1" tweeter has a
protective mesh grille, the woofer aflared
cone with abullet-shaped dustcap and a
half-roll rubber surround. The woofer's
nominal chassis diameter is r—quite
large for atwo-way design.
System
I played
vinyl
on
my
Linn
Sondek/Cirkus/Trampolin/Lingo (new
version)/Ekos/Arkiv LP player, which
sat on aSound Organisation table and

Description: Two-way, reflex-loaded,
stand -mounted, magnetically shielded
loudspeaker. Drive-units: 1" (25mm)
dome tweeter, 7" (178mm) cone
woofer, both of C-CAM aluminummagnesium alloy. Crossover frequency: 3.2kHz (measured). Frequency
response:
40Hz-30kHz,
±3dB.
Sensitivity: 91dB/2.83V/m. Nominal
impedance: 8ohms. Power handling:
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Monitor Audio Silver 52 loudspeaker

was amplified by aLinn Linto. CDs were
played on aMusical Fidelity Nu-Vista 3D
player, and aMark Levinson No31.5 CD
transport driving a Mark Levinson
No30.6 D/A processor via a ICimber
Illuminations Orchid AES/EBU datalink. Ialso used aMusical Fidelity TriVista SACD player and a Technics
DVD-A10 DVD-Audio player, the latter's digital output feeding the Levinson
via an AudioQuest SVT-4 S/PDIF
A Mark Levinson No380S preamp
fed Mark Levinson No.33H or Lanun
M2.1 monoblocks via 5m balanced
Madrigal CZ Gel-1 interconnects. The
Levinson source components were connected with 0.5m lengths of Ayre's
Cardas-sourced balanced cable, while
DiMarzio unbalanced interconnects

100W continuous.
Dimensions: 14" (360mm) H by 8"
(200mm) W by 10.5" (270mm) D.
Weight: 15Ibs (7.4kg) each.
Finishes: Warm Beech, Black Oak,
Natural Oak, Rosemah veneers.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
1691/92.
Price: $749/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 250.

were used for the Musical Fidelity and
Tecluncs players. Speaker cables were
AudioQuest Gibraltar, AC cables were
Synergistic Research Designers' Reference2 and PS Audio Lab Cable. A PS
Audio Power Plant 300 running at
90Hz supplied power to the preamp
and digital players. AC power comes
from two dedicated 20A circuits, each
just 6' from the breaker box. An amplifier was plugged into each.
Sound
The Silver S2s sat on 24" Celestion Si
stands, the central pillars of which were
filled with sand and lead shot, and Idiscarded the bulky fabric-over-woodframe grilles for my auditioning. With
the speakers sitting in the same posi-

Manufacturer: Monitor Audio Ltd.,
24 Brook Road, Rayleigh, Essex 556
7XL, England, UK. Tel: (44) (0)1268740580. Fax: (44) (0)1268-740589.
Web: www.monitoraudio.co.uk. US
distributor: Kevro International, Inc.,
902 McKay Road, Suite 4, Pickering,
Ontario Ll W 3X8, Canada. Tel: (905)
428-2800. Fax: (905) 428-0004.
Web: www.monitoraudiousa.com
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Monitor
dons as the Earthworks monitors that I
reviewed in June and that had preceded
them in my listening room, my initial
impressions were positive. Although the
Monitor Audios offered nothing like
the vividly clear view into the recorded
soundstage that the very much more
expensive Earthworks had done, the
English speakers offered a noticeably
bighearted sound.
The most obvious characteristic of
the Silver S2's sonic signature was its
mellow treble. When cymbals were
recorded too "hot" — as they are in
most rock — the Monitor Audios
made them sound acceptable. But
when cymbals had been recorded
with a more natural high-frequency
balance, as on Ry Cooder and Man-

uel Galbán's Mambo Sinuendo (CD,
Perro
Verde/Nonesuch
PRCD
300999), some of the instruments'
top-octave air was suppressed. And
old recordings of uncertain pedigree,
as on Keith Richards' superbly eclectic The Devil Music blues compilation
(cover-mounted awhile back on an
issue of UK magazine Uncut), were a
little on the lifeless side. But so tired
am Iof the rather relentless highs that
rock engineers seem to feel mandatory — as on Fleetwood Mac's new Say
You Will DVD-Audio disc, for example (Reprise 48394-9) — that Ican
put up with a speaker not having
enough energy above 5kHz much
more easily than Ican one that has
exaggerated highs.
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The overall level of coloration was
respectably low, taking the speaker's
$750/pair price into account. There was
atouch of "bite" occasionally audible in
the mid-treble as added sibilance, but
not so much as to distract from the
music. The upper midrange was clean,
though piano sounded rather uneven,
some notes sounding more "hooty"
than others. Well-recorded orchestral
recordings such as July's "Recording of
the Month," violinist Rachel Podger
performing Vivaldi concertos (CD,
Channel Classics CCS19598), again
sounded a little on the warm side.
While this was not unpleasant, the
Silver S2's lower midrange definitely
lacked clarity, though there was nothing
specific that Icould put my finger on.

Measurements

T

he Monitor Audio Silver S2's sensitivity was slightly above average,
at an estimated 88dB(B)/2.83V/m,
but this is asignificant 3dB lower than
the specified figure. The speaker's plot
of impedance magnitude and electrical phase (fig.1) shows that it drops
to 4ohms in the midbass and lower

100

Fig.1

tà
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Monitor Audio Silver 52, electrical
impedance (solid) and phase (dashed).
(2 ohms/vertical div.)

midrange, but is otherwise areasonably easy load for the partnering
amplifier to drive. The saddle centered at 42Hz in the magnitude trace
reveals the tuning frequency of the
rear-facing port, while the small blip
in the curve just below 20kHz suggests that the metal-dome tweeter's
diaphragm resonance lies alittle lower
in frequency than is usual for the type.
Although not visible at the scale this
graph is reproduced in the magazine,
some minor glitches in the traces
between 250Hz and 600Hz indicate
the presence of cabinet vibrational resonances. However, with the exception
of one mode at 560Hz, which could
be detected at its strongest on the sidewall (fig2), these were all low in level.
The 560Hz mode is high enough in

frequency that its audibility will be
questionable. However, listening to
the cabinet sidewalls with astethoscope revealed amode around 260Hz
to be continually excited on music,
which might lead to the lack of lowermidrange clarity I commented on.
Also of concern in fig.1 was the sharp
notch at 1.5kHz in the impedancemagnitude trace, which implies that
something peculiar is going on. The
double-humped nature of the curve in
the region of the crossover frequency
also suggests the presence of either
some sort of equali7ation network or,
more likely, ahigh-order filter such as
an elliptic.
Looking at the individual responses of the drive-units and the port
(fig3), the woofer's output features a
sharp notch between 4kHz and
5kHz, above which aseries of peaks
mars an otherwise smooth rollout.

dB
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Fig.2 Monitor Audio Silver 52, cumulative spectral-decay plot calculated from the output of an
accelerometer fastened to the cabinet's side panel. (MIS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V;
measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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Fig.3 Monitor Audio Silver 52, acoustic
crossover on tweeter axis at 50",
corrected for microphone response,
with the nearfield responses of the
woofer and port plotted below 300Hz
and 1.5kHz, respectively.
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This was partly because the effect was
very recording-dependent. 'The superbly natural-sounding SACD of Dennis
Russell Davies' somewhat cautious performance of Hoist's The Planets (twochannel mix, Chesky SACD 234), for
example, sounded much cleaner than I
was expecting from my prior listening
to the Channel Classics Vivaldi, though
this might well have something to do
with the composer's very open scoring
for the enormous orchestral forces
demanded by this work.
That the Monitor Audio speaker's
upper bass was alittle exaggerated was
confirmed by listening to the I/3-octave
warble tones on Stereophi/e's new Editor's
Choice CD (Stereophile STPH016-2),
which also revealed the Monitor Audio

to reach down to 50Hz, with some
energy still audible in the 31.5Hz band.
This is respectable low-frequency
extension for what is basically asmall
speaker. The pink-noise track on this
Cl) indicated that listening height was
quite critical. The balance was fullest on
or just below the tweeter axis, while a
hollow coloration developed if Icould
sec the top of the Silver S2's cabinet. I
suggest high stands.
Perhaps it's down to that larger-thanusual woofer, but the Silver S2's strong
suit was its dynamics. Toward the end of
the review period, music editor Robert
Baird lent me Led Zeppelin's How the
1/14.'st Was Won live album (Atlantic
83587-2). Like Robert, I have long
thought that it was John Bonham's

stickmanship that propelled the
Zeppelin to greatness; it has similarly
long concerned me that someone who
could so catastrophically fail as ahuman
being could produce such sublimely
intelligent, well-crafted drumming.
Putting on his Mob;' Dick solo, Ikept
reaching for the volume control, at first
to restore sonic of the missing air, but
then because, the louder Iplayed the
track, the better the Monitor Audios
seemed to like it.
And even at ear-bending levels, the
speakers didn't blur similarly pitched
drums. Bonzo's low toms are not tuned
much higher than his big ol' kick drum,
yet even as he thundered flams from the
kit, the tonal differentiation between
those low-pitched drums was preserved,

Measurements
Nothing untoward can be seen at
The trace above 300Hz in fig.4
sum on the Silver S2's tweeter axis in
1.5kHz, but abroad overlap between
shows how these individual responses
the farfield. Below 300Hz, the graph
the woofer and tweeter outputs is evident between 2kHz and 10kHz. The
port's behavior in fig3 is generally
clean, though some energy is apparent in the upper midrange. Fortunately, the port faces away from the
listener, so this behavior should not
dB
-90.00
result in any coloration.
0.0
-60.00
The inevitable metal-dome tweet30.00
er peak occurs just below 20kHz, as
-12.000
suggested by the impedance graph.
-10.0
30 DO
While this will not be an issue for
-24.0
60. 00 deg
anyone but bats and very young hu1
,
8.5SA
300.0
1000.0
10000.0
mans, it will be excited some of the 1
1Frequencid File 0iMPIMild
toy Frequency - Hz
(Smoothed to o.to octave)
time, which might lead to some
-6.85 dB, 5682 Hz
98.808 deg
lower-frequency problems. (When a
metal-dome tweeter's resonance lies
Fig.5 Monitor Audio Silver 52, lateral response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter
above 22kHz, the absence of any
axis, from back to front: differences in response 90"-5° off-axis, reference response,
differences in response 5°-90° off-axis on driver side of baffle.
energy at those frequencies with CD
playback means that it is unlikely to
be energized.)

45.00
-30.00
-15.00
0.00
15.00
-12.01003

del,

MLSSA

1060
300.0
.Frequency File

Fig.4 Monitor Audio Silver 52, anechoic
response on tweeter axis at 50",
averaged across me horizontal window
and corrected for microphone response,
with the complex sum of the nearfield
responses plotted below 300Hz.
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Fig.6 Monitor Audio Silver 52, vertical response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter
axis, from back to front: differences in response 45*-5° above axis, reference response,
differences in response 5*-45" below axis.
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Monitor
something that is quite rare in inexpensive small speakers. The double bass on
Mambo Sitmetido had good weight without sounding too boomy.
Stereo imaging was stable and welldefined, with good depth apparent.
Peculiarly, there was more depth than I
am used to on my own recordings, the
Monitor Audios pushing orchestral
images further behind Hyperion
Knight's piano on my Gershwin CD
(Rhapsody, Stereophile STPH010-2)
than they had been in reality. During
the final auditioning session, Ilistened
to some 24-bit/882kHz test mixes of a
new recording Ihad made in May of
Minnesotan male-voice choir Cantus in
the superbly supportive acoustic of the
fairly new Washington Pavilion in

shows the complex sum of the
nearfield responses (added together,
taking acoustic phase and the different distance of the woofer and port
from a nominal farfield reference
point). The low-frequency —6dB
point coincides with the port tuning
frequency of 42Hz, but aslight energy excess in the upper bass is visible.
Together with the overall depressed
level of the tweeter, this will give rise
to the warns, rather mellow balance I

100
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Sioux Falls, South Dakota. To cover my
bets, Ihad used six mikes: near and distant pairs of spaced omnis and acentral
pair of cardioids. Over the Monitor
Audios Ikept going for adrier mix,
with more of the cardioid feed apparent, than I did with the Dynaudio
Confidence C4s Ireviewed back in
March. What sounded right on the
Silver S2s lacked enough envelopment
over the more neutrally balanced Dynaudios, or even over the Spendor
S3/5ses that Art Dudley reviewed in
July and that had briefly paid avisit to
my listening room.
Summing up
As Ihave commented before, the trick
for the designer of an inexpensive

heard. Note the peak at 4IcHz. This
was not apparent in the individual
drive-unit outputs, but is real nevertheless, and is evident in Monitor
Audio's own measurements of the
Silver S2. Iwonder if it correlates with
the touch of mid-treble "bite" Ioccasionally noticed.
Lateral dispersion (fig.5) was fairly
even, the 7" woofer beaming alittle
lower in frequency than the smallerdiameter units usually used in twoway designs, and an off-axis flare
apparent between 5kHz and 6kHz.
The tweeter's top octave is also suppressed to the sides, adding to the
rather airless highs. In the vertical
plane (fig.6), large suckouts develop
in the crossover region if the speaker
is listened to much above or below
the tweeter axis, and, again, the
tweeter gets quite beamy in its top

Audio
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speaker to pull off is to balance the
tradeoffs so that, while his design will
have some faults compared with costno-object models, none of these will
be severe enough to interfere with the
listening experience. Monitor Audio's
designer appears to have done this
with the Silver S2. While the speaker
does have an identifiable character,
being balanced on the warm, mellow
side, this is probably a good thing,
given inexpensive electronics' tendency to have glary trebles. While Ihad
some criticisms — that hooty cabinet
bothered me perhaps the most—the
Silver S2 never gave less than enjoyable results, and is very well-finished
considering its affordable price. Well
worth alisten.
1111

octave. Even so, the Silver S2's spatially averaged room response (fig.7) is
remarkably even for such an inexpensive speaker. The slightly suppressed
tweeter balance is evident in this
graph, as is the somewhat elevated
lower midrange, both correlating
nicely with my impressions of the
speaker's tonal balance.
The Silver S2's step response (fig.8)
holds no surprises. Both drivers connected in positive acoustic polarity
and some ringing due to the 20kHz
tweeter resonance is apparent. The
cumulative spectral-decay plot on the
tweeter axis (fig.9) is marred by ridges
of delayed energy at 3.9kHz, 5AkHz,
7.8kHz, and 20kHz, all but the last
presumably stemming from the
woofer's metal cone.
—john Atkinson

Fig.7 Monitor Audio Silver S2, spatially
averaged, 1
4-octave response in JA's
listening room.
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Fig.8 Monitor Audio Silver 52, step response
on tweeter axis at 50" (5ms time
window, 30kHz bandwidth).
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Fig.9 Monitor Audio Silver 52, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 50" (0.15ms risetime).
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The Dizzy Gillespie Quintet
LP =AVER 8401
530 00
Stan Getz and Charlie Byrd
Jazz Samba
LP =AVER 8432
$30.00
Stan Getz &Lutz (Ionia
Jazz Samba Encore!
LP =AVER 8523 51

Louis Armstrong Meets
Oscar Peterson
LP =AVER 6062 S30 00

The Oscar Peterson Trio
Night Train
LP =AVER 8538
530.00

Ella Fitzgerald Sings the
George and Ira Gershwin
Song Books ,5 LP c,emnwrr
LP =AVER 6082 S155.00

Stan Getz &Joao Gilberto
Getz/Gilberto
LP =AVER 8545 $30.00

Gerry Mulligan
The Concert Jazz Band
LP =AVER 8388 $3000

LP =AVER 8637

ACOUSI1C SOUNDS •
411e

1-800-716-3553
www.acousticsounds.com

Jimmy Smith The Cat
Ben Webster Quintet Soulville LP =AVER 8587
$30.00
LP AVER 8274 530.00
Wynton Kelly Trio
Smokin> At The Half Note
Ben Webster Meets Oscar
LP =AVER 8633 530 00
Peterson (ski.,
LP =AVER 8349 530 00
Cal Tjader Soul Burst

PO Soo 1905
Sal. KS 67302 Igo:
705825-9069 •FAX 785-825 0156

$3000

Luiz Henrique Barra Limpa
LP =AVER 8697 $3000
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Acoustic Research, Adcom, AMC, Analysis Plus,
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Follow-Up
John

Atkinson,

Grace Design 901 headphone
amplifier
After John Marks enthused over the
$1495 Grace 901 headphone amplifier
in March (pp.45-47), 1 he shipped the
review sample (serial number 9085) to
me. He wanted me to listen to the unit
for myself, not only for pleasure, but
also so Icould decide whether his recommendation of aClass A rating in our
April "Recommended Components"
listing was appropriate.
Using two pairs of Sennheiser
HD600 headphones, one fitted with
the stock three-conductor cable, the
other with balanced, dual-mono Clou
cable, Icompared it with my sample of
HeadRoom's BlockHead ($3500), purchased following Jonathan Scull's rave
review in July 2002.
To cut a long story short, JM was
right. The Grace 901 has arich, fullbodied presentation that fully justifies a
Class A rating. Perhaps the balanced
BlockHead edged slightly ahead in ultimate resolution, but at aconsiderable
price premium. And the Grace's
96kHz-capable data input makes it a
one-box solution for digital playback,
eliminating the need for one pair of possibly pricey interconnects.
But echoing JM's enthusiastic encomium was not the prime purpose of
this "Follow-Up," which was to add
some measured data to the magazine's
database. For balanced analog signals,
the 901 offered a maximum gain of
9.5dB in its Low gain setting, 20.1dB in
High, allowing the stepped volume
control to be used in its optimal range
regardless of the sensitivity of the headphones used. There wasn't an exact
unity-gain setting; it lay between the
control's 4:00 and 4:30 o'clock positions. Neither set of analog inputs (balanced, pin 2 hot, or unbalanced), nor
the digital input, inverted the 901's
polarity. The input impedance at 1
kHz
measured ausefully high 19.7k ohms
unbalanced, 39.5k ohms balanced.
The 901's output impedance measured avery low 1.4 ohms across most
1Grace Design, 2434 30th Street, Boulder, CO 80301.
Tel: (303) 443-7454. Fax: (303) 444-4634. Web:
www.gracedesiteLcorn.
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Grace Design 901 headphone amplifier

of the audioband, this rising slightly to
1.85 ohms at 20kHz. (This figure includes the series resistance of the leads
connecting the unit to my Audio Precision System One.) The Grace should
be able to drive long leads and all headphone models without breaking a
sweat. (For the technically minded, its
output stage uses an Analog Devices
AD815 balanced line driver, capable of
sourcing aminimum of 500mA.) The
maximum output level into 150 ohms
was the same in both High and Low
gain conditions: 11.9V at 1% THD
(fig.1), which will be more than enough
to drive all available headphones to gray
matter-compressing volumes.
For analog inputs, the amplifier's frequency response was flat to 200kHz, its
channel separation approaching 100dB
(neither shown). The A-weighted signal/noise ratio with the input shorted
but the volume control at its maximum
(ref. 1V output into 150 ohms) was an
excellent 93.3dBA in the Low gain condition. This worsened, as expected, by
10dB in High, and by another 20dB
when the A-weighting filter was
switched out of circuit to give an unweighted measurement bandwidth of
10Hz-500kHz. Distortion was extremely low into the laboratory 100k ohm
load, and worsened only very slightly
into 150 ohms, at low frequencies and
above the audioband (fig2).
Fig3 reveals that the highest-level
component of that distortion at low frequencies was the second, at —80dB
(0.01%); all other harmonics approached
or were below —100dB. Intermodulation
distortion was also vanishingly low
under normal conditions. To generate
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Fig.1

Grace 901, analog input, THD+noise (%)
vs IkHz output voltage into 150 ohms in
Low (top) and High gain conditions.

owe

Fig.?

Grace 901, analog input, THD+N (%) vs
frequency (from bottom to top at IkHz)
at 3V into 100k ohms and 150 ohms
(right channel dashed).
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Fig.3
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Grace 901, analog input, spectrum of
50Hz sinewave, DC-1kHz, at 3V into
150 ohms (linear frequency scale).
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the spectrum shown in fig.4, where the
1
kHz difference component reaches a
minuscule -96dB (0.0015%), Ihad to
drive the 901 into 600 ohms —almost
into clipping.
This measurement was taken using 24bit digital data as the source. The Grace
901's digital circuitry is based on the
Crystal CS43122 chip, a24-bit, 1921cHzcapable DAC with aspecified dynamic
range of 122dB. (The C543122 uses a
delta-sigma architecture with 5-bit inter-

nal words to achieve this performance.)
With the High gain setting and the volume control at ful, the output stage clips
at -7.5dBFS for digital input signals. This
is academic, considering that, at that
point, the listener would be standing several feet from the headphones. With the
Low setting, the maximum output level
at OdBFS was 8V It/v15.
The frequency response at the
44.1kHz sample rate (not shown) was
flat within the audioband, with 0.1dB

drops apparent at 10Hz and 20kHz.
Surprisingly, the infrasonic response was
slightly more curtailed at a96kHz sample rate (fig.5). 1"he ultrasonic response
continues the slight 20kHz droop to
reach -0.5dB an octave higher, with
then asteep low-pass rolloff evident.
Fig.6 shows my usual spectral analysis
of the DAC's noise floor, using aswept
pt-octave bandpass filter, while the DAC
decoded 16- and 24-bit dithered data representing alkHz tone at -90dBFS. The

70.
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Fig.4

Grace 901, analog input, HF
intermodulation spectrum, DC-22kHz,
19+20kHz at 12V into 150 ohms (linear
frequency scale).

Fig.6
Fig.5

Grace 901, digital input, frequency
response at -I2dBFS into 150 ohms,
96kHz data (right channel dashed,
0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Grace 901, '/3-octave spectrum of
dithered IkHz tone at -90dBFS, with
noise and spuriae, 16-bit data (top),
24-bit data (bottom). (Right channel
dashed.)
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Fig.7

Grace 901, departure from linearity,
16-bit data (2dB/vertical div., right
channel dashed).
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Fig.8

Grace 901, waveform of undithered IkHz
sinewave at -90.31dBFS, I6-bit data.
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Fig.9 Grace 901, waveform of undithered IkHz
sinewave at -90.31dBFS, 24-bit data.

Fig.I0 Grace 901, high-resolution jitter spectrum of analog output signal (11.025kHz at -6dBFS,
sampled at 44.1kHz with LSB toggled at 229Hz). Center frequency of trace, 11.025kHz;
frequency range, ±3.5kHz.
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Follow-Up
Meridian Reference 800
DVD-Audio/Video player
& Reference 861 surroundsound controller
They say you never forget your
first time, and that's certainly
true of my first experience of the
Meridian Reference 800 player
($17,000-$19,000) and Reference
861 surround-sound controller
(also $17,000-$19,000), reported
on in the February 2000 issue
(www.stereophile.com/show
archives.cgi?201). As it was also my
first exposure to multichannel
sound —in the context of a full
Meridian system including their
DSP6000 and DSP5000 powered speakers, no less —I was deeply impressed.

mated with the Sonic Frontiers Power3, Bel Canto eVo2, or Classé CAM-350
monoblocks, and the Revel Ultima
Studio loudspeakers. A Sony XA-777E5
SACD player and Sonic Frontiers Line3preamplifier were the alternate route.
The performance of the Meridian
800-861 was as remarkably excellent as
before with all sources — even redigitizing the Sony's analog output —and all
power amps. Iexpected that. What was
new was the 800-861's ability to play
DVD-Audio discs, and in that capacity
the pairing also excelled. Playing stereo
DVD-A tracks, the Meridian combo
surpassed anything I'd heard before
from DVD-A. Indeed, its superb stereo
performance confirmed my status as a
noncombatant in the war of the DVDA and SACD formats.
A good comparison was afforded by
The Meridian combo
the simultaneous release of Ray Brown's
Soular Energy on SACD (Groove Note
surpassed anything
10153) and DVD-A (Hi-Res HRM2011).
The DVD-A arrived first, so I'd played
increase in bit depth doesn't lower the
I'd heard before
it many times before the SACD arrived.
noise floor by as much as the very best
When Ifinally got to compare them
D/As around —such as the Weiss Mefrom DVD-A.
(DVD-A via Meridian, SACD via
dea, which Ka! Rubinson reviewed in
Sony), Iwas hard-pressed to decide on
February 2003, or the dCS Elgar, which
Now Ican look back and see what I apreference. Sure, Icould just discern a
Michael Fremer reviewed in April. It also
little more "airiness" with the SACD,
unmasks some very slight power-supply
missed. Ifailed to take the time to audition the Meridian electronics with my
and, at times, alittle more "palpability"
noise at 60Hz, 120Hz, and 180Hz. But
own amps and speakers, and Ihad no
with the DVD-A — but Isuspect there
the 901 is a) aheadphone amplifier, and
discrete, uncompressed multichannel
were just too many variables at work
b) its price is asmall fraction of those
cost-no-object behemoths.
discs. At the time Iwas preparing that for me to assign the cause of these
minor differences.
review, DVD-Audio and SACD were
The 901's linearity error (measured
But the "Red Book" CD track on the
with dithered 16-bit data representing a only talked about, not yet experienced.
This time around, things were differ- Soular Energy SACD, played and upsam500Hz tone) was vanishingly small to
ent. First, Iran the 800-861 with my ref- pled by the Meridian, was as magnifibelow -110d13FS (fig.7), and its reerence stereo system and with my
cent and detailed as the more advanced
production of an undithered lkHz tone
multichannel system, each consisting of formats. Particularly with reissues, but
at -90.31dBFS was essentially perfect
sometimes with new releases as well, the
amps and speakers with which I'm inti(figs.8 and 9).
Iassessed the Grace 901's immunity
mately fimiliar. Second, this most-recent Meridian 800-861 made astrong case
for the total adequacy of "Red Book"
to word-clock jitter with the Miller version of the 800 player is equipped to
CD. Detail, mid- and high-frequency
Audio Research Jitter Analyzer. Fig.10, a play DVD-A discs and to send the highsmoothness, and overall balance were
resolution signals, stereo or multichannarrowband spectral analysis of the
nel, to the 861 processor in digital format nigh impossible to fault. Of course, that
901's analog noise floor while it reprovia Meridian's MHR protocol.
assumes decent recordings, such as those
duced ahigh-level tone at 11.025kHz,
mentioned above and below. In fact,
For multichannel, this is implementover which had been laid a 229Hz
whether Iused the 800-861 as aplayer
ed with three two-channel digital intersquarewave at the 1LSB level, shows
feeding the Sonic Frontiers Line-3 or I
that the only sidebands of note were
connects between the 800 and the 861.
those at ±-229Hz (red "3" markers), and This makes Meridian one of the first drove the power amps directly from the
861, the 800-861 brought out the best
firms to permit all-digital processing for
that even these were low in level. The
volume, channel, and bass management from all CDs.
jitter level was a very low 190 picoHowever, the Meridian combo
without additional D/A and A/D conseconds peak-peak. This figure was obversions. A few other manufacturers
revealed that, with more recent recordtained with the 901 fed 44.1kHz data
ings, the new media had aconsiderable
have developed comparable proprietary
from aPS Audio Lambda CD transport
advantage over CD. The 24-bit/96kHz
methods, and soon there will be awidevia an S/PDIF link. Using aTosLink
stereo track of Bucky Pizzarelli's Swing
ly implemented industry standard for
optical cable increased the jitter to
Live (Chesky CHDVD222) was both
240ps, which is still very low, implying this to appear in all such devices. In additransparent and very direct. Compared
tion, these v.3 editions of the Reference
that the Grace's data-receiver circuit has
to the stereo track on the SACD
series offer upsampling of all sources.
good jitter immunity.
(Chesky SACD223) via the Sony XALike the first time around, Meridian
Like its sound quality, the Grace 901's
delivered, installed, and set up the 800- 777ES, the DVD-A via the Meridian
measured performance belies its $1495
800 seemed to lack alittle sizzle, but was
861 in my stereo system. They were
price. Nice. Very nice.
—John Atkinson
Stereophile, August 2003
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AKG Headphone Surround Processor: Clearly the leader

ffliG Heoro 999. $429

Over the past five years we've seen and heard a lot of headphone systems that try to convert 5.1 ("surround")
signals—designed for speaker-based systems—into a coherent headphone-based home theater experience. Despite
the occasional enthusiastic review, we find that these systems are usually a mix of limitedly effective localization and
fatal sonic flaws. For example, extreme left/right localization is often convincingly out-of-your-head, but center imaging
appears too diffuse, or appears to come from just above or behind the listener. In addition, designers often try to
enhance the realism of the listening experience by using simulated reflections and reverberation to try to emulate a
psychoacoustic "room." Unfortunately, this approach serves mainly to create annoyingly artificial colorations.
Our experience indicates that its pretty difficult to solve the very complicated head-related transfer function (HATF) that
makes speakers sound like speakers. Flashy, whiz-bang audio processing just isn't very pleasing in the long run. The
way to go is using well-executed, technically accurate, subtle corrections, and that's exactly what you get with AKG's
new Hearo 999 headphone surround processor. This unit is actually capable of providing headphone processing for o
variety of sources, but its strong point is its ability to provide a believable and articulate digital surround home theater
experience. It's so organic and natural that we occasionally have to flip the bypass switch and listen to the obviously
incorrect unprocessed signal to appreciate how much work the 999 is doing.
To put it simply: we love this box. We listen at our desks at work; we listen in the living room in front of the TV; and we
even watch movies in bed with a portable DVD ployer (a totally great way to watch o movie!). In each case we find that
the 999 delivers o naturally engaging and immersive experience. In fact, we often find ourselves getting so wrapped up
in the film we're watching that we forget we're supposed to be evaluating. That should tell you something right there—
the most important characteristic on audio product can have is the ability to do its job so well that it disappears and
simply provides the listener with a direct, organic connection to the material.
Of course, we're pleased as punch to be able to carry this product and give it o hearty recommendation. Why? Well,
because we ore...

Obsessed Headphone Geeks at Your Service.

www.heacJphone.com
HeadRoom Corporation 2020 Gilkerson Drive Bozeman, MT 59715 800.828.8184 outside US 406.587.9466 fox 406.587.9484

abit more revealing in the midrange of
most of the instruments. Subtle details of
what was going on off-stage were slightly more apparent (and often distracting)
on the SACD. Through either machine,
the CD layer of the SACD suffered by
sounding more closed-in.
Moving the 800-861 to the multichannel system meant afair amount of
hefting and schlepping and wiring and
reprogramming. With long-distance
guidance from Meridian, Imanipulated
the setup options on my laptop and
uploaded them to the 861. Although I
used the presets that Meridian had provided, Isoon found that Ineeded to
switch quickly from direct to Trifield
without passing in sequence through all
of the 861's DSP options. Trifield, aproprietary Meridian DSP mode, extracts
mono and surround components from a
stereo source, but in away that Ifound
superior to Dolby Pro Logic for music.
In amultichannel system, Trifield offers
control of image width, surround lowpass filtering, and center-channel equalization. So Ihighjacked the unused LD
,and VCR2 input buttons by copying all
the CD and DVD settings to them, but
with Trifield, rather than Direct, as the
default DSP setting.
Also needed for this system were
additional cables. Iused Solution sixchannel cables from RS Audio Cables.
These, like the Harmonic Technologys I
used for the other multichannel players,
are nicely color-coded and let me wire
up, error-free, in no time at all. Their
spring-loaded Canare RCAs made a
secure fit at the Meridian and poweramp ends. The power amps used were
the Bryston (9B-ST) or the new eVo6
powering Paradigm Reference Studio
60s, 20s, and CC speakers, with a
Paradigm Servo-15 subwoofer on the
bottom. The 861 was programmed for
precise time alignment and amplitude
balance among the speakers, and allowed me to adjust crossover and bass
management independently for the
main, center, and rear channels. Everything seemed just right, and it made for
consistently satisfying listening.
But as great adelight and discovery as
multichannel was, the Meridian combo
added the icing to the cake. Ibegan with
the Simon Rattle/BP0 recording of
Mahler's Symphony 10 (EMI 49394 9),
which, for the first time, fully justified
the manner in which the multichannel
mix had been done. Prior to this, the
changeover from stereo to multichannel
opened up the space, but the ambience
seemed abit overdone, the bass abit
lumpy. With the 800-861 and either
Stereophile, August 2003

power amp, there was consistency from
top to bottom, and the hall ambience
was prominent but not excessive. In
fact, the rear channels seemed louder
but more integrated than with other
players or processors.
Jumping back to the 18th century, I
reveled in the theatrics of Handel's
Theodora (MDG 932 1019-5). The sense
of place (a live performance at the Stadthalle Wuppertal) was very strong, but the
distinctions and balance among orchestra, chorus, and soloists were excellent — the overall effect was simply
thrilling. I followed up with MDG's
DVD-A sampler, Breakthrough.. into a
New Dimension (MDG 906 1069-5),
which contains 14 marvelous demonstrations of multichannel sound, including
an excerpt from Theodora, and only the
Widor Toccata disappointed. But even
that one ain't half bad, and, after all,
might be afine realization of the sound
of an organ with which Iam not familiar.
What I can conclude is that the
Meridian Reference 800-861 made all
of the multichannel DVD-As Ihad, as
well as my system itself, sound better
than ever, and certainly equal to what I
get from SACD. Not being aformat
ideologue, Ipick discs for their music
and performance. Unfortunately, there
are all too few multichannel DVD-As
for me. Most of the music Ilike is still
only on CD or SACD or, surprisingly,
stereo-only DVD-A. But even there, the
800-861 excelled and surprised. As a
straight two-channel CD or DVD player, it was unsurpassed in my limited
experience, but Meridian's Trifield DSP
often added an irresistible frisson of spaciousness and presence.
The opening track on the demo disc
from German drive-unit manufacturer
Manger, "Musik wie von einem anderen
Stern" (Like Music from Another Star),
is of church bells recorded fairly closeup. They have great presence in stereo,
but Trifield took me into the belfry.
Positively hair-raising! The effect on real
music was, generally, marvelous.
Livingston Taylor's "Isn't She Lovely,"
and his acappella "Grandma's Hands,"
whether from the Manger CD or the
Chesky originals, are often used for
demos because of the impressive delineation of the central voice in arealistic
acoustic. Trifield solidified Taylor without adding unnatural weight, while
opening up the ensemble space beyond
what stereo can do.
The final track, "Jazz Variants," from
the 0-Zone Percussion Group, is taken
from Klavier KD 77017 and was, in
Trifield, the best demo of impact and
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Follow-Up
transient performance I'd heard in a
long while. Every instrument was hard
and tight and, when played with force,
could be felt. TrifleId freed the sounds
from the positional constraints of the
stereo pair and enhanced the presence
of the ensemble to formidable levels.
What akick!
The TrifleId magic didn't always
work. While extremely effective in increasing the presence and spaciousness
of Freddie King's Texas Cannonball (HiRes 72435-37924-9-7), especially his
cover of Bill 'Wither's "Ain't No Sunshine," it did little for Leon Russell (HiRes 72435-37925-9-6). Since these discs
share much in their original production,
as well as their transfers to stereo DVDA, I was surprised that, in Trifield,
King's deeper voice was enhanced and
his guitar fairly leaped from the speakers, while TrifleId made Russell sound
thinner and smaller.
But perhaps the best demo of Trifield
was with an SACD from Pentatone
Classics. This label uses afixed array of
five microphones approximating the
spacing of the five speakers of amultichannel home system. Thus, the L/R
channels on the multichannel tracks are
pretty much the sanie as the stereo signals on the SACD and CD layers.
Haenchen's performance of Mahler's
Symphony 5 (Netherlands Philharmonic, Pentatone 5186 004) is afullsounding but graceful and
somewhat angst-free performance. Aided by the rich acoustic
of the Amsterdam Concertgebouw, it sounds great in multichannel SACD via the Philips
SACD1000 and the McCormack
MAP-1 preamp. But I was
amazed when Ipopped the disc
into the Meridian, played the
"Red Book" CD layer via Trifield,
and heard an entirely equivalent
and satisfying soundfield.
Note that I said that the
Trifield effect on CD was "equivalent," not "equal," to the SACD
playback — there was more
specificity in the direct and ambient sounds of the multichannel
track. Nonetheless, until the resounding applause at the end of
this recording, I think many
would accept the Trifielded CD
track as the real deal.
My only complaints about the
Meridian Reference 800 DVDAudio player and 861 surroundsound controller are that the
remote control is not as welldesigned and friendly as the sysStereophile, August 2003

tern deserves, and that the system twice
required me to reboot it in order to clear
up control problems. These are minor
issues. The point is that, playing CDs
and DVDs, the 800-861 combo performed and sounded as transparent and
natural as any other player system in
either of my systems. The Trifield DSP
is agreatly advantageous feature that deserves more recognition. Ifelt confident
that whatever little silver disc Iput into
the 800-861, it would sound superb.
Short of adding an SACD transport to
the generous chassis (I won't hold my
breath for that), the only conceivable
improvement for the superb Reference
800-861 combination would be to
reduce its price so that many more people could enjoy it.
-Kalman Rubinson
SP3 loudspeaker
Its astonishing to realize that It's been
more than six years since Ireviewed
PBN Audio's original Montana SP loudspeaker, for the January and June 1997
issues of Stereophile. The march of
progress has been generally beneficial —
for me, for Stereophile (whose website
nears its own sixth anniversary), and for
PBN founder and chief engineer Peter
Noerbaek, whose product line in that
period has grown from three speaker
models to eight. Corporate PBN now
includes Sierra Electronics, manufacturer of three different power amplifiers
PBN Montana

PBN Montana SP3 loudspeakers

and one purist preamp, and the PBN
Custom Shop, which designs and manufactures speakers and subwoofers for
theaters, recording venues, and architectural installations.
PBN's second major revision of the
SP is better than the original in every
respect — and bigger, having gained 1"
in height, 3" in width, and 11
/"in depth.
4
It's also 101bs heavier, tipping the scale at
90Ibs (41kg). The new driver complement includes larger, 7" Vifa, midwoofers and a1" fabric-dome tweeter,
and the crossover has metalized
polypropylene capacitors, said to improve upper-octave transparency. Some
specifications, such as the 90dB/W/m
sensitivity rating, remain the same, but
others have improved: the SP3's power
handling is rated at 180W vs the original's 160W, and the low-bass cutoff is
now specified at 30Hz vs the original's
35Hz. The top-end specs have been
scaled back to 22kHz from 30kHz, and
the price has grown $500, from
$3495/pair to $3995/pair.
Apart from the new driver complement and larger cabinet volume, the
SP3's biggest departure from the SP is
its flared rectangular port, which is on
the front baffle rather than on the back.
(I believe all Montana speakers are
now ported in the front.) This allows
the speaker to be moved closer to the
wall without generating overly boomy
bass from loading effects.
Like the first two pairs of
Montanas Ireviewed (the EPS
model covered in the November
1999 Stereophile), as well as the
large KASes Iowned for the better part of two years and the custom-made pair of Montanas that
replaced them, the SP3s required
along break-in period —basically, about asolid month of nonstop
exercise —before they began to
open up. When Iasked Peter
Noerbaek how he determines a
product's ultimate sonic signature,
he said that he lives with each
prototype for many months
before settling on afinal design.
The long break-in presented
abit of aproblem for me when
Itook delivery of the speakers
last fall. Robyn and I had
bought a35-year-old house just
afew months before and were
in the midst of remodeling.
(We still are.) Ididn't have the
space to devote to the SP3s, and
was reluctant to expose their
beautiful zebrawood finish to
daily showers of wood chips
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Save 55% on Factory Refurbished
Hafler P3000 Power Amplifiers
NAle,
Limited to stock on hand.
Absolutely no exceptions.

List Price $780
Sale Price...

'•

$349'

Hafler

This is EXTREME VALUE! The Hafler P3000 Trans•Nova Power Amplifier maintains the legandary Hafler tradition of Audiophile
sound quality at the affordable price of only $780. At only $350, there is nothing that will come close to the P3000. The P3000 is
designed and built in the USA, and comes with a 3-year Factory Warranty. It's Dual Mono Power Supply and MOSFET output
devices produce a healthy 150 WPC in stereo, or you can bridge it for an amazing 400 watt mono block! Other features include
separate -15db input sensitivity controls, front panel LED status monitors, 5-way binding posts, balanced XLR inputs, detachable
IEC power cord, and a chassis ground switch to properly eliminate ground loops. It all sounds too good to be true, and unless you
act quickly, it may be. Quantity is limited to stock on hand only, so visit us at www.hcmaudio.com, or call Toll-Free 1-800-222-3465
Dual Mono Power Supply

Cooling Vents

Massive Heat Sinks

:Leg :Balanced input+

5-Way Binding Posts

Audio Quest GR8 SST Hyperlitz Speaker Cable CLOSEOUT!
•SST Spread Spectrum Technology
•8Conductor Hyperlitz Design
*Helical Array Geometry
•LGC Copper Conductors

•7x28 awg conductors
•19 x29 awg conductors
•7x25 awg conductors
•19 x27 awg conductors

•Cold Weld Termination
•Beautiful PET Outer Sleeving
•Top line HMS Spades or BEA Bananas

audioquest

'Prices Sh011'll include our
Deluxe termination option.

Fhe AudioQuest GR8 is an excellent sounding
cable in all areas. The midrange has avery
smooth and lifelike quality, while the most minute
details in the high end are revealed with great
accuracy. And then there is the bass, the
foundation of all music. With its special bass
conductors, Helical Array geometry, and its huge
aggregate size of 10AWG, the GR8 delivers a
tight, detailed, and thunderous bottom end. We
are offering the GR8 with several termination
options, and in any length you need. For more
information on the cable and termination options,
visit our web site at www.hcmaudio.com, or call
is Toll-Free at 1-800-222-3465.

Audio Quest GR8 Deluxe SST Hyperlitz 10 AWG Speaker Cable
Len th
10 foot pair

Sale Price

15 foot pair
20 foot pair
25 fiat pair
We ship
anywhere in
the world!

List Price

Len2th

Sale Price

List Price

$99.00*

$340.00

30 foot pair

$179.00*

$660.00

$119.00*

$420.00

35 foot pair

$199.00*

$740.00

$139.00*

$500.00

40 foot pair

$219.00*

$820.00

$159.00*

$580.00

50 foot pair

$259.00*

$980.00
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dio .CO'

Toll-Free 800-222-3465 & 877 234-3465
Local 530-891-8326 •Fax 530-345-7269
2725 Hwy 32, Suite C, Chico, CA 95973
e-mail: sales@hcmaudio.com
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Follow-Up
and plaster dust. I'm willing to subject
my own stuff to some abuse, but loaner gear? Never.
Into the breech leaped my buddy
Carlos Shelton. A lifelong audiophile,
Carlos volunteered to break them in for
me in the safety of his Tiburon hillside
home. He played them several hours
per week, using them as the front left
and right speakers in his cozy hometheater room. The weeks stretched to
months, the winter holidays came and
went, and he even rode with me on the
long drive from San Francisco to Las
Vegas for the Consumer Electronics
Show, all the while saying little about
the Montanas except to mention how
beautiful they looked.
Then, one day in February, Carlos
remarked that he thought the SP3s
were really beginning to come into their
own. What followed were several
extended listening sessions at his house,
first in his home theater, later in his
large, open-ceilinged living room. In the
home theater (ca 12' wide by 14' deep),
the Montanas hugged the front wall,
flanking a42" Toshiba high-definition
television. The source was aMaranta
DV-8300 universal disc player feeding a
McIntosh HMT-100 home-theater receiver. The electronics were impeccable,
and movies were delightful, but the
SP3s really came to life only at music
levels at which they overwhelmed the
room. After repeated trials, Carlos and I
agreed that his recent-edition Red Rose
Rosebuds, on dedicated stands, were a
better choice for his small room, which
dictates anearfield listening experience.
With his wife, Lucy's, approval, we set
up asecond system in Carlos' big living
room (20' W by 25' D by 14' H), with
some of the best stuff in my collection: a
SineLock power conditioner Red Rose
Silver Signature Model II power amp,
Tom Evans Designs Vibe preamp (one of
the most transparent audio products I've
ever encountered), and an inexpensive
but surprisingly good Sony SACD changer, the SCD-CE775. We used !Umber
ICable Hero interconnect throughout,
with 10' lengths of Monster Powerline 2
speaker cable energizing the Montanas.
Visually, the SP3s were gorgeous
additions to the room's tropical décor —
even Lucy agreed. Sonically, they were
stunning. Here they could really breathe,
and we had a choice of positions for
them and us. The SACD reissue of
Louis Armstrong and Ella Fitzgerald's
classic Louis and Ella (Verve 314 543304
2) brought the two jazz greats right into
the room with us, their vocal interplay as
warm and inviting as aglowing hearth
Stereophile, August 2003

on acold winter's night. My standard
pop and jazz test selections were revealed in their seductive entireties — the
thumping hedonism of the B-52's'
"Good Stuff," the melancholy angst of
Fiona Apple's "Never is aPromise," the

were good — there was plenty of low to
mid bass — but lacking that convincing
last bit of power at the absolute bottom.
Most music-lovers wouldn't object to
this — in fact, as Carlos pointed out, it
could be perceived as abenefit —but
rap, dance, and action-movie fans will
want to augment the SP3s with ahighThe SP3s were ajoy
performance subwoofen The little 10"
Earthquake sub, now discontinued, is a
with almost every type
good match; the amazing James EMB1000 might be even better. That combo
of music we tried —
would satisfy the most demanding user
without alienating a décor-conscious
pop, classical, jazz.
spouse, although pushing it too hard
might draw complaints from the neighsheer exuberance of the Scott Hamilton
bors or avisit from the police.
Quintet's "I've Found aNew Baby." The
Strength and grace are a seductive
SP3s seemed to breathe music rather
combination. The SP3 offered up the
than labor to produce it. This effortless
essence of the music with all the punch,
quality is aMontana family trait.
air, and detail audiophiles demand, and
The SP3s were ajoy with almost all the soulfulness music-lovers need. It
every type of music we tried —pop,
is ideal for rooms of medium to large
classical, jazz. Their soundstage was
size, and its slim profile and elegant finconsistently wide and deep, with an
ish will be compatible with almost any
ephemeral quality that contrasted nicely
style of decorating.
with its apparent stability. Bass-heavy
Iwas delighted to discover that Peter
recordings, such as Bryan Ferry's Taxi Noerbaek hasn't rested on his laurels. I
(Warner Brothers), Toni Braxton's "Un- confidently renew the Montana SP3 on
break My Heart," or Haddaway's longmy personal list of recommended comrunning dance hit, "'What is Love?",
ponents.
—Barry Willis

IMPROVING WHAT HAS
BEEN CALLED "THE
BEST SMALL MONITOR
IN THE WORLD
Hand built carbon
fiber driver. Directly
coupled with

no

crossover, efficient,
accurate and musical.

REFERENCE 3A LOUDSPEAKERS
infoereference3a.com
www.reference3a.com
phone 519 749 1565
fax 519 749 2863
342 Frederick St.
Kitchener Ontario Canada
N2H 2N9
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9019 Bayview Ave.,
Suite 2B-183
Richmond Hill, ON
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Exclusive Canada distributor:
Justice Audio
Tel: 905 780-0079
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Tel: 416 930 3118
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Fried.....at last

NOT All BALANCED POWER IS EQUAL
(Ours is)

Free yourself from the constraints
of ordinary "box" speakers.
Featuring true transmission line
enclosures and series cross-overs,
our speakers benefit from 30
years of evolutionary design.
Experience yourself enveloped in
the musical space...FRIEI), at
last.
Dealer Inquiries Invited.

Model 0650

"...the sonic performance of Equi=Tech
products are in aclass by themselves."
-Stereophile Magazine. June 2003

Visit www.friedproducts.com for more
information or call 269-697-0237
`911111111
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The Pioneer of Balanced Power
Toll Free: 877 -EQUITECH

www.equitech.COM
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Our goal is simple... To attain state-of-the-art acoustics that

convert your listening room into amultidimensional sound stage.

Our method is elementary... To deliver immediate

absorption and diffusion of echo, bass boom and distortion.

Our offer is uncomplicated... To provide aunique line of
acoustical treatments that are affordable, attractive and highly
competent.

ECH
BUSTE

TM

DECORATIVE ACOUSTICAL TREATMENTS
Doing business worldwide since 1996.

1-888-ECHO-BUST •1-631-242-6100
www.echobusters.com

E-mail: info@echobusters.com

BLUE CIRCLE
,c

Simplicity Artistry Music

The Music Ring Balanced Power Conditioner
Find out what your system is really capable of
....plug it into aMusic Ring.

music systems inc.

www bluecircle.com

phone: 519-469-3215

Blue Circle Audio
RR #2

fax
:519-469-3782
email :bcircle@bluecircle.com

Innerkip, Ontario
Canada NOJ IMO
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Tel 585-367-2390
Fax 585-367-2685
Post Office Box 146
4705 South Main St.
Hemlock, NY 14466
info@merlinmusic.com
www.merlinmusic.corn
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NEW HYBRID
Power Amplifier
300 watts mono
150 watts stereo

Tenor
514 938-5556
www.tenoraudio.com
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EDGE ELECTRONICS
Introducing the New Signature One
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Earthworks
Sigma 6.2

Clean, Time Coherent Response from 40Hz to 401tHz
Earthworks Sigma 6.2 recreates musical soundfields
so perfectly that they will bring all of the music
into your room! Satisfaction guaranteed!

2 channEI/6 channel surround preamp.

Earthworks Rubio Probucts

Operates in AC or DC battery mode.

PO Box 517 Wilton NH 03086 USA
603-654-6427 www.earthworksaudio.com

Tel. 877-461-7443. Fax 239-945-6338
www.edgeamp.corn

Matched sets of 2, 3and 5available in Black finish or solid Cherryi
Ask about our introductory deal with 33 day money back guar=
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year —
la imp is Spanish
for "I got it," the exclamation
used by Mets centerfielder
Richie Ashburn to call afly
ball away from Spanishspeaking
shortstop
Elio
Chacon. Tiger was recorded in
relative lo-fi by Mission of
Burma's Clint Conley; with
its R.E.M./dB's-style guitar
jangle and clickety-clack
rhythms, the album sounds
more like the work of a
scrappy Midwestern pop outfit than of savvy East Coast
urbanites. Kaplan and Hubley
were augmented by veterans
Dave Schramm of The
Schramms, whose guitar and
occasional vocals lent the
record asubdued twang;
and Mike Lewis (Lyres,
DMZ) on bass. Tiger is
likable and charming,
but Yo La Tengo was
just beginning to
sharpen its claws.
New Wave Hot Dogs
(1987, Coyote TTC
87125) and President
Yo La Tengo (1989,
Coyote
TTC
88142), reissued by
Matador on asingle
disc in 1996 (OLE
206), have Yo La Tengo beginning to find its own brand of noise.
Schramm left after Ride the Tiger, and
both of these albums showcase Kaplan
as a more confident —and sometimes
fretboard-strangling —guitarist, as the
band pared down from quartet to trio.
For the most part, it's goodbye twang,
hello Velvet Underground, not only via
acover of the early Velvets tune "It's
Alright (The Way That You Live)" on
New Wave, but also the guitar-feedback
adventurousness of such President tracks
as "Bamaby, Hardly Working."
The production on this pair of albums was an incremental improvement
as well, with former dB's bassist and
producer Gene Holder (who also filled
in as YLTs bassist, which had become a
revolving-door position) nicely panCOUNIt, Of MAIADuk VeECORD

M

ost
indie-rock
bands worth their
faded, tight-fitting,
ironic T-shirts would recoil in
horror and flee screaming
from the thrift store if you
told them their career arcs
would one day resemble that
of aPhish or an NRBQ. Yo
La Tengo, on the other hand,
would smile beatifically at the
suggestion. Maybe it's because
the group is from Hoboken.
New Jersey (not known as the
hippest New York City
'burb), loves to perform covers (the somewhat frumpylooking band spends more
time grooving to records than
grooming to them), and takes
its name from the exhortation
of aNew York Mets outfieldGeorgia Hubley, Ira Kaplan,
er. YLTs performance over
and James McNew (I -r):
almost two decades is best deYo La Tengo.
scribed in other baseball terms:
inside pitches and ahigh bat(for their singting average.
The band's core is singer-guitarist Ira
song melodies)
and Sonic Youth
Kaplan, a former Village Voice music
(for their feedcritic and sound man for Hoboken club
back-laden noise
Maxwell's; and Kaplan's wife and
explorations).
drummer, Georgia Hubley. From the
As for its batting
outset, Yo La Tengo has appealed to
average, Yo La
rock snobs and cultural in-joke literati.
Tengo shares more
Just consider the classified ad the group
placed in the Voice in 1984: "Guitarist & with the Velvets
than afondness for
bassist wanted for band that may or
rhythmic repetition, dry vocal delivery,
may not sound like the Soft Boys,
multiple bassists, and a career-long
Mission of Burma and Love." At the
progression from folk-pop to avanttime, only the glasses of those with
deep record collections would've been
garde. With either band you could
close your eyes, pick an album, and be
fogged by such an invitation.
rewarded with indelible songs. YLT
That Yo La Tengo has spent its career
records prolifically; between LPs, the
recording for independent labels in
group has churned out singles, compisome ways guarantees its hip-priest stalations, EPs, even afilm soundtrack. It's
tus —not to mention its low profile. The
speculation, but it may be Kaplan and
band often tips the location of lost musiHubley's marriage that has made
cal gold via left-field cover versions and
YLT's output a stable, monogamous,
is therefore aprime example of a'critics'
premium blend of romance and noise.
darling," if only one could forget the
Yo La Tengo debuted in 1986 with
snide implications of the term. Speaking
Ride the Tiger (Coyote TTC 8676, reisof critical favorites, YLTs soporific popsued
as
Matador
OLE
205).
and-feedback sound most often draws
Coincidentally, the band's beloved New
comparisons to the Velvet UnderYork Mets won the World Series that
ground, with undercurrents of the Kinks
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BY POPULAR DEMAND
The following conversation took place between 10:00-10:30 AM EST on June 5, 2003
Andy: Geoff Poor, please?
Geoff: This is Geoff.
Andy: Hey, Geoff! The new VK-250 ($4,995) and VK-600 ($7,995) amplifiers are simply amazing.
Imaging, tonal balance, dynamics, wow! Class A all the way.
Geoff: Tell me something Idon't already know.
Andy: Ok, how about the problem with the VK-600 SE?
Geoff: What problem?
Andy: What problem? The problem that the VK-600 SE ($11,500) is actually better than the VK-600!...It's too good
to just be a "600 SE". Maybe it ought to be a"VK-700".
You know, it seems like everybody has asignature edition, but the only real difference is the faceplate and trim.
But with the VK-600 SE, you get an amplifier which sounds more powerful and musical than the VK-600.
Geoff: Thanks! At BAT, SE means something. It's special.
And our SE upgrade program means that your customers can maintain their investment in BAT
and still upgrade without having to sell or trade their components.
Andy: Well I've got bad news

,

there's abetter amp than the VK-600 SE.

Geoff: Oh Yeah?
Andy: Yeah, two VK-600M SE monoblocks!
Geoff: You got me. How many do you need?

At Sound By Singer all you need to do is listen.
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GENIUS +LoVE yo LA TENGO

band for ahandful of shows
in 2000), and the Flying
Burrito Brothers' "Tried So
Hard." Especially gratifying
are the wonderfully catchy
versions of pop songs by The
Scene Is Now ("Yellow
Sarong") and songwriter
Daniel Johnston ("Speeding
Motorcycle"). Guitarist Dave
Schramm
returns
for
Fakebook,
which
Gene
Holder produced, and Al
Greller is the album's bassist.
More so than on the group's
previous records, Fakebook
features astute vocal harmonizing by Kaplan and
Hubley, and the warm space
created by the acoustic instrumentation is awelcome reprieve.
ning some of President's guitar atmosJumping afew years ahead, the band's
pherics. That album also introduced
next mostly-covers effort was the twoGeorgia Hubley as abackup vocalist;
LP/CD Genius + Love = Yo La Tengo
her "ahles on "Alyda" foreshadowed
(1996, Matador OLE 194), which also
the possibilities of awarm female voice
complementing Kaplan's somewhat contains previously released B-sides,
out-of-print material, and rare tracks.
limited range.
There are cover versions of songs by
Though plenty of indic rock bands in
Wire, John Cale, the Ramones (a Muzak
recent memory exude an aura of calculatversion of "Blitzkrieg Bop"), and the
ed, nose-in-the-air cool and would gladly
take credit for subversively reinventing Velvet Underground. The original tune
"Demons," sung by Hubley, first
the musical wheel, Yo La Tengo indulged
appeared on the soundtrack to IShot
in none of that pretense. SurLce impresAndy Warhol, a1996 filin for which Yo
sions first At no point during its lineup
shuffles has the group been the image of La Tengo was enlisted to portray a
leather-jacketed cool —Kaplan, Hubley Velvets-like Factory house band. Also
& Co. look mote like slightly bohemian present is an alternate take of Fakebook's
"Speeding Motorcycle," featuring the
video-store clerks with faces for radio.
helium-voiced Johnston singing along
Second, in YLT's interesting side career as acovers band, they pay unironic via telephone. Johnston, who suffers
tribute to past musicians, both popular from mental-health problems, would
subsequently enjoy some minor attenand obscure. By and large, the group
reveres its evidently quite large record tion in alternative-rock circles, in part
due to YLTs endorsement. The
collections, and renders loving and
YLT originals on disc 1of Genius
faithful versions of others' songs, though
+Love span 1988-1995 without
often casting them in slightly dreamier
much filler, but disc 2 is all
tones. YLT even borrowed NRBQ's
"magic box" idea — asultlestion box for instrumental and mostly overkill. Many tunes are embryonic
fans to make song requests — for an annual radio-station fundraiser. For a versions of album tracks or halfrealized studio experiments;
donation, listeners can call New
and do you really need to hear
York-area station WFMU and have
an instrumental version of
YLT play acover of their choice, to the
best of the band's ability. If they don't "Blitzkrieg Bop"?
Another tribute-oriented effort
know the tune, they'll make it up.
(I wasn't kidding about the "secEleven of the 16 songs on the mostly
ond career" thing) arrived via the
acoustic Fakebook (1990, Bar None 7Little Honda EP (1998, Matador
72641) are covers, and not one is obvious
OLE 295). The band revs up the
or overexposed. Each is treated with tenBeach Boys' "Little Honda" and
der care, especially Cat Stevens' "Here
takes it for ajoyride, alongside
Comes My Baby" (which had not yet rematerial by Sandy Denny, Gram
entered the public consciousness due to
Parsons, and standbys the Kinks.
its inclusion on the Rushmore soundtrack), the Kinks' "Oklahoma, USA" Also included, for comedic value, is
(YLT served as Ray Davies' backing an inept, slapdash live version of
Stereophile, August 2003
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Queen's "We Are the Champions,"
recorded during one of the WFMU
pledge drives.
In the scheme of things, May ISing with
Me (1992, Alias A021) might be most
notable for the arrival of—finally —a
permanent bass player. James McNew
came to Yo La Tengo from Boston indic
group Christmas; with Kaplan and
Hubley (who named their publishing
company Roshashauna Music), every day
since has been like Hanukah. With the
stopgap covers album out of the way, May
ISing picks up on the electric-guitar-noise
adventures and concise pop detours; on
guitar, Kaplan begins to evoke Neil
Young as much as Lou Reed, but when
he strays too far from the song structure
(as on the nine-minute "Mushroom
Cloud of Hiss"), he finds acomfortable
rhythm section to return to. May ISing
was produced by, again, Gene Holder,
this time with Boston-based engineer
Lou Giordano who'd previously worked
with Christmas as well as Paul
Westerberg and Sugar.
The Upside Down EP (1992, Alias
A026) contains two different versions of
the title track, neither of them the one
found on May ISing with Me, and
"Summersquash" unveils YLT's unofficial fourth member: the Acetone organ.
Whether played by one of the trio or
having its keys taped to create drone
notes throughout live sets, the Acetone
signaled acrucial shift in mood.
In 1993, the prevailing musical winds in
alternative rock either smelled like post-
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grunge, secondhand Nirvanas powerchording their way up the charts —ot on
aless commercial level, like lo-fi indic, as
Pavement, Sebadoh, and Guided By
Voices crafted their tape-hissing four-track
recordings. But that year Yo La Tengo
entered its "blue period," aphase that saw
the band emboldened by the influence of
such British shoegazers as My Bloody
Valentine, and druggy psychedelia like Spacemen 3. Painful
(1993, Matador/ Atlantic OLE
069) and Electr-O-Pura (1995,
Matador OLE 132) both feature
flanged-out guitar leads over
gauzy, carefully constructed
backdrops. Painful, especially, can
feel like amorphine drip, with
its somber overtones, slow
tempos, and the emergence of
Hubley's whispery lead vocals
on the ballad "Nowhere Neat"
Two versions of the original
"Big Day Coming" su 14:est not
so much adearth of material as
awealth of interpretation from a
band stretching its compositional legs and
becoming adept at (for lack of abetter
term) jamming.
Electr-O-Pura rocks considerably
harder while retaining Painfuts shimmery vibe. Songs often build to stringscraping climaxes at the hands of
Kaplan, and there's also the
concise, melodic "Tom Courtenay," a1960s pop ditty complete with "ba-ba-ba"s. This
album is Kaplan's guitar-hero
turn, as he makes like aoneman Crazy Horse through
fully electrified and sometimes downright skronky
solos. Equally as impressive
are the strobe-light rhythmic
workouts "False Ending" and
"False Alarm," both demonstrating how the HubleyMcNew rhythm section can
lull the listener into atrance.
Electr-O-Pura could be considered the first album that's distinctively
Yo La Tengo and no one else. All of a
sudden, they're miles more tuneful
than Sonic Youth, more musically polished than the Velvet Underground,
and more soulful (gasp than their
indic-rock contemporaries.
It was during this hazy-pop era that
the band began its run with Roger
Moutenot, who has produced every Yo
La Tengo album since, and whose
Nashville studio, Alexander the Great,
has hosted Freedy Johnston, SleaterKinney, and Joseph Arthur, among others. Moutenot has aknack for capturing
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warmer, softer sounds (the Acetone,
pedal-steel guitars, and maracas, for
examples), and he must be patient as a
saint: YLT is famously fussy when it
comes to audio technicalities (remember, Kaplan used to be asound man).
Whatever foil Moutenot provides for

the band, it seems to be working.
Rock is littered with bands who've
spent entire careers looking, in the
words of Tom Waits, for the heart of
Saturday nighr, what Yo La Tengo often
does best is evoke Sunday morning.
Warm, modernly groovy, and relentlessly romantic, ICan Hear the Heart
Beating as One (1997, Matador OLE 222)
is YLTs most complete statement and
their best album. Like the patchwork
valentine that adorns the face of the
CD, Heart pieces together all of the
band's lovable strengths: the summery

fuzz-pop "Sugarcube" eclipses "Tom
Courtenay" as YLT's most radio-ready,
guitar-driven single; "Stockholm Syndrome" is McNew's finest moment, as
the bassist takes a Neil Young—like
falsetto turn at the voice mike; and the
last song, Hubley's cover of Anita
Bryant's "My Little Corner of the
World," seals the deal, neatly and sweetly recalling Moe Tucker's "After Hours,"
from The Velvet Underground.
Heart earned mainstream respect as
well: Matt Groening had YLT perform
the theme song for an episode of The
Simpsons around this time, and Mr Show
comedians David Cross and Bob
Odenkirk appeared in the video for
"Sugarcube" (in which the unassuming
trio is sent to "rock school" to study hairmetal posturing). The attention was welldeserved: 1Can Hear the Heart Beating as
One is a classic album that
shouldn't be qualified by the
terms "indic," "alternative," or
"critically acclaimed."
The Autumn Sweater EP
(1997, OP) simply showcases
the album version of "Autumn
Sweater," astandout track on
Heart. The stomping drumbeat, warm organ hum, and
middle-section breakdown
made it the first Yo La Tengo
song to practically beg for a
remix, and Chicago post-rockers Tortoise, techno artist muziq, and British shoegazer idol
Kevin Shields (of My Bloody Valentine)
obliged. The remixes are sonically
advanced, Tortoise employing only
samplers (no computers) to achieve
their cut-and-paste results, and Shields
warping Kaplan's vocals — but all the
bells and whistles modernize the guts
out of the original.
After you've made your masterpiece,
what do you do for an encore? How
about amoody, atmospheric think piece
whose title quotes intergalactic jazz freak
Sun Ra? And Then Nothing Turned Itself*
Inside-Out (2000, Matador OLE 371) is
that and quite abit more. If Yo La Tengo
had already gone through its blue period,
And Then Nothing delves into acave of
deep azure. It takes confidence to open
an album with a6:30 track that's hushed
and ghostly ("Everyday"), and it's outright ballsy to continue whispering your
way through 77 minutes of atmospheric
love songs. A few tracks do pick up the
snail's pace —the shuffling, Latin-beat
"Let's Save Tony Orlando's House" and
Kaplan's token uptempo rocker, "Cherry
Chapstick" —but And Then Nothing is
mostly echo-heavy guitars and organs
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doing the subduing. The last album's
wild romance has turned to intimacy, as
best evinced by "The Crying of Lot G,"
ICaplan's near-spoken monologue on
monogamy ("I wonder why we have so
much trouble cheering each *zither up
sometimes"). It's no coincidence that, for
the tour supporting And Then Nothing, Yo
Li Tengo offered seating at venues for
the first time. Completely devoid of
angst and anger, this is aY2K-for-lovers
album that instills aprofound sense of
calm and comfort.
Three instrumental outtakes from
And Then Nothing form the basis of the
Danelectro EP (2000, Matador OLE
484). As on Autumn Sweater, three remixers — perhaps selected more for
their current underground popularity
than for their affinity for the material —
have ago at the songs. Q-Unique (of
the Arsonists) is the most egregious,
treating "Danelectro 1" to what unimpressively sounds like new-age hip-hop;
elsewhere, laptop-electronic artists Kit
Clayton and Nobukazu Takemura get
more creative by executing glitchy,
dizzying ProTools run-throughs.
It's almost unbelievable that it took
so long for someone to commission Yo
La Tengo to score an entire film, but it
finally happened with The Sounds of the
Sounds of Science (2002, Matador OLE
549). These eight instrumentals accompanied French director Jean
Painlevé's series of underwater films
depicting marine life — mating jellyfish, time-lapse images of growing
coral, and such. Titles include "Sea
Urchins," "Shrimp Stories," and "The
Love Life of the Octopus." Much of
Science sounds like easy-listening music
heard through adeep-sea diving helmet: reverberating, ethereal, psychedelic. Of the score's live-performance
premiere at the San Francisco International Film Festival, Kaplan wrote:

YO LATENGO SUMMER SUN
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"It's unlike anything we've ever done. I
don't think anybody who shows up
high will regret it."
The band decided to have a little
more fun with the Nuclear War EP
(2002, Matador OLE 568), offering
four takes on apercussion-driven cover
of the title track, by Sun Ra. The levity
is absurdly heightened on Version 2, on
which achildren's choir sings "Nuclear
war / It's a motherfucker, don't you
know /Push that button, your ass got to
go." (YLT got parental permission for
the children to sing the expletives.)
You might expect an album with a
title like Summer Sun (2003, Matador
OLE 548) to be acar-stereo-blasting,
beach-party rocker, especially considering Yo La Tengo's tendency to go left
when they've been heading right.
You'd be wrong. Summer Sun is an
album by a band clearly bored with
rock'n'roll. YLT will seemingly do anything to avoid repeating itself, which
explains the 10-minute "Let's Be Still,"
inflected by improvisational jazz and
featuring New York City avant-garde
players William Parker, Daniel Carter,
and Roy Campbell Jr.; the near—hiphop "Moonrock Mambo"; and amultirhythmic
instrumental
freakout,
"Georgia Vs. Yo La Tengo." But these
are slight differences in what by now
seems aconstant theme for the band:
playing quietly and singing even more
quietly. Here, the choice of final song is
eerie and foreboding: acover of Big
Star's "Take Care," Alex Chilton's sentimental kiss goodbye to that band and
its fans.
Could it be that, with Summer Sun, Yo
La Tengo is going down for the last
time? Highly unlikely. This band is a
career for Ira Kaplan, Georgia Hubley,
and James McNew, and following the
group is apart-time job for its loyal cult.
Yo La Tengo is about institutions: marriage, the fraternity of independent
rock, and the live performances of a
band that improvises, changes, and
adapts. Regarding the last, Yo La Tengo
could well haul around the world as a
jam band for the rest of its days, but
that, too, is unlikely. Though ICan
Hear the Heart Bearing as One might
never be topped, the group's recorded
output is detailed, progressive, and
always interesting. If you're looking
for exploding speakers and snarls, try
99% of the records made in the last
20 years. If you need to stock your
record collection with romantic
chemistry and palpable sonic evolution, Yo La Tengo has, to turn a
phrase, got it.
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Recording of the Month
LED ZEPPELIN: How the West Was Won
Atlantic 83587-2 (3 CDs). 2003. Jimmy Page,
prod.; Eddie Kramer, orig. eng.; Kevin Shirley,
reissue eng.; Drew Griffith, asst. eng. MD?. 2:
49:51
Performance **** 1
/
2
Sonics ***

L

ive albums get abad rap for one
simple reason: the sound is usually less than thrilling —poorly
mixed, with limited dynamic range,
the imaging of atin can. The list goes
on. Few live sets, induding ofjazz —
which, given its improvisational nature, has more classic live albums than
any other genre — have ever made an
appearance as Stereophile "Recordings of the Month."
Led Zeppelin's new three-disc set, recorded at 1972
shows in Los Angeles and Long Beach, California, is not
without sonic thorns. Most of the problems (as confirmed
by the inestimable ears ofJohn Atkinson) lie in the age of
the source material. Tune, likely exacerbated in this case by
how these tapes were stored, will degrade magnetic tape.
The set's comically minimal single paragraph of liner notes
provides virtually no information about how the tapes were
recorded or remastered. Still, the sound has enough range
and richness to support the inescapable conclusion that, for
atime, the Zep was an astonishing rock'n'roll band.
Recorded just after Led Zeppelin IV (aka "Zoso," asimplistic reading of the runic characters on the album's cover)
and just before 1973's Houses ofthe Holy, these shows reveal
the band at, if not their peak, then rapidly approaching it.
The twin pillars of the Zep temple are in abundance here:
the thunderous volume of aB-52 attack, and careening,
driving, sometimes nearly chaotic arrangements of bluesbased, proto-heavy-metal rock.
Unlike most rock bands today but very much like the
Beatles, Rolling Stones, and most other British bands of their
era, Zep's music came from the blues; they'd spent time
studying and worshipping at the temple of Willie Dixon,
Howlin' Wolf, and John Lee Hooker. Hooker's "Boogie
Chillun" is here inserted into "Whole Lotta Love" along with
long quotations from "Let's Have aParty," by Jerry Leiber (of
Leiber and Stoller fame), Gene Pitney's "Hello Marylou," and
bluesman Jimmy Oden's "Going Down Slow" Dixon, who
alleged that his "You Need Love" was the basis of "Whole
Leta Love" (his lawsuit against the band was settled in 1987),
is represented here by this set's closer, "Bring It On Home."
Because Zep was home to four gifted musicians with very
strong personalities, arguments over which was the scat the
glue that held it all together, inevitably crop up when listening to aset like this. The majority of fans will side with Robert
Plant or Jimmy Page, who wrote the bulk of the band's material. Vocalist Plant, with his high, bizarre, asexual pur4 exposed
mide and thrusting hips (think Spinal Tap's cucumber
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scene), was the band's eye candy.
Bassist John Paul Jones, whose keyboards were asort of stealth instrument, was Zep's quiet, steady presence.
Guitarist Page is one of his or any
generation's finest guitar players, and
here he tops himself in almost every
song. His slow blues on "Since I've
Been Loving You" is as flavorful as
the folky side he flashes in "Going to
California," or the full-on charge of
"Black Dog." Across this entire set,
the ease with which Page switches
between rhythm and lead is awonder to behold. Strangely enough, it may be in "Stairway to
Heaven" (which Texas' Butthole Surfers turned into
"Hairway to Steven") that Page shows the most genius,
turning that overblown chestnut — hoary even then —
into awhite-hot display that blends the song's familiar,
required turns, such as the opening descending chords of
his solo, with new, hell-bent rushes.
Me, I've always been aBonzo guy. Dead way too early
in 1980, at the age of 32, John Bonham and his often jazzlike drumming was, for me, the source of Zep's muchtouted onstage telepathy, the rivets that held the band's
mighty metallic frame together, and its most talented and
sadly reckless personage. It was no surprise to me when,
after his death, the survivors decided that they couldn't go
on as aband without him. While his solo on "Moby Dick,"
which clocks in at 1920, is light-years past the obligatory
and much-ridiculed rock-band drum solo, it's in tunes
such as this set's storming version of "Rock and Roll,"
Bonham whipping the arrangement along before rolling
out triplets at the song's conclusion, that define how essential his contributions were. The Who may have overcome
Keith Moon's loss (a point still debated), but Led Zeppelin
had no idea how to replace Bonzo.
In the end, How the West Was Won is about four very large
talents coming into focus as one unit the proverbially rewarding sum of the parts. But it's also about the energy,
and, as in all good live recordings, it's about those moments
ofjaw-dropping supremacy that can't occur in astudio —
where there's no crowd to impress, no groupies in waiting,
no applause to feed on.
For visual confirmation of the band's monstrous live persona there's the simultaneously released DVD set Led
Zeppelin which is atrove of Zep on film focusing on shows
from Royal Albert Hall (1970), Madison Square Garden
(1973), London's Earls Court (1975) and ICnebworth (1979).
There are also several interview segments from Australian
and American television. The package has been remastered
under Jimmy Page's supervision in Dolby Digital 5.1 surround, DTS, and PCM two-channel.
—Robert Baird
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Record
Stalin and Hitler—and the
recording should have been,
if nothing else, the document
of agreat occasion.
Gergiev should have foreseen the questionable outcome. Though cast in the
traditional four movements,
the "Leningrad" rarely hangs
together as a symphony. Usually, it comes off as acompelling tone poem (the first
movement) followed by three
extended postscripts of far lesser quality. Those rare performances
in
which
the
symphony sustains interest and
resembles acohesive whole are
those in which the conductor
brings arich personal emotionalism to
the music, as did Yuri Temirkanov and
Leonard Bernstein, and is working with
an orchestra without the sort of institutional memory that dilutes the interpretive specificity. Gergiev could perhaps
have accomplished this with his Kirov
Orchestra alone. But forces as massive as
these — while creating perhaps the
most substantial sonorities the symphony has ever known — neutralize the
details that can make the piece speak.
Gergiev was in the perfect position,
however, to record a standard-setting
performance of Prokofiev's Alexander
Nevsky cantata, which he has done —
and has smartly paired it with the composer's primitivist Scythian Suite, which
receives a superbly colored performance. Gergiev's chilling treatment of
the unison sonorities that open Nevsky
immediately establishes his mastery of
the piece. There are also appropriate
Russian heartiness and command of the
language in the vocal portions, but the
performance also taps into the atmosphere of Sergei Eisenstein's eponymous,
semi-propagandistic film, for which the
music was written. In the "Song of
Alexander Nevsky," the choral voices
have an artless, unruly quality. Mezzo
Olga Borodina is on hand for "The
Field of the Dead," sounding like atruly
sorrowful earth mother (think aRussian
Erda from Das Rheingolc1).
The Achilles' heel of so many Kirov
recordings — the acoustic of the
Mariinsky Theater, which can dull
Gergiev at his sweatiest —isn't an issue
on either disc. The Shostakovich was
recorded at Rotterdam's perfectly viable
De Doelen, and the Prokofiev works,
even more gratifyingly, are heard in
concert recordings from the Moscow
Conservatory and Finland's Martti
Talvela Hall.
—David Patrick Stearns
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Shostakovich

classical
VALERY GERGIEV
SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony 7, "Leningrad"
Valery Gergiev, Kirov Orchestra,
Rotterdam
Philharmonic Orchestra
Philips B0000376-02 (CD). 2003. Andrew ComaII,
prod.; Philip Siney, Jan Stellingwerff, engs. DDD.
TT: 78:39
Performance ***
Sonics ****
PROKOFIEV: Scythian Suite, Op.20; Alexander
Nevsky, Op.78
Olga Borodina, mezzo-soprano; Valery Gergiev, Kirov
Orchestra
Philips 289 473 600-2 (CD). 2003. Andrew Comall
(0p.78), Dominic Fyfe (0p.20), prods.; Philip
Siney, eng. DDD. Tr: 59:33
Performance *****
Sonics *****

V

alery Gergiev is one of the
world's most fascinating conductors partly because he's so fallible.
The combination of his swift ascent at
the Kirov Opera and his bizarre inner
need to do the work of three Daniel
Barenboims has created aunique musical persona that doesn't always have the
checks and balances to ensure consistent
quality. You can just imagine him inciting the excitement of recording executives over ahistoric meeting of the two
orchestras he leads, the Kirov and the
Rotterdam, for ajoint performance of
Shostakovich's Symphony 7 ("Leningrad"). But while Gergiev the showman
was firing on all cylinders, Gergiev the
musical strategist was not.
This recording's quality of special
occasion was heightened by its performance date: a week or so after
September 11, 2001. Given the travel
difficulties of that time, Gergiev was
lucky to even get to Rotterdam from
America. Add to that the coincidence
of the symphony's content — Shostakovich's musical response to the
World War II horrors triggered by
Stereophiie, August 2003
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Passio
Robert Macdonald, Jesus; Mark Anderson, Pilatus;
Antony Pitts, Tonus Peregrinus
Naxos 8.555860 (CD). 2003. Jeremy Summerly,
Alexander I:Estrange, prods.; Geoff Miles, eng.
DDD. Ti': 61:51
Performance ****
Sonics ****

I

nthe 1960s, Arvo Past experimented
with many types of composition,
including collage, clusters, atonality,
and serialism. But in the mid-1970s, as if
he had exhausted all "modernist" possibilities, he fell silent for several years.
When he re-emerged, it was with the
style he calls "tintinnabuli," aLatin word
referring to the sounds made by bells.
Since then, Pares music has been what
might be called the opposite of modernist, the sounds and feel of much of it,
particularly the religious vocal music, are
medieval, even if the specifics, compositionally speaking, are not. His Passio
(Passion According to Saint John), from
1982, which was recorded by the
Hilliard Ensemble and released on ECM
in 1988, epitomizes this early-music sensibility, and it made him famous.
Part has been called the "Holy
Minimalist," but that tells only part of
the story. To be sure, he seems to paint
with light, repetitive strokes, but the
starkness of his harmonic variations is
underscored by his love for and remarkable use of— silence. The spaces between the sounds actually matter in
Part's music, and become an important
part of the effect.
If your contact with Passion music is
Bach's St.John or St. Matthew, you're in for
ashock. Except in its first and last minutes, Pares score contains no dynamic
markings. The story is told with no outbursts, no overt drama, no complex
rhythms, and the effect is hypnotic and
ritualistic rather than theatrical. The role
of the Evangelist is taken by aquartet of
voices —soprano, alto, tenor, bass —accompanied by, in different groupings,
one each of violin, cello, oboe, and bassoon, playing short note values. Jesus, a
bass, is accompanied by organ, and all of
his utterances are slow and deliberate.
Pilate is atenor.
The ECM recording of Passio remained unchallenged for years; now,
within the space of ayear, two others
have been released. One, on the
Finlandia label, is beautifully performed
but somehow misses the work's innate
stillness and austerity; this new one, on
Naxos, at half the price of either of the
other two, is better.
Given the strictures of tempo and
dynamics, one might suspect alack of
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Creek P43R &OBH-12 Passive Pre-Amps
Philips 963SA Multi-Ch SACD /DOD-Video /
Creek 0811-11/11se Headphone Amps
CD Player -10% otl all SACD purchases
Grado RA-1 Headphone Amp -SCall!
until 1/1/2004 with purchase of this player!

must have accessories under $40!
100 pack Antistatic Inner Sleeves -$29.99!
100 Japanese Revealable Outer Sleeves -$29.99!
RRL LP#9, Vinyl Wash &Deep Cleaner -524.99 ea!
Auric Illuminator CD System -S39.99!
Cardas Mk 2Sweep, Burmin gDemag Lp -$22.99 1
Ayre/Cardas System Enhancer Disc -$19.99!
NEW! Audioprism MK3 Ouietlines •$24.99!
Grind Glide Record Treatment •$24.99!
Vibrapod Isolators loll models) -$5.99 each!
IlEWI Ringmat Ringaw -$29.99!

Allsop Orbitrac 2Record Cleaner $39 99
NEW! Hi Fi News Producers Cut Test LP $39.99
Audioquest Carbon Fiber Brush -$14.99!
Cardas RCULR Caps -Starting at $29.99 1
MFSI. Lift Lock Jewel Box $1.25/$1.00ea over 20
Audioprism CD Stoplight Pens •$16 99 1
ClearAudio Clever Clamp $19.99
Visit www elusivedisc OM or call us for u
Complete list of all accessories we curvy

VPI 165 Record Cleaner Stereo'
Recommended Component!

CABLES AND POWER CORDS
Audience Interconnect/Speaker Cable SCALL!
Audience powerChord -SCALL!
Audioquest Interconnects, Speaker Cable &Accessories
Audioprism Power Cords (all models) -SCALL!

Audience Au24 Speaker Cable
Interconnect and powerChord Stereophile Recommended Compoi

PHONO STAGES -Call for package pricing!
AcousTech PH1SE -Class-A Recommended Component!SS$
Clearaudio Micro Basic &Basic -starting at $199.99!
Creek OBH-8/9/8SE/9SE -starting at $169.99!
Lehmann Black Cube/SE, Silver Cube &PVIX Upgrade!
Black Cube Phono Stage Class
Phonomena &Lukaschek PP-1 Phono Stages
Stereophile Recommeded Componen
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AUDIOPHILE LP'S $9.99 8. UP!
Pink Floyd/Dark Side Limited Edition 180g LP
Month Jones/Come Away With Me 200g LP
Gene Harris Trio/Plus One 245rpm 180g LP's
Stan Getz/fhe Dolphin 245rpm 180g LP's
Alison Krauss/New Favorite &Forget... 180g LP
Clair Maro/Let It Go Limited Edition 180g LP
JacinthaLlacintha Is Her Name 245rpm 180g LP's
Out of Print Reference LP's $4.99 &up!
AUDIOPHILE DVD-A's $17.99 &UP!
Eagles/Hotel California DTS Surround DVD-A
Linda Ronstadelhat's New DTS Surround DOD-A
Neil Young/Harvest DTS Surround DVD-A
Donald Fagen/The Nightfly DTS Surround DVD-A
R.E.M/Document DTS Surround DVD-A
The Band/Music From The Big Pink DTS DVD-A
AUDIOPHILE CD'S $13.99 &UP!
Burmester 03 Sampler CD
Dave Grusin/Discovered Again + Super xrcd24
Amanda McBroom/Growing Up... Super xrcd24
Sonny Rollins/In Japan Super xrcd24
Yamamoto Trio/Girl Talk Super xrcd24
Eiji Nakayama/North Plain Super xrcd24
McCoy Tyner/Echoes Of AFriend Super xrcd24

Norah Jones/Come Away With Me
Blue Note 200g Lp SACD &CD!

Dave Grusin/ Discovered Again +
LIM Super XRCD24

AUDIOPHILE SACD'S $14.99 &UP! Over 700 titles!
Rimslry-Korsakov/Scheherazade M-CH SACD
Norah Jones/Come Away With Me M-CH SACD
Stan Getz/The Dolphin 2-CH SACD
Gene Harris Trio/Plus One 2-CH SACD
Rosemary Clooney/With Love 2-CH SACD
Diana Krall/When ILook In Your Eyes 2-CH SACD
Clair Marlo/Let It Go 2-CH SACD
New PentaTone Classic M-CH SACD releases
Pink Floyd/Dark Side Of The Moon
New Audio Fidelity 2-CH SACD releases
UniversaVEMI Multi-Ch SACD &180g LP
New Concord Records M-CH SACD releases
Mahler/Symphony No.3 M-CH SACD
The Kinks/Low Budget 2-CH SACD
Ray Brown/Solar Energy 2-CH SACD
LA4/Just Friends 2-CH SACD
Rebecca Pidgeon/Retrospective M-CH SACD
Patricia Barber/Cafe Blue, Modern Cool, Nightclub SACDs
Rolling Stones/All 22 Titles 2-CH SACDs
Peter Gabriel/All 11 Titles 2-CH &M-CH SACDs
The Police/All 7Titles 2-CH &M-CH SACDs
Alison Krauss/Live
Other available Labels, AP AO, Albany Artegra, Alto, BIS, HMG,
Rounder Multi-Ch 2SACD Set
Challenge, Chesky. Classic Records. Decry. Delos. DMP EMI, FIM, Hyperion,
WC, Linn. MA, MFSL Mosaic, Opus& Red Rose, Reference, Rounder Sony.
Speakers Corner, Sundered, IBM, Tacet, Telarc, Vanguard, Water Lily
many more'
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seems a shame to add any
involvement, but this is not
clutter.
the
case. Bass
Robert
That minor quibble aside,
Macdonald sings Jesus' lines
Genuine expands The Dewith utmost dignity and rich,
railers' already admirable
dark tone; tenor Mark
track record with adisc that
Anderson as Pilate begins
hints that they've got the stuff
sounding puzzled and moves
to stick around for the long
into clean-hands irony as the
haul. That's definitely good
situation becomes clear. 'Tite
— Wes Phillips
lleWS.
four voices of the Evangelist
arc ideally matched and sing
IDLEWILD
as one; the instrumental
soloists are similarly superb.
The Remote Part
There are problems, howCapitol 540243 (CD). 2003. Dave
ever. This performance cuts
Eringa, prod.; Guy Massey, eng.; Howie
10 minutes off the 71 minutes
Weinberg, mastering. AAD.? TT: 38:20
Performance ****
of the ECM recording, and
Sonics ***
while Antony Pitts can't be
accused of treating the music
othe very British modern-rockers in C,oldplay,
lightly or with anything other
Starsailor, Travis, et al:
than the respect and dignity it
Y'all are brutalizin' me. And in
deserves, Jesus' words, slow as
En Garde! Armed with Fenders, The Derailers attack the Bakersfield sound.
a really polite way, too —
they are, should ideally be
those bands form one unassailable
slightly slower still to differentiate him
The disc opens with aone-two punch
bumper crop of winsome vocals, tasteful
of Jim Lauderdale: the instant twang
from everyone else. On the other hand,
guitar arrangements, mussed-up-hair
classic "The Way to My Heart," and
the final eight-word prayer, which ends
in a beautiful, life-affirming D-major "Take It Back," an almost pure shot of ballads, and vaguely emotional sentiments. In short, they're the sonic equivaBakersfield. 'The band contributes strong
chord, is taken far too slowly — the
songs of their own, though. "Leave a lent of Hugh Grant. Idlewild, aScottish
novice listener might easily presume
quintet led by singer Roddy Woomble,
Message Juanita" sounds instantly familthat one of the too-long pauses is the
would be rightfully lumped in the same
iar, as though Richie Valens had comwork's end.
import package were it not for the one
missioned aLeiber-Stoller nine, while
But as one who has known Passio
quality that endears bands to American
only from the Hilliard performance for "Uncoor channels "Okie from Musaudiences: guts. That, and really catchy,
kogee" 's befuddlement at modern
15 years, I'm nit-picking here; Idare say
lyrically anthernic songs that transcend
notions of hip, adding more than ahint
that novice listener will be bowled over
by the work's exquisite austerity in this
oía wink to Merle Haggard's head-shak- placement on a romantic-comedy
soundtrack.
ing sense of disbelief.
performance by Tonus Peregrinus. The
At first listen, The Remote Part is aconGuitarist Brian Hofeldt gets a
sound is superb — spacious, clear, with
sciously glossy third album that harnesschance to really stretch out with some
pure silences and no artificial, "churchy"
es the formerly snotty, punkish Idlewild
ambience. If you don't know the phe- James Burton-style Telecaster rave-ups
and gets it ready to ride the radio. The
in "Love Mc Some Elvis," atongue-innomenon that is Arvo Part, this inexopening track, "You Held the World in
cheek tribute to the King. He also dazpensive, stunning release of what may
Your Arms," is asyrupy blast of strings
zles on aDon Rich instnimental, "The
remain his masterwork will open your
and big, wide-eyed choruses, and severcars and your heart.
-Robert Levine
Happy Go Lucky Guitar."
The band's biggest stretch is the
al later songs overdose on the heartfelt
country-gospel album closer, "The
keyboards and gingerly plucked acousWheel," which showcases The Detic guitars.
It's apolished, cuddly production that
railers' acoustic chops. Naturally, it's not,
screams "British pop" — producer
strictly speaking, without acertain ironic detachment: "You take the wheel, I'm
Stephen Street (Smiths, Blur) even steps
THE DERAILERS
in on one song here. Sometimes you
tired of driving /Let Jesus show me the
Genuine
way." The standout track, however, is just wish they'd brought in Steve Albini
Lucky Dog ACK 86873 (CD). 2003. Kyle Lehning„
for atutorial on live drum sound.
"Genuine," a collaboration between
prod.; Jason Lehning, eng. DDD. TT: 34:16
But Time Remote Part is ultimately
singer Tony Villanueva and the great Al
Performance ****
Sonics *** l
b
saved by Idlewild's inherently thorny
Anderson (NRBQ) that melds Beatles
character. "Stay the Same" acknowlharmonies to the Owens sound with
nown primarily for its Fenderedges the soft stuff as acareer move, retwang-meets-Vox-chimes
results that are pure pop paradise.
The sound is clean and tight, although
claiming the band's early breakneck
Bakerspool-Liversfield blendproducer Kyle Lehning does add quite a tempo as Woomble sings, "When I
ing of the Buck Owens and Merseyknow that this won't survive much
beat sounds, The Derailers show a few musicians to the mix. It works, for
longer /Unless we alter what we have
broader range of stylistic diversity on
the most part, but this is one of the tight/But then again, survival is not why we
their second Lucky Dog release.
est foursomes in contemporary music,
Hardcore fans may feel let down, but one of the pleasures of hearing such a should stay the same." Woomble chalband is realizing how much music just
lenges convention throughout the
for the rest of us, it's good news that
four guys are capable of producing. It album; there's ahealthy dose of pub litthe band shows such breadth.
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Musical Fidelity A308 ca Preamplifier. GoldiEars stumbles upon Three

Totem
Transfiguration

Bears Audio. Inside she finds the Kay preamp too bright and the Cee preamp
too dark The A308

Verity

preamp. Ah, just right A beautifully delicate midrange

VPI

from abrawny chassis. Remarkable value. Information unveiled and presented

Wadia

without undue adornment Not for those wanting honey on their porridge.

Wilson Audio
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eracy and empty-glass romanticism

Reviews

instruments, and his trademark high,

heralded by an inside-cover inscrip-

keening vocals are still as sweet as

tion that reads "SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL

mint juleps.

POET." It's this brainy punk spirit —

Under the House isn't

Tim Lee's

precious and self-aware as it is —that

a

powerpop album per se, although

gives Idlewild a heartbeat worth lis-

it does have a pair ofjangly odes in

tening to.

"Everywhere

-Matthew Fritch

"Highway
MATTHEW

SWEET

tinctive,
served

This"

drawl

such

is

material

well

as

the

and

the

twangy/strummy

ballad "Laura."
If

both

comeback

CDs

give

Wmdbrealters fans reason to cheer,

he
Devil went down to
Georgia, looking for some souls

delic-edged folk- and pop-rock that had

the

to steal. Well, actually, it wasn't

first inspired him to leave home and

marching bands and ticker upe. First off,

seek his place in the musical world.

you get two new songs produced by

Devil

but

Nebraskan

Matthew

- Fred Mills

for — the jangly, kudzu-laced cool of
R.E.M.

and

the

Athens

pop

scene.

The budding songwriter would go on
to become one of America's most respectable

popsters,

Stones-go-powerpop

and

his

1991

hit "Girlfriend"

quickly became a classic.
Powering this 22-song overview of
Sweet's pre-"Girlfriend" days is an early
demo of that tune, titled "Good Friend"
and arranged, rather revealingly, more
along Big Star/garage-rock lines. The
anthology stretches all the way back to
1983 and three previously unreleased
by

Sweet's

underrated

Athens

combo Buzz of Delight, whose Let's
Active/dB's-influenced
comes off as

sound

now

surprisingly fresh in its

quirky innocence. Among the collection's other rarities are the aforementioned demo, several B-sides, and the
Appalachian folk-styled ditty "Tainted
Obligation," an oddball vocal duet by

But some of the middle-period mate-

Inside,

rial, from 1986's
dated.

Such

sounds impossi-

compression!
Those

fat

Those

grand

keyboards!

These

tracks make a strong case

drums!

WINDBREAKERS,

ETC.

Tim Lee & Bobby Sutliff, Together
& Solo
THE VVINDBREAKEFtS: Time Machine: Greatest
Hits '82-'02
Paisley Pop (CD). 2003. Mitch Easter, Randy Everett,
Jim Hill, prods., engs.; Tim Lee, Bobby Sutliff, Russ
Tolman, prods.; Rick Gamer, eng. MD? Tr: 70:59
Performance *****
Sonics *** to ****
11M LEE: Under the House
Paisley Pop POPCD 022860 (CD). 2003. Jim Rivers,
prod., eng.; 11m Lee, John Baker, prods. MD? Tr:
40:12
Performance ***
Sonics ***

0

gifted songwriting axis of Tim Lee and
Sutliff helped

R.E.M., Let's Active, and The dB's —
the 1980s powerpop charge (key artifact: 1985's

Terminal,

on Homestead

Bobby Sutliffs

Ptle-ct Dream

rings

documented, courtesy the rather forget-

out loud and clear from the get-go

table "Something Becomes Nothing."

with the "Feel a Whole Lot Better"-

represented here

esque opening chords of "Mando."

by six tracks, for Sweet to find his foot-

A brace of other 12-string Byrdsian

ing. Backed by a diverse selection of

gems, plus the British folk-rock of

players that included guitarists Richard

"Kiss Me Goodbye" and the violin-

Lloyd

and cello-laden baroque pop of "The

(Captain Beefheart), and Robert Quine

Color of Your Eyes," give ample tes-

(Richard Hell), Sweet ditched the sonic

timony that Sutliff has yet to be rav-

affectations and focused on the psyche-

aged
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1983's

Any Monkty with aTypewriter

minal via

EP.

Ter-

six of the band's most out-of-

time cuts, including the dark, surf-tinged
psychedclia
garagey

of "Changeless,"

cover of Television's

featuring

Lee

and

L.A.'s paisley-psych

and

a

"Glory"

Sutliff backed
combo The

by

Rain

Parade. Those are followed by a few
tracks apiece from the subsequent three
albums:

& Time

Run

(1986),

(1989),

At Home with Bobby
Electric Landlady

and

(1991). The cumulative effect of all this

reissue

the

entire

by

time.

He

plays

all

the

Wind-

breakers back catalog pronto! -Fred Mills

spearhead —

solo album.

Lucas

archival

The compilation wisely lingers on

along with regional kindred spirits

the

Gary

Eighteen

to arms for aficionados of the genre:

whose

have resurfaced, and even reunited

(ex-Television),

Hubbard).

Somebody

Windbreakers,

on occasion. Each now has a new

Earth,

Neilson

nuggets follow, reaching as far back as

issippi's

next decade. His brief membership in

It took 1989's

string jangler "Basket Case" (by popster

pop-rock is less a nostalgia fest than a call

tion a decade ago, Lee and Sutliff

boho-artrock

rich title tune, and the shimmery 12-

nce upon a time, way down in

route to his full artistic flowering in the

City

longtime collaborator Mitch Easter, of

kudzu land, there dwelt Miss-

Sweet being still a work in progress en

York

merits

uncommonly sophisticated, well-crafted

Records). Since the band's dissolu-

New

retrospective

BOBBY SUTLIFF: Perfect Dream
Not Lame NL 076 (CD). 2002. Bobby Sutliff, prod.,
eng.; Mitch Easter, eng. DDD. TT: 45:53
Performance ****
Sonics ****

for

ensemble The Golden Palominos is also

Time Machine

Let's Active: Sutliff's wistful, harmonyTHE

Bobby

Sweet and Michael Stipe.

bly

ragged

by

moody swamp-pop of "Any Part of

Sweet, and it was cool he hankered

tunes

and

Overall,

though, there's a more folkish, alt-

Hip-O/Universal 314 556 222-2 (CD). 2002.
Mike Ragogna, compilation prod.; various
engs. MD? Tr: 79:56
Performance ***
Sonics *** to ****

the

Here"

Nine."

country vibe at play, and Lee's dis-

To Understand: The Early
Recordings of Matthew Sweet

T

But

Forty

the windbreakers
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jazz

1967. The obscurity of his later years
probably derives from the fact that
he has chosen to remain in his native
Newark, New Jersey. (Michael
GRACHAN MONCUR III
Cuscuna says that Newark "is about
& CARMEL JONES
3000 miles from New York.")
From the opening track of the
Mosaic Select I&2
Jones set, Duke Ellington's "I'm
GRACHAN MONCUR Ill: Mosaic Select I
Gonna Go Fishin' "(from the 1961
Grachan Moncur Ill, trombone; Lee Morgan,
debut album 71w Remarkable Cannel!
Woody Shaw, trumpet; Jackie McLean, alto sax;
Wayne Shorter, tenor sax; Herbie Hancock,
Jones), it is apparent that this trumpet
Lamont Johnson, piano; Bobby Hutcherson,
player had it all: speed, apure brass
vibraphone; Bob Cranshaw, Scotty Holt, Eddie
Kahn, Cecil McBee, Larry Ridley, bass; Rashied
clarion attack, and melodic ideas like
Ali, Roy Haynes, Billy Higgins, Tony Williams,
shooting flames, all suffused with
drums
Mosaic MS-001 (3 CDs). Alfred Lion, Francis
lyric grace. Iliones was not on the
Wolff, orig. prods.; Rudy Van Gelder, orig. eng.
level of his primary artistic anteTr: 3:48:32
Performance ****V,
cedent, Clifford Brown, he was a
Sonics ***V,
special player, certainly the equal of
his better-known hard-bop contemCARMELL /ONES: Mosaic Select 2
Carmen Jones, trumpet; Clifford Scott, Bud
poraries Kenny Dorhain, Lee
Shank, alto sax; Wilbur Brown, Hadley
Morgan, and Blue Mitchell.
Caliman, Harold Land, tenor sax; Don Raffell,
baritone sax; Lou Blackburn, Bob Edmondson,
The three CDs contain five comWayne Henderson, Tricky Lofton, Kenny
plete Pacific Jazz albums and solo
Shroyer, Frank Strong, trombone; John
Houston, Frank Strazzeri, piano; Jimmy Bond,
after brilliant solo by Jones, some
Red Mitchell, Gary Peacock, Leroy Vinnegar,
sweet ballads ("Come Rain or Come
bass; Donald Dean, Ron Jefferson, Mel Lee,
Shine"), and more burners ("Hava
Nick Martinis, Leon Pettis, drums; Gerald
Wilson, arr.
Na Gila"). On two of the albums,
Mosaic MS-002 (3 CDs). Richard Bock, orig.
Jones is supported by little big bands.
prod., eng.; Bones Howe, orig. eng. TT:
3:14:30
But his strongest work comes on
Performance ****'6
quintet sessions with pianist Frank
Sonics ***
Strazzeri (always quietly on target)
Both: 2003. Michael Cuscuna, reissue prod.; Ron
like the Carmell Jones. It's been buildand the subtle, lucid tenor saxophonist
McMaster, remastering. MD.
ing up in me."
Harold Land.
Available exclusively from Mosaic Records, 35
Melrose
Place,
Stamford,
CT
06902,
Like now, the early 1960s was an era
Of the six Blue Note albums covered
nisw.mosaicrecords.com.
in which the audience for uncomproby the Grachan Moncur collection, he is
or 20 years, Mosaic Records, a mised jazz was asmall, closed circle.
the leader on only two. The other four
mail-order-only label, has been
Unlike now, it was atime when there
are Jackie McLean dates on which
the most ambitious, most scholarexisted ajazz scene, albeit one largely
Moncur appears as asideman. All six arc
ly, most consistent reissue program in
limited to the two coasts of the US and
tough, smart, hip Blue Note stuff, but
jazz. Now, suddenly, with the appeara few major clubs and record labels.
with atypical barbed edges created by
ance of these two three-CD sets in a Within the community of that scene, it
Moncur's interest in abstraction, and by
new series titled Mosaic Select, acurve
was possible for anew trumpet or anew
the fact that this was the period of
ball has been thrown. These arc not
trombone in town to cause astir. For a McLean's brief flirtation with the avantelaborate boxes with 11"-square bookbrief period, in Los Angeles, Cannell
garde. The sidemen are from Blue
lets full of session photos and in-depth Joncs was the new trumpet in town. At
Note's world-class stable. Check out the
essays by such major critics as Bob
about the same time, in New York,
epic act of the imagination set forth in
Blumenthal and Zan Stewart. At first
Grachan Moncur III turned heads as Tony Williams' drum solo on the first
blush, the Select sets look somewhat
the first player to adapt the language of version of "Saturday and Sunday." He
alarmingly like standard reissue stuff— avant-garde jazz to the trombone.
was 17 at the time.
ordinary jewel boxes with original cover
For both, renown was brief. Cannel'
The dominant voice in this collection
art and original liner notes and ... noth- Joncs made several recordings (as both
is the razory, belligerent, articulate alto
ing else.
leader and sideman) for Richard Bock's
sax of Jackie McLean. The hyperbolic
On the phone from the Mosaic
Pacific Jazz label, then came to New
gestures of free jazz, employed strategioffices in Stamford, Connecticut, pro- York in 1964 and joined Horace Silver's
cally by McLean, provide him with new
ducer Michael Cuscuna explained the
Quintet. He moved to Germany in
liberties of expression, as in his sublimegenesis of the Select series. "It's an outlet
1965 and played in European radio
ly maniacal solo on "The Breakout."
for music that would not make sense as
orchestras until 1980. Then he returned
Still, the purpose of this compilation is to
an individual reissue on a label sold
to his native Kansas City, where he died
keep the early work of Grachan Moncur
through retail. It would lose money. But in 1996. In the last 30 years of his life,
in print, and his playing is fresh and fluthe economics are different for small Jones recorded almost not at all.
ent throughout. Solos such as the one on
sets sold through mail-order. Also, the
While Grachan Moncur III has
"Gnostic" display his instinct for estabSelect series frees us up from the 'comremained active as aplayer, composer,
lishing wide-open creative formats for
plete' promise of all full-scale Mosaic actor, and academic, he is known almost himself (he floats in free air before his
boxed sets. Ican pick and choose. I've
entirely for the series of recordings he
random patterns suggestively cohere)
been dying to get to some of this stuff,
made for Blue Note between 1963 and
and others (Wayne Shorter and Herbie

F
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Hancock are in a rarefied zone here,
even for them). Moncur was known as
an outcat, but he was deeply based in JJ.
Johnson. His lines always sound orderly,
even within such chaotic contexts as
McLean's wild "Conversion Point."
It is easy to hear why this music had
been "building up" in Michael Cuscuna.
Mosaic Select 1and 2 arc scaled down
from the label's normal production standards, but the permanence of the music
they contain is quintessentially Mosaic.
—Thomas Conrad

MATTHEW SHIPP &
ANTIPOP CONSORTIUM
Two from Thirsty Ear
MATTHEW SHIPP: Equilibrium
Matthew Shipp, piano; Khan Jame vibraphone;
William Parker, bass; Gerald Cleaver, drums
Thirsty Ear THI57127.2 (CD). 2003. Matthew Shipp,
FLAM, prods., engs. DOD. TT: 41:04
Performance ****
Sonics ****
ANTIPOP CONSORTIUM: Antipop Consortium vs.
Matthew Shipp
Matthew Shipp, piano; Daniel Carter, trumpet; Khan
larnal, vibraphone; William Parker, bass; Guillermo
E. Brown, drums; Beans, High Priest, M. Sayyid,
raps, synths, programming
Thirsty Ear THI57120.2 (CD). 2003. Antipop
Consortium, Matthew Shipp, Peter Gordon, prods.,
engs. DOD. Tr: 42:04
Performance ****
Sonics ****

O

ver the past few years, pianist
Matthew Shipp has nude one
of the most dramatic transitions
in jazz history. He began his career pursuing the free expression of avant-garde
jazz, but evolved to the point where he
considered even that genre too constrictive. He had actually announced his retirement before he was hired to curate
The Blue Series for Thirsty Ear records, a
label known for its recordings of experimental rock.
Working with Spring Heel Jack, DJ
Spooky (check out his collaboration
with Spooky, Optometry), Roy Campbell, and his own longtime collaborator
and bassist William Parker, Shipp has
sought in The Blue Series to not only
transcend but obliterate the delineations
between jazz, hip-hop, ambient music,
and experimental rock. He has deconstructed his playing to its most basic
melodic elements, and stripped the harmonic structure of his compositions to
the point where he now plays anew
kind of modal groove music that places
equal emphasis on the drone and the
autonomy of the beats. In the process,
Shipp has arrived at anew vision as dramatic as the breakthrough Thelonious
Monk charted with "'Round Midnight,"
and that Miles Davis executed beginding with that composition and pro-
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AUDIO ANALOGUE •ATI •
BDR •
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SHAKING

ong ago, before 1989,
the audio community
produced hundreds of
specialty cables, but had no idea
how to match cables to ahifi system.

T

hen along came ...
The Cable Company,
who, with feedback from
thousands of home cable trials,
discovered what-works-with-

SOLILOQUY •
ANTIQUE SOUND TAB
ANALYSIS PLUS •
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THE
CABLE
COMPRAY

Good people, Good advice, Great systems,
One customer at atime.

Unison Research Unico

KIMBER KABLE

aucloquest

125 Union Sq., New Hope, PA 18938
800-FATWYIE or 215-862-4870, fax -4871

www.fatwyre.corri
entail: fa twyre

fa twyre.com

Most Orders Ship Free!

The on•line used cable

Triangle Celius 202
Stereophile Clots A

Creek 53505E
Stereophile Gm A

i\A AUDIOWAVES
the finest in affordable‘aut
At
ro
--

clearing house @

www.usedcable.com

Cebuy cables. We sell cables. Good Advicb

800.510.4753 Mon-Fri 8-5:30 (MD, Sot.- By kw

RO. BOX 461 TRINIDAD CALIFORNIA 95570
PHONE/FAX 707.677.3299 audiowoves000l.com

www.audioshopper.com/AudioWaves

www.audiovideologic.com
Exclusive! PASS LABS Closeouts

Aleph 30

X-1 Line Stage

X-ONO Phono Stage

Hybrid Cosmetics

Hybrid Cosmetics

•
•

SAVE 30%

SAVE 40%

•Class A single ended amplifier
•30 wpc. 8 ohms
•45 wpc. 4 ohms
•XLR /RCA inputs
•New -Full 3 year warranty

Dunlavy Closeout
CC-1 Two-way Speaker

SAVE 40%

•2 chassis balanced line stage
preamp
•New -Full 3 year warranty

SAVE 50%

The shielded CC-1 works
equally well as a main,
center, or surround speaker.
Sonically identical to the
famous SC-lay. 1year
driver warranty.

•2 chassis balanced phono
stage preamp
•New -Full 3 year warranty

Wadia Special
861 CD Player
The Stereophile Class A
recommended 861 cd
player can drive your
amplifier directly. 3 yr.
factory warranty. Some
territory restrictions apply.

SAVE 36%

Call for
incredible price!

Six months no interest
no payments financing

For years the two piece NHT SW-2Pi has been afavorite of
audiophiles and reviewers alike. It features the SA-2 separate amplifier
and the SW-2Si speaker cabinet for easy intallation and better sound.

SW-2Pi

SA-2 Amplifier

SW-2Si Subwoofer

•120 watt audiophile quality amplifer
•Variable high and low pass crossover
•Speaker level or low level rca inputs
•Phase switch and auto turn on/off

•10" heavy duty polypropylene woofer
•Linear tight bass to 27hz—no boom
•Attractive black laminate finish
•16" x 16" x 16" dimensions

Create your own qualifying Super
Audio stereo or home theater speaker

Subwoofer could
be free!

package and get the matching NHT
SW-2Pi subwoofer shown above for
as little as FREE! Go to our webpage

SB-2

for details. We are an authorized NHT
intemet dealer. Buy with confidence
and full NHT factory warranty.
•Atlantis •Audio Research •Audioquest •Billy Bags •Denon •Dunlavy •Grado •Krell •Lovan •Monitor Audio
•Monster Cable •Musical Fidelity •NHT •Nordost •Onkyo Integra •Pass Labs •Pioneer Elite •ProAc •PS Audio
•Rega •Sanus •Sound Anchors •Toshiba •Van den hul •Velodyne •VPI •Wadia •B&W* •Hotel* (*local sales only)

Audio-Video
L•0•G•I•C

3025 100th St.
Des Moines, IA 50322
515-727-2279
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COURTESY OF THIRSTY EAR RECORDS

ceeding through Kind of Blue into his
electro-funk experiments.
Shipp's own Equilibrium and his
amazing exchange with Antipop
Consortium, Aistipop Consortium vs.
Matthew Shipp, demonstrate how far
Shipp has come with these experiments.
The albums work well together backto-back, with Shipp, Parker, and vibraphonist Khan Jamal making up the core
group on both discs.
Equilibrium's title track begins on a
contemplative note with a fugue-like
piano melody from Shipp, who is joined
by the shimmering tones of Jamal's
vibes, Parker's sonorous bass, and delicate percussion from Gerald Cleaver.
Shipp and Jamal interlace breathtaking
lines as the piece breaks down into the
bass piano-ostinato groove of -Vamp to
Vibe," its cascading melody dancing
along to the funk vamp. "Nebula
'Theory" employs Parker's wonderful
arco technique in an otherworldly exchange with Jamal.
"Cohesion" is another funk vamp,
underpinned by astark, Monkish melodic phrase from Shipp. This is dense,
emotional dance music, atrance groove
remarkable in its effectiveness and moving inexorably toward amarriage with

hip-hop beats. "World
of Blue Glass," another
beautiful piece, is followed
by
another
groove, "The Root,"
and then "The Key,"
built around a simple
melodic blues line from
Jamal that strikes agolden
Modern
Jazz
Quartet tone. The album finishes on the decidedly out note of "Nu
Matrix," Jamal building
the groove through
overlays of electronically treated vibes and
ambient sound.
Shipp has been experimenting with the
possibilities of merging
hip-hop and the avantgarde for several years
now, and Antipop Consortium vs. Mattheiv
Shipp features Antipop's Beans, High
Priest, and M. Sayyid rapping and handling synths and programming along
with Shipp, Parker, Jamal, drummer
Guillermo E. Brown, and trumpeter
Daniel Carter. "Places I've Never Been"
picks up right where Equilibrium left off,

Kind of Blue: Matthew Shipp.

except that the opening vamp is aharder, more pronounced beat, Brown slamming away on his kit. "Staph" introduces
an even more aggressive synth beat
under aspirited piano solo from Shipp.
"There are gonna be some very
angry listeners," warns High Priest on
"Slow Horn"; "this is that powerful
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Please visit our Online Seminar Series and listen to lectures and interviews
from world-famous audio/video manufacturers over the Internet. More
information is available at http://www.audionexus.com/online.shtml
AUDIO PHYSIC Beautiful European craftsmanship and exquisitely clear
and detailed sound make these the most affordable "Class A" speakers you
will ever hear. The new Tempo Illi, Virgo Ill and Yara are now available.
AUDIO RESEARCH Let's just say that Audio Research has been around
practically forever and has been one of the major creative forces in the
never ending search for sonic perfection. They have acomplete line of
vacuum tube products as well as aselection of solid state units. Their latest
products are the very affordable VS-55 tube amp at $2495 and the Sp. 16
preamp at $1995. Now you, too, can afford Audio Research!
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY In record time, their tube and
solid state designs have established BAT as aleader in high-end electronic
design. Now all their marvelous tube products are available as Signature
Editions which use the fabulous 6H30 supertube and bring unprecedented
excitement and clarity to your music. Their latest offerings are three incredible
solid state and hybrid integrated amps, the VK3COX series, with 150
watt/channel outputs.

McCORMACK Been waiting for an audiophile-grade disk player that will
play every format, including SACD and DVD Audio? Well, it's finally here!
The UDP-I Universal Disk Player plays all formats and does it with the true
musicality of aSteve McCormack design.
CONRAD JOHNSON Beautifully-built and gorgeous sounding. the
electronics from this company have always emphasized the highest
performance for your audio dollar. Give us acall to audition any of their fine
products, and you'll soon understand what the term "musical" really means.
KIM BER KABLE Always known for great sounding cables at affordable
prices, now they have the best cables in the world at any price Come hear
the Kimber Select series, and prepare to be stunned!
REVEL It's so hard to find speakers which are both musical and accurate,
but Revel excels in both areas. They have bookshelf, floor-standing, center
channel, subwoofer, and surround models for building either an audio or
home theater system. Their sound is spacious, dynamic. and powerful. and
the reviews have been great. Come discover them for yourself.
VANDERSTEEN Legendary speakers with arich tonal balance that
presents music with stunning beauty. Their flagship Model 5A will engulf you
in abreathtaking, musical experience. Doing home theater? The full selection
of home theater models brings true quality to surround sound.

ARCAM •Audioquest •Audio Research •Audio Physic •Balanced Audio Technology •Basis •Benz •Black Diamond •Bryston •Chang
Lightspeed •Conrad Johnson •Enlightened Audio Designs •Eminent Technology •Fanfare •Goldring •Graham •Grado •Jamo •JM Lab
Kimber Kable •Lehmann •Loewe •Lyra •Magnum Magnum-Dynalab •McCormack •Meadowlark •NAD •Niles Audio •Nitty Gritty
Pro-Ject •PSB •Quad •Richard Gray's Power Co. •Revel •Rogue •Rotel •Runco •Salamander •Simaudio •SME •Source Components
Stewart Screens •Sumiko •System Audio •Tannoy •Vandersteen •VPI

•Trade-ins Accepted •Consultations •
No dealer near you? Call for sales and expert advice!

33 Union Place, Summit, NJ 07901 —We Ship Anywhere 908-277-0333
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Visit with us at
wvvw.tfta.com

WE SELL MUSIC: AUDIO EQUIPMENT
IS SIMPLY A MEANS TO AN END.
Paradigm
Quad
Quadraspire
Creek
Rego
Denon
Sunfire
Dynavector Theta
Dynaudio
VAC
Meadowlark Wilson Audio
Naim Audio
Grado
Lyra
ProAc
AcousticEnergy
Arcam

AkA-l

New, Pre-owned Ed Vintage Hi-End

• SERVICE
• INSTALLATIONS
• EXPERT ASSISTANCE

ATTC

fUl.ti --II AM -7 PM
& TIll RS --I2 PM -›IPM

BUY + SELL + TRADE + CONSIGN

551

203 Mamaroneck Avenue

2236 N. CLARK CHICAGO, IL 60614
773.883.9500

music." Shipp pulls out all the stops on
"A Knot in Your Bop," showing his
hand by extrapolating the theme from
Davis' "All Blues" against the raps as he
plays Horace Silver-like gospel and
blues figures. "SVP" is asweet interlude
with the melodic purity of a Chick
Corea tune, Parker's magnificent arco
playing introduces "Coda," and "Stream
Light" is an elegiac piano piece from
Shipp that sets you up for the cold, hard
reality of the ghetto anthem "Monstro
City." The title of "Real is Surreal" says
everything you need to know about this
project. Hearing Shipp actually comp
under the rappers is mind-blowing —
he interprets the melodies and beats as
aunified statement and matches them
pianistically.
The album ends in afinal, glorious
battle framed by turntable scratches and
highlighted by a frenzied, Cecil
Taylor-like exchange between the
musicians that resolves in layered samples that close the session with aweird,
loop-like effect.
This is the music of the new millennium. Matthew Shipp projects the impression that he's only just beginning to
figure out the possibilities of this new
musical synthesis.
—John Swenson
116
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White Plains, NY 10601
914-421-0069 (Voice) •914-328-3852 (Fax)
audio@tfta.com (e-mail)

Comments

Linn Klimax Kontrol & Klimax Twin

Editor:
The Klimax Kontrol preamplifier and
the Klimax Twin power amplifier
share the same styling and are designed to be complementary products,
and we are delighted by Art Dudley's
review in June. Our engineers applaud
John Atkinson's accurate measurements and have addressed the points
he made in the review in subsequent
production. In particular, asimple software upgrade eliminates the switch
noise caused when one switch too
many was being activated mistakenly
to mute the output when switching
sources. This unnecessary action
resulted in the noise John spotted in
his measurements of the Klimax
Twin. Products in the field are simple
to upgrade.
Once again, thank you from everyone on the Klimax Kontrol and !Climax
Twin design team at Linn for an excellent review and for your kind words of
appreciation for these products.
Brian Monis
Linn Products

Cary Audio Design CAD-805

Editor:
WOW! Great review, Sam! Ibelieve
you arc in "deep triode"!!! Ifind it extraordinarily satisfying that audiophiles
from all corners of the globe have come
to love and appreciate the CAD-805
single-ended, zero-feedback triode
sound. I am also honored that the
CAD-805s have made their place in hifi history.
Thanks to all at Stereophile, and aspecial thank-you to Sam Tellig ... you help
make the audio business actually fim!
DennisJ. Had
President, Cary Audio Design
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Dealers' Showcase
Advertmog

Once Is Not Eilowh..

Your source for speaker
1 modification
building, repair,
supplies.
and
Hi-Vi Research
Focal • Scan-Speak
Tang Band • Peerless
Audax • Raven • Vifa
Bohlender Graebener
Dayton Loudspeaker

FREE CATALOG

1-800-338-0531

www.partsexpress.com
Replacement
transducer for
older Carver and
Genesis speakers

725 Pleasant Valley Onye
Springeofo, Onto 45066-1158
Preone: 937-743-3000 Fan. 937-743-1677
salesdpansexpress corn
SOURCE CODE: SPM

I really am not interested "n
making the quick, one time sale.
Rather, Iwant you as a long-timcrepeat customer. Earning your
confidence is the key to this
philosophy. Ido this by offering
honest, knowledgeable service
tuned to your specific needs.
Your goals determine our careful
recommendations, not the
equipment occupying space
on the warehouse floor.
-Calen Carol
Jeff Rowland Design, Convergent Audio,
Quad, Soliloquy, Totem, Michell, Plinius,
Gamut, Spendor, Art Audio, Creek, Rego,
JPS, Quicksilver, Aerial, Jolida, Basis,
Pass, Dodson, Cary, Shunyata, Shoaling,
Alon, VPI, Sim Audio, Musical Fidelity,
Audible Illusions, Graham, TacT Audio...
and many more! We carry virtually
all cable, cartridge and accessory lines.

P.O. Box 17562 Son Antonio, TX 78217
(210) 805-9927 Fax:(210) 805-9928
email: golenegcoudio corn

www.gcaudio.corn
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NEW

mural_ NI ellçaPlike
Now available in digital form for
readers anywhere in the world!

Delivered Right to Your Computer!

Stereophile is partnering with Zinio to deliver aNEW and
exciting digital edition to our readers. You get the same great
in-depth articles PLUS exciting interactive features that let you
experience Stereophile in awhole new way.

Subscribe to the
NEW Stereophile Digital Edition at
www.stereophile.com
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•Consultations
•Installations
•Shipping Worldwide
•Turntable Specialists
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•Cables
•Stands
•Tubes
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www.audioconnect.com
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* Aesthetix
* Alpha Core
* Arcam
* All
• Audible Illusions
• Audio Note
• Audio Physics
* AuchoOuest
* Audio Refinement
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KIM3ER KABLE
/

* Audio Research
* Ayre
* BM"
* Basis
* Bel Canto
* Belles
* Benz-Micro
* Bryston
* Cardas

* Goertz
* Grado
* Graban'

aucJioquest
III MAGNEPAN
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* Jeff Roviland
Design
* Harmonic

* Luxai
* Magnan
* Magnepan

Technology
* Kimber Kable
* Koetsu

* Magnum Dynalab
* Morch
* MSB

* Plums
* Primare
* ProAc
* PS Audio
* PSB
* PSE

* Lexicon
* Lightspeed

* Music Reference
* Nordost

* Quicksilver
* Rega

Rote! & B&W -No Mail Order!

* Rogue
* Rotel"
* RGrey Power Co
* Salamander
* Spendor
* Vandersteer
* VPI
* Wadia
* Zoethecus

615 Bloomfield Avenue, Verona, N.J. 07044

(973) 239-1799
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* Cary
It Clear Audio
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* Dynavector
* ESP
* Fanfare
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The "Mark 2" Series of Components!

Some of our fine retail dealers

Audio Solutions
Burlington, Vermont 05401
(also serving Quebec)
802-651-0808
Primus Audio Pleasure
Kansas City, MO 64015
816-421-3655

Perfect Note Audio
Westborough, MA 01581
508-366-2023

•
e?
,•

Setting anew standard in musical
'truth', the Mark 2series represent
the finest tubed components availabl
today! Using uncompromising quail
in workmanship and parts, all components are hand-crafted &hand-wired.
You will hear the difference immediate
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Simply Music Design
McDonough, GA 30253
770-229-6485
St Cecilia Sound Gallery
Tampa Bay, FL 33765
727-443-0055
• Westchester Stereo
Mamaroneck, NY 10543
, 914-834-3999
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Now Available!
800 series upgrade
New on display!
Meridian Digital Theatre With New
Version 3 861 Reference Processor
and 800 Reference Player, with
DVD-A and 7.1 Upsampling!
New!
Meridian 568 series II
Meridian 598 Progressive DVD

6
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New SST

Amplifiers!
8-SST MutliChannel Amplifier

New on display

j
New 400 series amplifiers on display!
N 431, N 432, N 433
N 383 Integrated Amplifier
N 360S Digital Processor
New N°390S CD Processorffransporl
14 380S Remote Control Preamplifier
N-32 Reference Remote Control Preamplifie
N 33 Reference Monoaural Amplifiers

REVEl_

11-11EL
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I Ericiumnramnim.
Subwoofers

New on display!
Temptation.
Confidence C2 & C4

www.jsaudio.com

LA T INTERNATIONAL
We are continually earning recognition for the highest performance to price
ratio of all cable companies. Our customers tell us our cables are sonically equal
to (or better than) those of any of the competition and at very moderate prices.

Magnum Dynalab •Niles •Pow
Pioneer Elite •Pioneer Elite Plasma
Proceed •REVEL •SME •Sony XBR
Sony DVD •Sony Multiscan Projectors
Sony Plasma monitors
Stewart Frilmscreena •Thiel •VP!
One year 100% trade up policy •Select preowned products available
Equipment trade-ins accepted

Call for free product information that also includes literature that demystifys

JS

wire and cable technology.
Call 800 321 2108

Fax 856 428 1832

Some current dealers:
Audio Accurate

972 960 2911

EchoAuclio

503 223 2292

Champlain Valley Spkrs.

505 332 0336

eAudioNet

518 782 5489

Home Theatre Concepts

309 266 6640

Sound Waves

408 479 1733

AUDIO

4919 Saint Elmo Avenue
Bethesda, Maryland 20814

L A T INTERNATIONAL, INC.
317 Proyincetown Rd Cherry Hill NJ 08034
A subsidiary of LA T International Enterprises, Inc.
Visit us at: www.latinternational.com

301.656.7020
e-mail:latinternational@erols.com
Visa
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fax: 301.656.7741
e-mail: jsaudio@jsaudio.com
Mastercard
American Express
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Classified
www.kleintechsys.com,
ACOUSTIC INTERFACE PADS Improve Sound
Clarity, Optimize and Expand Tonal Range. Isolate, Reduce.
and Damper Cabinet Distortion and Vibration. Secure
Objects and Furniture for Stability. Eliminate the Need for l
Spikes. Bolts and Mounts. Fastens and Adapts Any I
Speaker to Any Stand or Surface. Great for Center Channel
Speakers. Tile, Wood. and Linoleum Floors. Stops Vibration,'
between Amps and CD Transports. Dealers Encouraged!'

TANNOY
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Prestige Series
C

uied at

MRIM.MERT$REBA

Audio Loft New York City

LIMN CLASSIK
RRCRI1•01111/RE5011
was whetstaneaudio.coa

vvww.audiolott.com

212.712.0012

GOT COUNTERPOINT?
I3Vaudio components provide the cleares

window to the music
Try our new OdB active cable.

and upgrades. Custom
work by the people who

Get Refined!
www.bvaudio.com

;..-1 •'
1.

Servicing. modifications

Quincy, MA tel 61.7 773 7290
Unbeatable sound, unbeatable prices.

designed it and built it.

www.altavistaaudio.com
or call 1877 517 4247 toll free!

AUDIO UNLIMITED
Offers Accuphase. Acoustic Energy. Aesthetix, Air Tight.
ASC. Audio Refinement. Avalon Acoustics. Balanced Audio
Technology. Basis, Benz-Micro. Boulder Amplifiers,
Cambridge Audio. Chang. Clearaudio. DynaVector. EAR.
Electrocompaniet.

Fanfare.

Grado.

Graham. 1Mlab,

Koetsu. Kuzma. Loewe HDTV. Magnum Dynalab, McIntosh.

Muse, PS Audio. Rega, Shelter. Sherwood Newcastle.
Spendor. Tac! Audio. Tannoy. TARA

Labs. Totem,

Transfiguration.Transrotor. RIO. YBA. Zoethecus. and more.

CD, LP and gear
storage furniture

Cal Jela Barnes at 1303) 6914107, lax (3031922-0522. 2341 W.
Yale Are., Eagleeeod. CO 110110. mnssudiounlimiteerlemer.com

g

Arizona Hi-Fi

You know you want to call!

Factory direct since 1984

LARGEST SELECTION OF TUBE AUDIO
EQUIPMENT AND TURNTABLES IN AZ

Free brochure (mention Stph)

www.tubeaudio.com

Per Madsen Design 800-821-4883

fr.e

ANALOG SPECIALIST SINCE 1980.
Nestorovic speakers; Herron, Hovland tube pre.
amps; Curcio electronics; Amazon, Immedia
Basis, Music Hall turntables; Allaerts, Koetso
Clearaudio, Benz cartridges; March, Grallai,,
tonearms; Fadel, Analysis Plus, ¿Cable, DiMariu,
cables; Shanling CO player; Magnum Dynalab
FM; PSE, Creek; much iflore.

rugged solid-state output.
Only $4,999.
Call toll-free 877.517.4247
www.ariaaudio.com

(310) 541-8177 www.theaudioenthusiast.com

n-ias a,

$27,900.00
SI,,,p1111C

The on-line
used cable
clearing house.

THE AUDIO ENTHUSIAST

100 watt stereo and 350-wag
amps. Single-ended triode

480-921-9961

I'd
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Stereophile Editor's Choice:
Sampler & Test CD

tube phono stage uith
matching step-up
trartslipmer

usedcable.com
WE BUY CABLES. WE SELL CABLES.

Goo() ADVICE.

I.

You've got a Class A audio system —
here are some Class A recordings to
show it off at its best
Stereophile's John Atkinson selects the
best of his recordings from the past 10
years -from solo violin to jazz.

uum.haglegh.com
o0

Still... The World's Best
dbComponent Isolators
Significantly Impros es ANS"
Disc Player: Thousands in iis
Media Isolation Bearings

PRECISION AUDIO PRODUCTS
-Dewier Inquires Invited -

120

1-623-979-7776

-

EDITOR'S CHOICE

' 23 tracks of Stereophile's audiophile.
approved recordings, every one recorded,
edited, and mixed by the editor of

Stereophile:
- 2 system diagnostic tracks
- 14 music tracks
- 7test signal tracks
o Allows you to set up your system and

Retail Price:

$9.97

Order online at
vvvvvv.stereophile.com

speakers without test gear
o Hear recorded music as it was meant to
sound, with natural dynamics and hi-rer
sound quality
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Audio Mart
ADVERTISE IN THE
RECOMMENDED
COMPONENTS
(October) ISSUE!!

GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA, CALIFORNIA

PLATINUM

JA Michell, Roksan, Keita, Mistral, Meadowlark.

BLACKGATE

Ruark, Kortm, Creek, Epos, Sr

SIC:NATURE MODS with SCIIOTTKY diodes,

dOrganisation, Gold

Ring, and more. Always lots of used gear. Established
vs..n• back in 1979! (805) 658-8311, tountmenermbin

LI NE RATES:
$35.00 per line.
There are approximately
45 characters in aline (including
letters, spaces, and punctuation).
5line minimum.

DI SPLAY RATES:
Contact Latarria Hardy
at (212) 462-3332 or
Latarria_Hardy@primediamags.com.

with

ALL-

resistors.

BLACKGATE caps, more -Natural, transparent. Add
SCHOTTKY, BLACKGATE, PLATINUM to your

for Hailer amps -compare to the best! SAC1 )/I WDAudio "all format" players from

—Factory sales :ind service for Spendor and Talk

- tube preamp KIT and phono stage! Musical

5995. Available soon

Electronics. The fictory-authorized US service center

Concepts, 49 Jason CT. St. Charles, MO 63304. (636)

for Quad, with upgrades available. QS&I) Audio

447-0040, iront: ttttt siralroncepts.com.

Furniture intimnation and sales. Contact Milee it Raouly,
QS&D, (540) 372-3711, fax (540) 372-3713, e-mail
gsandea aol °rom.

OPTIMUM

CU"

12 GA. SPEAKER CABLE.

High-purity copper,

>99.95%

w/

62

spiraled

strands in each conductor. Delivers clear, crisp
AU1)10 AR!, LS I.

1971.

Edge-of-the-art audio

components dedicated to serving music. Avalon, Piega,

highs, increased bass. 15-80' pre-cut lengths w/
prepped ends, ready to install w/specs & inst.
Low prices! inunekleinterhsys.rom, (561) 969-2298.

MartinLogan, Vandersteen, Jeff Rowland. Classe.
Theta, Aloia, Basis-Benz, Aerial. Cardas, Kimber.

Duevel USA olllll i-hornspcakers

Richmond, VA. Voire/fax (804) 358-5300, e-mail Andio

Mina° USA finest tube gear

AriUSAMaol.com.

uneuthighendaudio.rom
Experience the mie sound of
live music in your home.

BEST PRICES — BEST QUALITY stereo and home-

Meridian, Proceed, Totem, Runco, Revel, JMIab,
EgglestonWorks, Dynaudio, Durland, B&W, Aerial
and others. Factory-sealed with manufacturers' warranties. Satisfaction guaranteed. Halant Andio, (310)
891-6866.

MAIL TO:
Primedia Magazines
249 W. 17th St., 4th Floor
New York, NY 10011
Ami.: Latarria Hardy

series

PLATINUM

QS8t13, SPENDOR, TALK ELECTRONICS, QUAD

Classé, Collins, Gryphon, Krell, Levinson, McIntosh,

PAYMENT:

mod

caps,

many others! SINGLE-ENI) PA-3B front-end PCBs

theater components: Audio Research, liur- n'ester,

All classified ads must be prepaid
with order by check or credit card:
MasterCard or Visa.

ULTRA

unit! Mods for Adcom, B&K, I
>yu.a tubes, l'Act and

•It's easy! We can design your ad.
•It's effective! You will reach
enthusiasts who actively look
to our magazine for product
purchase decisions.

MUSICAL CONCEPTS - since 1979. Awesome

— Franchised dealer for Naim Audio, Spendor, Quad,

WE CAN HELP YOU choose excellent-sounding,
dependable audio equipment (plus video). We offer
friendly, knowledgeable advice. years of hands-on
experience. We carry: NM), Paramund, NUT, Adcom,
KEF, TARA, VII, Aragon, Spendor, Salamander,
JoLida, Cambridge, more. Read Brothers, 593 King
Street Charleston, SC 29403, (843) 723-7276, immun:d
hrothm.rom.

SOUND LAIS IN CHICAGO AND MIDWEST!
Experience the ultimate speakers, Parasound JC-1

McCORMACK

amps, TG Audio, Creative Cable Concepts, and more

available from SMc Audio. Outstanding upgrade

for

in ahome environment. Ask about our free offers.

options

(847) 382-8433, unoutessentialandio.com.

designer Sim

EQUIPMENT

UPGRADES

most McCormack designs. Contact
.1113:onnack

ii (760) 732-0352 or see

uneutSMcAridiarom.

FAX: (212) 462-3595
PRELUDE AUDIO CABLES—using only the best

DEADLINE:
Ads are due on the first working
day of the month, two months in
Avance of the issue in which your
ad will appear. For example, if
you want your ad to run in the
October 2003 issue,
you must submit
it by August 5, 2003.
No refunds.

&mu

sell you a cable that we wouldn't own ourselves.
Check us out at uveutprehekaudianet.

FREE Gift!

SOUND LAB NOT IN YOUR AREA? Free stay
in New Orleans II», navel reimbursement with
purchase.

Also:

Analysis

Triangle, Unison

Research, Vandersteen, Wilson

Benesch, and more! (801) 272-1690, ortmearisandiecom.
SOUNDS

REAL

AUDIO,

EXCLUSIVE DEALER

COLORADO'S

for Joule-Electra, Belles,

Atina-Sphere. Merlin Speaker Systems. Coincident
Speaker Technology, Talon Audio, Wilson Benesch,

Sound,

Reference 3A, Plus VPI, Cardas, Shanling

Magnan,

Audience,

Opera, Pathos, Pliiiius. PS Audio, Rega, Ruark,

ATC,

JoLida,

Plus,

SALT LAKE CITY AREA—Audio Research, Witz.
Cairn, Chord, Clearaudio, Creek, Grado, NAD,

Atma-Sphere, Birdland, Buggtussel, Gradient, linier
Parasound

Ila lo,

PUY, TAI), TG Audio, Wolcott. (504) 866-1730,
11.11llt
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Alpha, Belden, Canare, Cardas, & WBT, for

audio and video interconnects. We would never

indu phi,, r¡P. C
OOl.

Hall, Antique Sound

), Music

Labs, LAT International,

Polycrystat www.somodsreal,poilio.com, (303) 278-2256.
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Aural
Robert

H

Robert
Baird

ere's aquestion Ihear alot these
days, and spend no small amount
of time pondering: When did
classical music begin to fall out of favor,
become an elitist pursuit, and cease to be
part of this country's and the world's common cultural lexicon?
This conundrum is posed against today's
fairly grim backdrop: Orchestras are going
broke; entire recording divisions, such as
BMG/RCA's Red and Gold Seal imprints,
have vanished; and kids in public school no
longer have (as Ihad) the revelatory experience of hearing Beethoven's Symphony
6, "Pastoral," via scratchy records and
balky, industrial-strength record players.
One clue to the music's increasing irrelevance to John Q. Sbcpack came out of a
recent conversation with Matt Walters,
managing director of the Santa Fe Music
Group, which has recently begun to reissue the Louisville Orchestra's famous First
Edition recordings.
An orchestra-owned label — a trend
that's making acomeback these days —
First Edition (aka Louisville Records) is
most renowned for its commissions of
new music, which began in 1948. Between 1954 and 1959, the orchestra, with
the help of a$500,000 grant from the
Rockefeller Foundation, commissioned,
performed, and recorded the world premieres of 116 works from 101 composers.
Ifound it telling that, while the Louisville
Orchestra was making these landmark
recordings of "new" classical music by composers major and obscure from around the
world, the band was unpopular in its own
home town. Louisvillians were no less intellectually inclined than elsewhere; they
simply echoed the aesthetic currents of the
time. Even then, classical music had ceased
to be aliving tradition in which new works
could challenge the old masters.
"They weren't all thorny and grim,"
Walters says of the works commissioned
by First Edition. "On agood day, these
works were challenging and unusual.
There wasn't anything too difficult. No
[Harry] Partch, No [John] Cage. Most of
what they commissioned and recorded is
what Icall 'conservative modern.'"
Brave soul that he is, Walters, who in the

early 1990s oversaw the resurrection of
Moe Asch's Folkways label under the aegis
of the Smithsonian Institution, is excited
about the rebirth of First Edition Records.
He's already released eight First Edition
Cl)s — original works by the
likes of Walter Piston, John
Corigliano, and Wallingford
Riegger — and has readied
another 75 discs' worth of
material for future release. Although he plans to offer subscriptions, all First Edition discs
will be available in stores via
Harmonia Mundi distribution.
While some of the works are
ordinary and the sound quality
varies the First Edition stash is
one of the more important
bodies of modern classical
music ever recorded.
How the Louisville Orchestra came to
be the unlikely bastion of modern classical
music goes back, as is so often the case, to
the vision of one man: Louisville mayor
Charles Farnsley. Faced with an orchestra
that was going broke, Farnsley decided on
abold plan: reduce the band to 50 pieces,
forgo expensive soloists, and, most radical
of all, commission new works. Farnsley
had atheory, according to Walters, that if
they were going to go broke, at least they'd
go down swinging.
The Louisville Orchestra used its dwindling resoutres to commission five new
works ayear, by the likes of Paul Hindemith,
Virgil Thomson, and 1)arius Milhaud. Their
pluck so impressed Columbia Records and
its now mythical president, Goddard
Lieberson, that, just as the orchestra was
about to declare bankruptcy; he signed them
to athree-record deal. Engineer Howard
Scott, one of asmall group of people at
Columbia who had turned into reality the
theory of the Long Playing Record, the 33 1
/
3
LP, was dispatched to Louisville with new
Ampex tape recorders.
"Goddard called me into his office and
said, 'You're the new head of our Masterworks division. You're going to Louisville to
record that orchestra, and don't ask nie for a
raise,'" the now-82-year-old Scott says,
cracking asmile under his prodigious han-

dlebar mustache.
After the three
Columbia LPs,
Farnsley managed to corral for
the Louisville orchestra
the
Rockefeller
grant, which was later replenished by more
Rockefeller money and agrant from BMI.
The records were sold, six to abox, via subscription for $7.95 per LP, at atime when
LPs commonly sold for $3.98 to $4.98 each
(there now mid-price $15.98). Once the
Columbia deal was over, the orchestra
formed First Edition, with Scott —who'd
since moved on to MGM and then RCA—
as its chief engineer. The orchestra would
rehearse anew piece of music during the
week, play it in concert on Saturday night,
and record it with Scott on Sunday morning
Scott switched from recording in two-track
mono to two-track stereo in 1957, to threetrack stereo in 1959, and, later that year, to
four-track stereo. All of the new First
Edition reissues have been remastered under
Scott's supervision to 24-bit HDCD.
Scott, nothing short of alegend himself,
talked about what it was like to work for
Lieberson, perhaps the most mythical
label president ever. It was Lieberson, he
said, who initiated the practice of employing lawyers and accountants to run record
labels — key factors in the business's current diseased state. Lieberson did it, Scott
says, because he believed neither group
would interfere with creative decisions.
In Matt Walter's version of First Edition
Records, the policy on creative decisions is
simple: "I try to make records I'd want to
buy."
MI
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SO YOU FINALLY HAVE YOUR GOLDEN SOUND SYSTEM.
IT'S YOUR LISTENING ROOM THAT'S THE PROBLEM.

UNTIL NOW.
Your room is our challenge. Here at Rives Audio,
we offer services and products that evaluate, design and
correct listening room defects ranging from very minor
to the extreme.
By using everything from sophisticated software to
dedicated hardware such as the PARC, we're driven to
solve your toughest problems.
You've put alot of time and expense into your sound
system. Are you ready to give your room the attention it
deserves? Call 800-959-6553, see www.rivesaudio.com
or e-mail info@rivesaudio.com

"Befitting its pro-audio lineage, Rives' PARC appears to
be bombproof. Its settings are accurately calibrated, and
its excellent technical performance conforms to the First
Law of Outboard Processors: First, do no harm to the
signal.'"
—John Atkinson
Stereophile, July 2003
To see the entire review by Kal Rubinson, please go to
Accessory Reviews: http://www. stereoph ile.com/show
category. cg i?category=Accessory%20Reviews

Our most versatile product is the PARC (Parametric Adaptive r.
Room Compensation system.) Its the only analog-based
system on the market with adjustable notch filters that
compensate for some common sources of sound degradation. i\

Ives
t i

800-959-6553 www.rivesaudio.com or e-mail info©rivesaudio.com

The Musical Fidelity

20th

anniversary

Limited Edition TriVista Tube SACD and
300 Integrated Amplifier
The TriVista SACD up-samples standard CD's from
16/44 to 24/192, making normal red-book CD's
sound very close to SACD's.

"Musical Fidelity has delivered on its promise
to offer virtual SACD performance from the
humble CD"- HiFi News UK Feb 2003

"Whatever other gear is used, this player always
sounds more like analog than most CD players, in
that all-important musical sense you get from
vinyl"- HiFi Choice UK Jan 2003
"...it's an enticing sounding CD player— the
best-sounding Musical Fidelity has come up with
At 350 watts per channel, the TriVista 300 is the

yet— and it's an even better-sounding SACD

most powerful integrated amplifier ever made.

player." -Michael Fremer, Stereophile, May 2003

Using the loo,000 hour mil spec 5703 tube set,
the 300 integrated sounds as delicate and
smooth as any low wattage tube amp. Its proprietary solid state output stage ensures the best in
control, resolution and frequency extension.
"For on amp with such evident power, it also
does delicacy very well. This is no muscle-bound
fatneck, it's quite asophisticate that has away
of playing music first and foremost."
-HiFi World UK Jan 2003
"By any standards this is aremarkable amplifier
and lhave nothing but envy for the 500 lucky
souls who will end up with one in their system."
-Gramophone UK Jan 2003

MUSICAL FIDELITY
Live in your world, listen in ours.
www.musicalfidelity.com
For your nearest dealer, contact mf@kevro.com or 905-428-2800
Distributed in North America by Kevro International Inc.
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